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Abstract 
The newly defined boundary between the western and eastem Inner Piedmont 
belts has been the focus of several recent tectonic studies in the southern Appalachians. 
Specifically, the Brindle Creek fault was recognized in southwestem N011h Carolina as a 
thrust that juxtaposed S iluro-Devonian-age paragneisses (now-known) and Devonian and 
Mississippian granites atop Neoproterozoic- to Cambrian-age paragneisses,  Middle 
Ordovician volcanic and metasedimentary rocks, and Ordovician intrusive units. 
Detailed geologic mapping in the Kings Creek 7 .5-minute quadrangle, 
southwestem B rushy Mountains , Caldwell County, North Carol ina, revealed the 
no11heastem continuation of the thrust. Recognition of the northeastem extension of the 
fault ,  and analysis of small-scale map compilations indicate the thrust is a major (crustal­
scale) boundary. 
Structural data denote six defonnation events in the southwestem Brushy 
Mountains. Penetrative and partially penetrative fabrics are attributed to syn-peak and 
post-peak metamorphic deformation (Neoacadian and earliest Alleghenian; D2 and D3, 
respectively). Changes in the orientations of D2 and D3 structures were observed in the 
study area; fol iations, mineral stretching lineations, and i soclinal and tight fold axes in 
the northwestem two thirds of the quadrangle are strongly oriented northeast-southwest. 
Stmctural orientations in the southeastern comer of the quadrangle vary, but are 
dominantly oriented east-west, southeast-northwest, and north-south. The structural 
transition represents Neoacadian transpressional flow caused by buttressing of plastically 
deforming thrust sheets against the primordial Brevard faul t  zone. Mylonites 
immediately adj acent to a second thrust fault (the Green Mountain/Mil l  Spring thrust) 
v 
also confilm a significant component of dextral strike-slip displ acement. Two episodes 
of post-Neoacadian folding (F4 and F5) complexly refolded F2 (isoclinal ) and F3 (tight) 
folds. Multiple joint sets are also attributed to Alleghanian and Mesozoic-Cenozoic 
deformation. 
A zone of intensely m igmatized amphibolite and biotite-hornblende granodiorite 
was identified in the immediate footwall of the Brindle Creek thrust in the Kings Creek 
quadrangle and extrapolated � 1 10 km to the southwest. Detailed geologic mapping has 
locally placed the migmatite in the same tectonostratigraphic position as the Poor 
Mountain Formation; intense migmatization, however, has obscured viltually all primary 
sedimentological evidence that could establish an unequivocal m igmatite protolith. 
U-Pb ion microprobe (SHRIMP RG) geochronology of zoned zircons indicate the 
migmatite protolith has a Middle Ordovician crystall ization age (ziJ.·con cores), and was 
subsequently metamorphosed at 342 Ma and 330 Ma (zircon rims) .  The crystallization 
age is coeval with the Poor Mountain Quartzite member. Whole-rock trace and rare earth 
element chemical data from melanocratic and leucocratic constituents of the migmatite 
also suggest pmtial derivation from the Poor Mountain Amphibolite. The highly 
fractionated migmatite leucosome, an in situ anatectic melt, is enriched in low 
compatibility trace elements and depleted in high compatibility trace elements. A subset 
of melanocratic samples has s imilar concentrations of low compatibility trace elements as 
the Poor Mountain Amphibol i te, but is depleted in higher compatibil ity elements. The 
same samples have nearly identical flat REE trends as Poor Mountain Amphibol ite 
samples, but are s lightly REE depleted. Emplacement of the hot B rindle Creek thrust 
Vl 
sheet in the Neoacadian likely resulted in intense migmatization of the already hot Poor 
Mountain Fonnation and adjacent units. 
Vll 
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This thesis presents work completed in two years of study of the eastern and 
western Inner Piedmont, North Carolina. Research centered on geologic mapping (at 
1 : 1 2,000- and 1 :24,000-scales) of the Kings Creek 7 .5-minute quadrangle, Caldwell 
County, North Carolina. This first-ever detailed geologic mapping and 
structural/geochemical study in the Brushy Mountains, an area of moderate topographic 
relief northeast of the Morganton Basin (Plate 1 ) ,  is complemented by the work of Atthur 
J .  Merschat in the adjacent Ellendale and Boomer 7 .5-minute quadrangles. A primary 
goal of our combined research was to trace the Brindle Creek fault northeastward from 
the South Mountains, where i t  was originally recognized as a thrust fault. My field 
research y ielded 1 872 field stations collected during 9 months of work. Data and 
interpretations presented here provide greater insight into the tectonic history of this patt 
of the Inner Piedmont. 
This thesis contains three chapters. Each is intended to be a free-standing, 
potentially publishable work, and therefore contains a separate abstract, introduction, 
synthesis, conclusions, and references. For this reason, cettain introductory and reference 
notations are duplicated, but each section centers upon unique themes, perspectives, and 
interpretations. Part I describes lithotectonic units in the Kings Creek quadrangle, and 
includes all data collected in the field and laboratory that pertain to l ithologic 
relationships observed in rock units from the study area. Part I is largely a data report 
that includes mineralogic and petrographic descriptions of the e ight major l ithologic units 
in the study area. A discussion of the timing and nature of metamorphism in the study 
area and in laterally adjacent areas (the South Mountains, North Carolina) is also 
included. 
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One important unit, an intensely migmatitic amphibolite and biotite-homblende 
granodiorite in the footwall of the Brindle Creek thrust, is infonnally named the Lenoir 
Quarry migmatite in Part I. This nomenclature is  based on the lithologic relationships in 
the study area, and allows petrogenetic objectivity ( i .e . ,  no statements are made here 
about possible migmatite protoliths) .  
Part II presents an analysis of the structural geology of the Kings Creek 
quadrangle . Relationships documented at micro-, meso-, and macroscales in the Brushy 
Mountains are representative of macroscopic trends along the boundary between the 
westem and eastem Inner Piedmont throughout westem N01th Carolina. The timing, 
nature, and magnitude of successive deformation events are addressed in l ight of new 
absolute age constraints from rocks in the study area. 
Pmt III addresses the lithotectonic, temporal, and chemical character of intensely 
migmatized rocks ( the Lenoir Quarry migmatite of Pmt I) in the immediate footwall of 
the Brindle Creek fault. The spatial distribution, age, and chemical character of the 
m igmatite are documented, and the data are used to discriminate between potential source 
rocks from adjacent units. 
Appendix A is a table of all primary structural data and field lithologic 
descriptions recorded in the Kings Creek quadrangle . Data from Appendix A correspond 
to station localities shown in Plate 3 .  
3 
PART I 




Detailed geologic mapping of the Kings Creek 7 .5-minute quadrangle, Caldwell 
County, North Carolina, revealed the no1theastern extension of the Brindle Creek thrust 
fault, the boundary between the western and eastern Inner Piedmont (IP) belts. The 
Brindle Creek thrust sheet is composed of two paragneiss units : metagraywacke and 
sillimanite schist. An inequigranular quartz-biotite-plagioclase gneiss, not previously 
mapped at 1 : 24,000 scale, was also recognized in the Brindle Creek thrust hanging wall 
and informally named the Hibriten orthogneiss.  Disconnected bands of Walker Top 
Granite were also mapped in the hanging wall of the Brindle Creek thrust. The footwall 
is composed of a migmatitic amphibolite, biotite gneiss, and biotite-hornblende 
granodiorite unit, herein informally named the Lenoir Quarry migmatite. The migmatite 
shares a gradational contact w ith mylonitic muscovite schist near its northwestern 
termination. The muscovite schist directly overlies mylonitic Tallulah Falls Formation 
metagraywacke. The lithologic discontinuity and mylonitic rock fabrics indicate the 
presence of a second fault, probably the Mill Spting thrust, here informally named the 
Green Mountain fault .  The Henderson Gneiss is the northwestemmost unit in the 
quadrangle. 
Rock units in the study area preserve a Neoacadian thermal, metamorphic, and 
deformational history. Estimates of the1mobarometric conditions from mineral 
assemblages and geochemical analyses were compared to similar, unpublished studies 
from southwestern N011h Carolina, and indicate comparable> Banovian metamorphic 
histories. Rocks in the Kings Creek quadrangle preserve sillimanite grade conditions; no 
change in metamorphic grade occurs across the Brindle Creek thrust. Moreover, no 
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retrograde fabrics are preserved along faults in the study area. This suggests early- to 
synmetamorphic thrust emplacement. Recent geochronologic ev idence suggests major 
thrusting, defonnation, and peak prograde metamorphism were coeval with Acadian and 
Neoacadian-earl iest Alleghanian (366 Ma, and 342-330 Ma; Late Devonian-early 
Mississippian) thermal events. 
Introduction 
A complete understanding of the tectonic evolution of mountain belts requires 
interpretations from at least three fundamental reference frames: structure, timing, and 
geothennobarometry (P-T ) .  Detailed P-T determinations without spatial and temporal 
contexts have limited effectiveness. L ikewise, detailed geologic mapping indicates l ittle 
about the tectonic h istory of an area without temporal references and estimates of the 
conditions of genesis ( i .e . ,  temperature and pressure) .  The southem and central 
Appalachian IP, despite decades of intense research (Adams, 1 933 ;  Griffin ,  1 97 1 ,  1 974; 
Hatcher, 1 972 ;  Horton et al . ,  1 989), lacks this integration and is therefore not sufficiently 
understood. 
The IP (Fig. 1 - 1 )  is the Acadian (now Neoacadian) metamorphic core of the 
southem Appalachians (e.g. ,  Hatcher et al . ,  1 999). It is a generally shallowly dipping 
suite of h igh-grade metasedimentary, metaigneous, and plutonic rocks. Multiple episodes 
of intense deformation, anatexis, and plutonism have affected IP rocks. Some primary 
lithostratigraphic successions, however, are recognizable and traceable for long distances 
(e.g. ,  Goldsmith et al . ,  1 988; Hatcher, 1 989) .  Despite its large area and tectonic 























































































































































































































































timing and conditions of peak metamorphism and deformation is, to date, understandably 
limited. 
Numerous workers, in attempts to delineate the structural and stratigraphic 
framework and the timing and conditions of deformation and metamorphism in the IP, 
have produced detailed studies in southwestern North Carolina (Overstreet et al . ,  1 963a, 
1 963b;  Lemmon and Dunn, 1 973a, 1 973b; Davis,  1 993a, 1 993b; Yanagihara, 1 994; 
Bream, 1 999; Giorgis, 1 999; Hill, 1 999; Wil l iams, 2000; B ier, 200 1 ) .  Those studies 
focused on areas of high topography southeast of the Brevard faul t  zone near 
Hendersonville, Lake Lure, Marion, and Morganton, N01th Carolina ( i .e . ,  the Columbus 
Promontory and South Mountains; Fig. 1 -2) .  Reconnaissance mapping by Goldsmith et 
a! . ( 1 988)  aids in projecting regional trends from the South Mountains to the northeast; 
tectonic relationships, however, can be difficult to interpret at 1 :250,000 scale. 
This study contributes to the regional database of detail ed ( 1 :  1 2,000- and 
1 :24,000-scale) mapping (Plate 1 )  by focusing on the geology of the along-strike area 
east of Lenoir, North Carolina. The Brushy Mountains in the Kings Creek 7 .5-minute 
quadrangle have moderate rel ief (300 m/1 300 ft) and excellent exposure and trend 
�N45°E (Fig. 1 -2) .  Merschat and Kalbas (2002) documented their continuation in the 
Boomer and Ellendale quadrangles to the east-northeast of the present study area (Figs. 1 -
2 ,  1 -3 ,  1 -4) .  
In addition to geologic mapping, an improved understanding of the petrogenetic 
rel ationships in the study area was derived from detailed descriptions of l ithologic units 
and estimates of metamorphic conditions from their mineral assemblages. New 
geochronologic work on rocks from the study area (Part III; Bream et al . ,  200 1 a, 200 1 b) 
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Figure 1-2. Index map showing the location of the study area in western North Carolina. (a) Digi tal 
elevation model of western North Carolina with the area of detailed and reconnaissance mapping 
superimposed (from a compilation by Bream and Bier, unpublished work). (b) 7 .5-minute quadrangle 
mapping index. Note: Plate I contains a list of authors for all primary mappi ng sources used in the 











Figure 1-3. Metamorphic isograd map of pmt of North and South Carolina. Blue outlines represent 
approximate areas of detailed geologic mapping (various UTK mappers), USGS mapping (Overstreet et 
al., 1 95 1  ), and some reconnaissance mapping (Goldsmith et al., 1988) in the southwestem and south­
central portions of North Carolina (Plate I). lsograds represent the first occurrence of index minerals. 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































allows increased precision in quantifying relative events with absolute ages.  Th is 
treatment is, therefore, a comprehensive tectonic synthesis of observed and derived 
relationships in the Kings Creek quadrangle.  
Geologic Setting 
The IP is separated from the eastern Blue Ridge to the northwest by the Brevard 
fault  zone, and from the Carol ina terrane to the southeast by the Central Piedmont suture 
(Fig. 1 - 1 ) . The IP consists of a polydeformed thrust stack of dominantly 
metasedimentary and metavolcanic units (biotite gneiss [metagraywacke] ,  pelitic schist, 
amphiboli te, and quartzite) intruded by katazonal plutonic rocks of various compositions 
(typically tonal i tic and granitic; Griffin, 1 972, 1 974; Goldsmith et al . ,  1 988 ;  Horton and 
McConnell ,  1 99 1  ) .  
Structural Patterns 
At least five (probably six) deformational episodes (D1  to D5; Part II) have 
affected the IP of North Carol ina, South Carol ina, and Georgia (Griffin, 1 969; Hopson 
and Hatcher, 1 988 ;  Davis et al . ,  1 99 1 ;  Dav is, 1 993a; Yanagihara, 1 994) .  D2 and D3 are 
l inked as a s ingle contiguous event (Hopson and Hatcher, 1 988 ;  Liu, 1 99 1 ;  Dav is, 1 993a) 
and are of primary interest because they produced dominant, penetrative and partially 
penetrative structural trends of northeast-striking, southeast-dipping fol iations, and 
northeast- and southwest-plunging tight and isoclinal folds in the western IP. 
Structural and stratigraphic differences between the western and eastern IP (west 
and east of the Brindle Creek thrust) are readily identifiable on reconnaissance and 
detailed geologic maps (Plate 1 ;  e .g. ,  Goldsmith et al . ,  1 988 ;  Bier, 200 I ) . Hatcher and 
Hooper ( 1 992) concluded that westward-vergent Type-F (fold-related) thrust sheets 
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dominate the structural style of the western IP. This style contrasts with that of the 
eastern IP, which is dominated by less consistent, variably oriented complex fold patterns 
of isoclinal recumbent and sheath folds in paragneiss, pel itic schist, and quartz-, feldspar­
' and biotite-rich orthogneiss units (Plate 1 ;  Part II; Bier, 200 1 ; Merschat and Kalbas, 
2002). 
Recent geologic mapping across these two regions of contrasting structural style 
near Marion, North Carol ina, delineated the Brindle Creek thrust (Plate 1 ;  Giorgis, 1 999; 
Giorgis and Will iams, 1 999). The Brindle Creek thrust, as described in the South 
Mountains, is a Type-F thrust that juxtaposes migmatitic metasedimentary units (then 
referred to as Tallulah Fal l s  Formation), Walker Top Granite, and Toluca Granite over 
"migmatitic Poor Mountain Amphibol ite and Quartzite" (Giorgis et al . ,  1 998) .  The 
Charlotte 1 o x 2° sheet (Goldsmith et al . ,  1 988) and other reconnaissance maps (Brown et 
al . ,  1 985;  Nelson et al . ,  1 998; Horton and Dicken, 200 1 )  depict truncated relationships 
that suggest the fault is traceable throughout the IP of North and South Carol ina; thus it is 
a major structural feature of the southern Appalachian crystall ine core. 
Regional Lithotectonic Succession 
The overprint from multiple episodes of penetrative deformation and accompanying 
metamorphism modified primary (S0) mesoscopic sedimentary and igneous features, but 
lateral and sequential consistencies have permitted workers (e.g. ,  Hatcher, 1 969, 1 972; 
Hatcher and Acker, 1 984; Hopson and Hatcher, 1 988;  Davis, 1 993a, 1 993b) to del ineate 
l i thostratigraphic sequences and major tectonic units. A partial ly traceable stratigraphy in 
the southern Appalachian Acadian core consists of a series of paragneiss units interpreted 
as distal slope-and-rise sediments shed from the Laurentian margin (Plate 1 ;  e.g. ,  Rankin 
1 3  
et a1 . ,  1 989; Hatcher, 1 993) .  The Tal lulah Fal ls  (-Ashe) F01mation was original ly 
recognized in the eastern Blue Ridge of southern Virginia, North Carol ina, South 
Carol ina, and northeastern Georgia (Hatcher, 1 993) .  Recent work in the western IP 
indicates the Tallulah Falls  Formation is also a prominent unit southeast of the Brevard 
fault zone (e.g . ,  Hatcher, 1 993;  Hatcher et al . ,  1 999; Bream, 1 999; Hil l ,  1 999). 
Considerable  debate persists, however, over the true areal extent of the Tal lulah Falls  
Fonnation in successive IP thrust sheets (e .g . ,  Bream et al . ,  200 1 b) .  
The Tal lulah Fall s  stratigraphic sequence, original ly subdivided by  Hatcher 
( 1 97 1 ,  1 973) ,  was identified in the southwestern North Carolina (Bream, 1 999; Giorgis, 
1 999; Hil l ,  1 999; Will iams, 2000; B ier, 200 1 ) . The sequence consists of three units: a 
lower metagraywacke-schist-amphibol i te member, a middle aluminous schist member, 
and an upper metagraywacke-schist member. Upper and lower members have been 
differentiated by their stratigraphic position relative to the aluminous schist and by a 
general dearth of amphibol ite in the upper unit (Hatcher, 1 97 1 ;  B ier, 200 1 ) . 
Petrological ly similar metasedimentary units of the eastern IP ( i .e . ,  southeast of 
the Brindle Creek thrust) were original ly correlated with the Tal lulah Fal l s  Formation 
based on detai led mapping (Giorgis, 1 999; Will iams, 2000; Bier, 200 1 ). The three 
distinctive members seen in western IP exposures, however, have not been differentiated 
in the eastern IP. Specifically, Giorgis ( 1 999) and B ier et al . (2000) documented 
significant thickness changes in both aluminous schist and metagraywacke uni ts in the 
hanging wall of the Brindle Creek thrust (Plate 1 ) . Moreover, the amphiboli te-rich lower 
metagraywacke unit is absent in the study area and in the Brindle Creek thrust sheet 
exposed in the South Mountains (Plate 1 ), but a similar unit crops out in the eastern IP 
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(Goldsmith et al . ,  1 988) .  
Thickness variations and l i thologic changes can be reasonably explained by 
primary (sedimentological) facies changes and/or structural thickening. New detrital 
zircon U-Pb data (Bream, 2002) preclude correlation of units in the Brindle Creek thrust 
sheet with the Tall ulah Fall s  Formation. Both western and eastern IP rocks contain 
Grenv ille-age ( � 1 .25 to 1 . 1 0  Ga) detrital zircons; eastern IP metasedimentary rocks, 
however, also contain Devonian-age detrital grains, and were l ikely deposited in a Late 
Silurian to Early Devonian basin (Bream et al . ,  200 l a, 200 l b) .  Western IP paragneisses 
and schists suggests their deposition along an earl ier Paleozoic continental margin . 
Although numerous granitoids crop out southeast of the Brindle Creek thrust in North 
Carol ina, all publ ished ages are Devonian (375 Ma for the Toluca Granite, 366 Ma for 
the Walker Top Granite) or younger (e .g. ,  Mapes, 2002; Mapes et al . ,  2002) .  
In this report, the name Tallulah Falls  Formation i s  reserved only for rocks that are 
laterally connected with previously mapped Tallulah Fall s  Formation of the western IP 
and eastern Blue Ridge. Although they bear textural and mineralogical similarities to 
Tallulah Fall s  Formation, a different terminology will be employed for rocks of the 
eastern IP in the Brindle Creek thrust sheet. 
Southeast of the Brevard fault zone the Tallulah Fal ls Formation is overlain by the 
Chauga River and Poor Mountain Formations (Hatcher, 1 972, 1 993) .  A distinct 
l ithologic (metasedimentary and/or metavolcanic) succession has been recognized in the 
Poor Mountain Fonnation (Shufflebarger, 1 96 1 ;  Hatcher, 1 969) . Rocks at the type 
locality in the Whetstone 7 .5-minute quadrangle, South Carolina-Georgia mainly consist 
of laminated amphibol ite, quartzite, and marble. Davis ( 1 993b) documented three 
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equivalent units in the Columbus Promontory of northwestern South Carolina and 
southwestern North Carol ina: interlayered amphibolite and quartzite; discontinuous 
garnet-mica schist and quartzite; and laminated amphibol ite and hornblende gneiss. The 
Poor Mountain Formation in South Carolina is overlain by the Ordovician Henderson 
Gneiss, the most petrologically distinctive and laterally continuous IP orthogneiss (Plate 
1 ) .  
Orthogneisses can be subdivided into eastern and western IP groups; the former 
(e.g. ,  Walker Top Granite and Toluca Granite) have Acadian to Neoacadian 
crystallization ages whereas the later (e.g. , Henderson Gneiss and Dysartsville Tonal ite) 
have Ordovician ages (e .g. ,  Mapes, 2002; Bream, 2002) .  The Henderson Gneiss, a 
porphyroclastic quartz-K-feldspar-biotite-muscovite orthogneiss, structurally (?) overl ies 
the Tal lul ah Fall s  Formation in the Lenoir quadrangle (Reed, 1 964) .  The Walker Top 
Granite, a texturally  similar megacrystic biotite gneiss (see detailed description below) ,  
was originally  recognized by Goldsmith et al .  ( 1 988) as  a rapakivi-textured, less 
deformed version of the Henderson Gneiss in southwestern and central western North 
Carol ina. The Toluca Granite (Verseput, 1 980) and Dysartsville Tonal ite (Horton and 
McConnell ,  1 99 1 ;  Bream, 2002) represent a series of biotite granitoids and 
metagranodiorite bodies that intruded IP metasedimentary rocks (Goldsmith et al . ,  1 988) .  
Metamorphism and Deformation 
The core of the IP is dominated by middle- to upper-amphibolite facies 
(sil l imanite grade) , prograde, Barrovian to Buchan metamorphic assemblages (Butler, 
1 99 1 ;  Merschat and Kalbas, 2002; Fig. 1 -3) .  Along the flanks of the IP, the metamorphic 
grade general ly decreases to kyanite, staurolite, and garnet grade (Butler, 1 99 1 ;  Hatcher, 
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1 993) .  Geochronologic work has begun to delimit the ages of plutonism, metamorphism, 
coeval anatexis, and related deformation. 
Rb-Sr whole-rock ages indicate the Henderson Gneiss (509-472 Ma) contains 
deformed younger granitoids with crystal lization ages of 438 and 429 ± 22 Ma in North 
Carol ina (Lemmon, 1 973;  Odom and Russel l ,  1 975) ,  and 423 ± 2 Ma in South Carolina 
(Harper and Full agar, 1 98 1  ). The undeformed Cherryville monzogranite has a Rb-Sr 
whole-rock age of 35 1 ± 1 0  Ma (Kish, 1 983) .  These whole-rock ages were used to 
delimit the timing of the major prograde metamorphic event in the IP to between 429 and 
35 1 Ma (Davis,  1 993a).  
More recent geochronologic work in the eastern Blue Ridge and IP revealed Late 
Devonian and early Mississippian monazite ages (�360 Ma and �325-330 Ma; Dennis 
and Wright, 1 997) and zircon rim ages (�342 and 330 Ma; Bream et al . ,  200 1 b; Carrigan 
et al . ,  200 1 ; Part III) . If the middle- and late-Mississipp ian ages represent peak thermal 
conditions, then Neoacadian/earliest Alleghanian metamorphism is inferred. A 
retrograde overprint (chlorite grade) has been attributed to movement along the Brevard 
faul t  zone and subsequent exhumation of the Blue Ridge-Piedmont thrust sheet during 
Alleghanian orogenesis (�320 Ma; Hatcher, 1 993;  Kohn, 200 1 ) . 
The Kings Creek Quadrangle 
The Kings Creek 7.5-minute quadrangle consists of a 1 59 .5 km2 (6 1 .6 mi2) area in 
Caldwell County � 1 00 km east of Asheville and �50 km northwest of Hickory, North 
Carol ina (Fig. 1 -4 ) .  In addition to its moderate rel ief and superb exposure, the area offers 
good road access to numerous departure points for foot traverses .  Many logging roads 
are kept clear by hunters and allow relatively easy access to ridge lines and some valleys. 
1 7  
The location of the Kings Creek quadrangle is al so tecton ically significant. The 
Brevard fault zone crops out �2.7 km ( 1 .7 mi) northwest of the northwestern corner of 
the quadrangle (Reed, 1 964; Goldsmith et al . ,  1 988),  and separates the high mountains of 
the Blue Ridge from the rol l ing hil ls of the Piedmont (Fig. 1 -2) .  The si l l imanite isograd 
was mapped immediately northwest of the northwestern corner of the quadrangle (Butler, 
1 99 1 ;  Fig. 1 -3) .  Macroscopic patterns within the Kings Creek quadrangle (Part II; Figs. 
1 -4, 1 -5 )  reflect the regional structural change from the western IP to the eastern IP. 
Methods 
Detailed geologic mapping of the Kings Creek quadrangle began in mid-January, 
200 1 and continued through mid-August, 200 1 .  Additional field work was conducted in 
January, 2002. Standard and enlarged USGS 7.5-minute quadrangles were used for base 
maps at 1 :24,000 and 1 : 1 2 ,000 scales. Notes, including textural and mineralogical 
descriptions, fabric orientations (measured with a Brunton TM pocket transit), and scaled 
sketches were recorded by station number (Plate 3). Compilation of structural and 
l i thologic data from field maps was accompl ished using Adobe Il lustratorTM and Adobe 
PhotoshopTM software packages, using techniques described by Bream ( 1 999; Appendix 
C) .  
Petrographic analysis of 47 representative samples from the Kings Creek 
quadrangle was completed. Modal mineralogy was ascertained by point counting both 
large (5 .0 x 7.6 em) and standard size (2.7 x 4.6 em) thin sections. Stage step distance 
varied with the grain size of each sample, but averaged �0.4 mm for fine-grained samples 
( < 0.5 mm average grain diameter) and �0.8 mm for coarse-grained samples (?. 0.5 mm 
average grain diameter). Plagioclase compositions (anorthite component) were estimated 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































using the Michel-Levy method (Nesse, 1 99 1 ) . The maximum recorded extinction angle 
measured parallel to the (0 1 0) composition plane of albite twins was determined on a 
number of grains and compared to the low (plutonic) plagioclase curve of Tobi and Kroll 
( 1 975) .  
Lithologic Units 
Detailed geologic mapping in the Brushy Mountains has confirmed the general 
l i thostratigraphic relationships recognized during reconnaissance mapping (Goldsmith et 
al . ,  1 988) ,  but has revealed significantly greater meso- and macroscale complexity (Plates 
1 ,  2; Figs. 1 -4, 1 -5 ) .  Two faults, the Brindle Creek thrust and a second thrust herein 
named the Green Mountain fault, probably the Mil ls  Spring fault (see discussion in Part 
II) ,  package three l i thotectonic units composed of ten distinctive l ithologic units in the 
study area (Fig. 1 -6). Brushy Mountain l ithologic units are correlative with units 
recognized in south-central western North Carol ina and partially correspond to the 
regionally recognizable stratigraphy of the western IP. Rock unit descriptions begin with 
the southeasternmost unit and proceed to the northwest (Figs. 1 -5 ,  1 -6). Modes for all 
l i thologies are reported in descending order of abundance. 
Brindle Creek Thrust Hanging Wall 
Sillimanite schist 
The first of two metasedimentary rock units that dominate the Brindle Creek 
thrust sheet is migmatitic biotite-sil limanite-quartz-muscovite-garnet schist (referred to 
here as si l l imanite schist; Fig. 1 -5) .  Three northeast-trending bands of 
sill imanite schist are exposed in the southwestern Brushy Mountains; l ithologies are 
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Figure 1 -6. Generalized li thologic column for the study area. Note: all rocks in the hanging 
wall of a thrust such as the Brindle Creek thrust are referred to collectively as a thrust sheet. 
2 1  
along exposed surfaces and degrades to brown and reddish brown saprolite (Fig. 1 -7) .  A 
well-developed fol iation, pervasive throughout the sill imanite schist, is formed by the 
parallel alignment of biotite, muscovite , and fibrol itic sillimanite. The presence of 
fibrol itic sillimanite crystals is characteristic of the sillimanite schist and can usually be 
seen with l Ox magnification. Mesoscale compositional banding of micaceous and 
quartzofeldspathic laminae is common . Amphibolite and calc-silicate float are also 
present. 
Both the sillimanite schist and metagraywacke (discussed below) contain variable 
percentages of medium- to coarse-grained, quartz and K-feldspar-rich granitoid and 
pegmatite (Figs. 1 -7 ,  1 -8 ,  1 -9). Granitoids and pegmatites can be divided into at least 
three textural categories: ( 1 )  concordant deformed sills, (2) crosscutting deformed bodies, 
and (3) crosscutting, nondeformed (usually fracture-parallel) bodies (Fig. 1 -9). Evidence 
for mobil ization of granitoids and pegmatites is pervasive throughout the Kings Creek 
quadrangle, and can be most easily seen in the study area in a series of outcrops along U. 
S. 64 (Fig. 1 -9;  Plate 2).  
Three representative samples (KC- 1 1 43, KC-GSS, and KC-699) were chosen for 
petrographic analysis (Table 1 - 1 ) . The mineral assemblage of the sillimanite schist (Fig. 
1 - 1  0) consists of biotite, quartz, sillimanite, muscovite, plagioclase, opaque minerals, ± 
garnet. Trace amounts of epidote and < 4 percent chlorite are al so present. Trace 
amounts of needle-like apatite were detected in some biotite and plagioclase crystals. 
Interstitial sericite is also common in all samples. Minor chloritization is most prevalent 
in biotite-rich layers . Sillimanite schist samples have an overall medium-grained, 
lepidoblastic to nematoblastic texture (Figs. 1 - 1  Ob, 1 - 1 1 )  . In some cases (Fig. 1 - 1 1 )  
22 
-0.3 1 m 
Figure 1 -7. Sillimanite schist on U. S. 64 near its intersection with McRary Creek 
Road. The white boudin is pegmatite. 
23 
Figure 1-8. Outcrop exposure of migmatitic biotite gneiss (metagraywacke) at stat ion KC-3 on U .  
S .  6 4  a t  the eastern boundary of the Ki ngs Creek quadrangle. (Upper photograph b y  Robert D. 































































































































































































































Table 1 - 1. Modal m ineralogy of Brindle Creek thrust hanging wall 
metagraywacke and s i l l iman ite schist. 
Brindle Creek Fault Hanging Wal l  
Sil l imanite schist Metagraywacke 
Sample # KC-GSS KC-1 1 43 KC-699 KC-31 1 KC-1 1 62 
Rock type sch sch sch bgn bQn 
# Counted 971 1 000 1 000 1 1 34 1 035 
Quartz 1 6 .3  1 2 .7 44.9 37. 1  48.5 
Plagioclase 3 . 1  - 7.4 1 2 .6  27.5 
% Ano rthite - - 20.0 25.0 3 1 .0 
K-Feldspar tr - 0.2 32.0 1 .8 
Hornblende - - - - 1 .6 
Biotite 48.0 44.9 27.2 1 3 . 1  1 8 . 1  
Muscovite 5.9 1 2. 1  3 .4 4. 1 0.2 
Chlorite 1 .3 3 .8 2.8 0 .7  0 .3  
Sericite tr 5.4 tr tr t r  
Epil clinozo tr 0.4 - - 1 .2 
Kyanite - - - - -
Sillimanite 1 1 .5 1 4.2 9.0 0 .3 0 . 1  
Garnet 6.8  0 .4  2 .7 - -
Rutile - tr tr  tr -
Sphene - - - tr -
Apatite tr - tr tr tr 
Limonite 1 .0 tr 1 .0 - -
Opaques 6.0 6 .0  0 .9  tr 0.2 
Total 9 9 . 9  9 9 . 9  9 9 . 5  9 9 . 9  9 9 . 5  
Abbreviat ions:  Epi/ c l inozo = epidote and c l inozo isite, bgn = biotite 
gneiss,  KG-Kings Creek quadrangle,  sch = schist, tr < 1 .0 %. 
26 
Figure 1-10. Si l l imanite schist from the Brindle Creek thrust hanging wall . (a) Weathered s i l l imanite 
schist hand specimen from station KC- 1 1 48 i n  a gully on the northern slope of Lick Mountain .  (b) 
Scanned thin section in cross-polarized l ight from station KC- 1 1 43 on the southwestern slope of Pine 
Mountain in  the southern third of the Kings Creek quadrangle. Note the crenulations in  a schistosity 
defined by biotite, s i l l imani te ,  and muscovite. 
27 
Figure 1 -11 .  Brindle Creek fault  hanging wall s i l l imanite schist. (a) Scanned thin section in cross­
polarized l ight from station KC-699, 1 .2 km due north of the north end of McRary Creek Rd. Note the 
presence of subhedral garnet porphyroblasts. (b) Scanned thin section in cross-polarized l ight from stat ion 
KC-GSS, 1 .3 km north of Bethel Church i n  Draco, North Carol ina. Note the biotite-dominated schistosity 
with defom1ed, weathered garnet porphyroblasts. 
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rounded and elongate subhedral garnet (almandine) porphyroblasts of varying sizes are 
present. 
Metagraywacke 
The second metasedimentary rock unit in the Brindle Creek thrust hanging wall is 
migmatitic biot ite-quartz-plagioclase-K-feldspar gneiss (metagraywacke) .  The 
metagraywacke is exposed as two northeast-trending bands that crop out adjacent to the 
sillimanite schist and Walker Top Granite (Fig. 1 -5) .  It weathers to reddish tan or light to 
dark gray micaceous saprolite and frequently contains a significant percentage of 
quartzofeldspathic melt material that degrades to a light tan to white, popcorn-textured 
saprolite with iron-oxide stain (Fig. 1 -9) .  As with the sill imanite schist, mesoscale 
compositional banding of micaceous and quartzofeldspathic laminae is common, and 
amphibolite and calc-sil icate float is variably present. 
Representative metagraywacke samples (KC-3 1 1 and KC- 1 1 62) are texturally 
similar; mineralogical variability exists, however, and may represent differences in 
protol ith composition or degrees of migmatization (Table 1 - 1 ) . Sample KC-3 1 1 contains 
quartz, K-feldspar, biotite, plagioclase (An25), and muscovite with accessory sillimanite, 
rutile, sphene, apatite, and opaque minerals. Sample KC- 1 1 62 is also dominated by 
quartz, but contains plagioclase (An30),  biotite, K-feldspar, hornblende, and epidote 
(Table 1 - 1  ). Trace minerals in sample KC- 1 1 62 are sillimanite, apatite, and opaque 
minerals (Fig. 1 - 1 2) .  
Walker Top Granite 
The Walker Top Granite is an easily recognizable orthogneiss characterized by 
subhedral to euhedral K-feldspar megacrysts in a medium-grained, medium- to dark-gray 
29 
- 1 .20 em 
Figure 1 - 12. Metagraywacke (biotite gneiss). (a) Scanned thin section i n  cross-polarized l ight from 
sample local i ty KC- 1 1 62 on the northeast shoulder of state road # 1 78 8  east of Oak Hi l l .  (b) Enlarged 
image showing the faint, subhorizontal fol iation composed of fine-grained quartz, biotite, plagioclase, and 
microc l i ne.  
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(CI 25-45 % )  biotite, quartz, and plagioclase matrix (Figs. 1 - 1 3a, 1 - 1 3b; Giorgis, 1 999; 
Vinson and Miller, 1 999). Giorgis ( 1 999) proposed a type local ity for the Walker Top 
Granite near Burkemont Mountain Road south of Kaylor Knob and Walker Top in the 
Morganton South 7 .5-minute quadrangle (Plate 1 ). That name was formal ized by Giorgis 
et al . (2002) .  
The extent of Walker Top Granite near the northern boundary of the Charlotte 1 o 
x 2° sheet was over-estimated (Fig. 1 -4; Goldsmith et al . ,  1 988) .  It crops out as a series 
of laterally extensive, but narrow disconnected bodies that paral lel the regional structural 
trend (Fig. 1 -5 ;  Plate 2) .  In the study area, the Walker Top Granite crops out entirely 
within the s i l l imanite schist and metagraywacke (Fig. 1 -5) .  Near the eastern boundary of 
the quadrangle, a biotite augen gneiss with rounded to subhedral K-feldspar megacrysts is 
distinguished from the Walker Top Granite (Fig. 1 -5 ;  Plate 2).  The equivalent unit in the 
Ellendale quadrangle is "sheared Walker Top Granite" (Kalbas et a l . ,  200 1 ) . The b iotite 
augen gneiss is petrologically similar to, but not correlative with, the Walker Top 
Granite .  Several small ( < 0. 1 krn thick) ,  discontinuous bodies of Walker Top Granite 
crop out in the southern third of the Kings Creek quadrangle (Fig. 1 -5 ;  Plate 1 ;  Part II). 
Some outcrops in this band expose rocks with the characteristic megacrystic texture, 
while others expose rocks with sheared or no megacrysts (Fig. 1 - 1 3c ;  Part II) .  
The Walker Top Granite typically crops out as bald, pavement surfaces o n  ridge 
tops, although smaller exposures were found on hi l ls ides, and in roadcuts and streams. 
Even in weathered outcrops, megacrysts are usually preserved and easily identifiable. 
The matrix weathers to an ochre-colored, biotite-bearing schistose saprol ite similar to 
weathered metagraywacke. The contact of the Walker Top Granite and metasedimentary 
3 1  
Figure 1 -13. Wal ker Top Gran ite.  (a) Outcrop 
at station #KC- 1 I 0, l ocated at the northern 
termi nation of McRary Creek Road. (b) Typical 
Walker Top Granite texture in hand specimen 
from station KC- I 2 1 ,  -0.25 km east of St .  Johns 
Church on U .  S .  64. (c) Hand specimen from 
sample local ity KC- I I 93, -0.3 km southwest of 
Clearview Church on state road # 1 7  I 2, showing 
a sheared version of the Wal ker Top Granite 
with no discernable megacrysts. Weathered 
garnet porphyroblasts stand out against the 
• quartz- and K-feldspar-rich matrix .  
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units can be observed in several locations; the long axes of K-feldspar megacrysts 
typical ly parallel both the contact and the fol iation. 
Modal analyses of three representative samples (KC- 1 2 1 ,  KC- 1 1 97, and KC-
1 267) indicated mineral assemblages cons ist ing of plagioclase (An 37.40) , quartz, 
microcl ine, biotite, muscovite, ± gamet, with trace epidote, myrmekite, sericite, apatite, 
zircon, and opaque minerals (Table 1 -2) .  Samples have a nematoblastic to 
porphyroblastic schistose texture created by microcl ine megacrysts in a quartz-, biotite-, 
plagioclase-rich groundmass. A poorly defined fol iation in each sample is delineated by 
the al ignment of biotite crystals paral lel to the long axes of microcl ine megacrysts (Fig. 
1 - 1 4  ) .  Plagioclase crystals in the matrix have albite and Carl sbad twinning, and several 
grains display undulatory extinction. Microcline megacrysts also have Carlsbad 
twinning; some megacrysts have irregular cross-hatch twinning (Fig. 1 - 1 4b ) .  
The modal mineralogy o f  the Walker Top Granite was plotted using the lUGS 
classification system (Fig. 1 - 1 5 ; Streckeisen, 1 976). Walker Top samples from the 
current study area have monzogranitic and granodioritic compositions, and l ie in two 
distinct composition fields, original ly reported by Giorgis ( 1 999) and Bier (200 1 ) . The 
apparent bimodal ity is l ikely due to mineralogical heterogeneity and an irregular, bimodal 
grain s ize distribution (Fig. 1 - 1 4  ). The matrix is enriched in plagioclase, whereas 
microcl ine is dominantly megacrystic .  Matrix-rich samples ( i .e . ,  fewer K-feldspar 
megacrysts) plot in the granodiorite field while samples with multiple megacrysts plot in 
the monzogranite field .  In this study, samples KC- 1 267 and KC- 1 1 97 have fewer 
microcl ine megacrysts than sample KC- 1 2 1 ,  and thus plot in the granodiorite 
composition field (Fig. 1 - 1 5) .  
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Table 1 -2. Modal m ineralogy of the Walker Top Granite. 
Brindle Creek Fault Hanging Wal l  
Walker Top Granite 
Sample # KC-1 21 KC-1 1 97 KC-1 267 
Rock type bgn bgn bgn 
# Counted 1 1 3 1 1 0 1 8  1 006 
Quartz 29.6  28.9 30.2 
Plagioclase 1 7.6 39.2 33.7 
% Anorthite 40.0 37.0 38.0 
K-Feldspar 29.7 20.5 1 5 .6  
Hornblende - - -
Biotite 1 7.5 8 .7 1 3 .4 
Muscovite 1 .6 0 .2 4 .5  
Chlorite - - -
Sericite 1 . 0 0 .4 tr 
Epi/ clinozo tr 0.3 1 .3 
Myrmekite 0 .6  1 .6 1 .0 
Kyanite - - -
Garnet 1 . 1  - -
Rutile - - -
Sphene tr tr -
Zircon tr tr tr 
Apatite tr tr tr 
Opaques 1 .0 tr tr 
Total 9 9 . 7  9 9 . 8  9 9 . 7  
Abbreviations: Epi/c l inozo = epidote and c l i nozoisite, bgn = 
biotite gneiss, KC-Kings Creek quadrangle, tr < 1 .0 %.  
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Figure 1 -14. The Walker Top Granite. (a)  Scanned thin section in cross-polarized l ight from 
station KC- 1 2 1 ,  located 0.25 km east of St .  John's Church on U. S. 64. (b )  Enlarged image 
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Figure 1 - 15. lUGS modal classification 
(Streckeisen, 1 976) of Brindle Creek thrust sheet 
orthogneisses. (a) Walker Top Gran i te. (b) 
Composite fields of the Henderson Gneiss and 
the Walker Top Grani te.  (c) The Hibriten 
orthogneiss. 
The Walker Top Granite was first distinguished as a poorly to moderately 
fol iated, less sheared, gametiferous variant of the Henderson Gneiss (Goldsmith et al . ,  
1 988) .  Both are dominated by large (2 em to > 10 em) K-feldspar megacrysts with quartz 
and myrmekite rims. Megacrysts in the Walker Top Granite, however, are typically 
blocky (subhedral to euhedral) ;  aspect ratios range from 1 :2 to 1 : 8 (Giorgis ,  1 999; 
Giorgis et al . ,  2002), whereas Henderson Gneiss megacrysts are usually augen and less 
often subhedral . The matrix of the Walker Top Granite here is darker (CI 40-50 %) than 
Henderson Gneiss matrix (CI 20-40 % ) . Geochronologic data also discount a genetic 
relationship between the Walker Top Granite and Henderson Gneiss. Mapes (2002) 
reported a Neoacadian (366 ± 3 Ma) ion microprobe U-Pb zircon crystallization age for 
the Walker Top Granite. An Ordovician crystall ization age for the Henderson Gneiss is  
indicated from an ion microprobe U-Pb zircon magmatic age of �490 Ma (Carrigan et al . ,  
200 1 ) . 
Hibriten orthogneiss 
An inequigranular biotite-quartz-plagioclase gneiss was recognized at several 
locations in, and to the southwest of, the Brushy Mountains in the Charlotte 1 o x 2° 
geologic map (Plate 1 ;  Goldsmith et al ., 1 988) .  Work at 1 :62,500-scale in the Lenoir 
quadrangle did not distinguish this unit from biotite-quartz-plagioclase gneiss and mica­
sillimanite schist units seen throughout that study area (Reed, 1 964 ). Although 
Goldsmith et al . ( 1 988)  mapped inequigranular gneiss in the Morganton South 7 .5-minute 
quadrangle, it was grouped on a 1 :24,000-scale map with metagraywacke and sillimanite 
schist (Giorgis, 1 999). This grouping is understandable given the textural and 
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mineralogical similarity of the inequigranular gneiss to overlying metasedimentary rock 
units. Detailed geologic mapping and thin-section analysis during this study revealed a 
plagioclase (An33)-quartz-biotite, ± hornblende, ± garnet inequigranular gneiss and schist 
and a plagioclase (An34_38)-quartz-hornblende gneiss that is petrologically distinguishable 
from adjacent sill imanite schist and metagraywacke units (Figs. 1 -5 ,  1 - 1 6) .  This unit is 
informally named the Hibriten orthogneiss for outcrops on the southeast slopes of 
Hibriten Mountain (stations KC- 1 259- 1 262) adjacent to Hibriten Mountain Road in the 
Kings Creek 7 .5-minute quadrangle (Fig. 1 - 1 7 ; Plate 2). 
The Hibriten orthogneiss crops out in the immediate hanging wall of the Brindle 
Creek thrust throughout the Kings Creek quadrangle, in the adjacent Boomer and 
Ellendale quadrangles (Merschat, in progress), and in the Charlotte 1 o x 2° quadrangle 
(Goldsmith et al . ,  1 988 ;  Fig. 1 -5 ;  Plates 1 ,  2). A characteristic texture of �0.25- 1 .0 em 
(diameter) rounded and elongate plagioclase and less common quartz porphyroclasts in a 
dark gray, biotite-rich matrix is easily recognizable in outcrop (Fig. 1 - 1 6) .  Moderately 
weathered exposures also retain a characteristic texture; plagioclase degrades first and 
creates a pattern of rounded dimples on surfaces. More extensive weathering produces 
reddish-brown schistose saprolite similar to decomposed mica schist of the Brindle Creek 
thrust hanging wall (Fig. 1 - 1  Oa). Porphyroclastic biotite gneiss locally grades into 
porphyroclastic biotite schist. As with the adjacent metasedimentary rock units, local 
amphibol ite l ayers are common and are identified by sporadic float. Sympathetic and 
discordant bands of hololeucocratic granitoid and pegmatite are common in outcrop. 
Four samples were chosen for petrographic modal analysis of the Hibriten 
orthogneiss: KC-494, KC-536 (Fig. 1 - 1 8),  KC-569, and KC- 1 088.  Three samples are 
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Figure 1 -16. Hibriten orthogneiss from stat ion KC-536, located 1 .94 km south of the c lubhouse at the· 
Cedar Rock Country Club. Note the characteristic distribution of subrounded plagioclase porphyroclasts in 
a biotite-rich matrix and the weathering rind around the edges of the sample. Note: this sample was chosen 
to show the characteristic plagioclase porphyroclasts ; i t  lacks the composit ional banding frequently 
observed in outcrop. 
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Figure 1 -17. Proposed type loca l i ty for the 
Hibriten orthogneiss in the Kings Creek 7.5-
minute quadrangle. (a) H ibriten Mountain 
area. Numbers in  d iamonds correspond to 
station locations for the proposed type 
locali ty. Red = Hibriten Mountain Road. (b) 
Approximate location of the type local i ty 
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Figure 1- 18. Hibriten orthogneiss. (a) Scanned thin section from station KC-536 in cross-polarized 
l ight. The sample local i ty is - 1 .94 km south of the clubhouse at the Cedar Rock Country Club. Note the 
inequigranular texture defined by p lagioclase porphyroclasts in a biotite- and quartz-rich matrix .  (b)  
Enlarged image of a weathered plagioclase porphyroclast with interstitial biotite. (c)  Enlarged image of 
cracked weathered plagioclase porphyroclasts bordered by fi ner-grained biotite and quartz crystals. 
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hornblende-rich, and may not be representative of the whole rock unit. The Hibriten 
orthogneiss plots in the tonalite field of the TUGS classification diagram (Fig. l - 1 5c ;  
Streckeisen, 1 976); i t  typically  contains plagioclase (An 33_38) , quartz, biotite, and 
muscovite, with accessory hornblende, sericite (replaces plagioclase), garnet, rutile, 
sphene, apatite, ± epidote, ± sil l imanite, ± chlorite, zircon, and opaque minerals .  In all 
four samples much of the plagioclase is partially weathered and clouded (Figs. 1 - 1 8a, 1 -
1 8c).  Samples KC-494, KC-536, and KC-569 have the characteristic porphyroclastic 
schistose texture, but different matrix mineralogies; KC-536 has a biotite-dominated 
matrix whereas KC-494 and KC-569 are hornblende gneisses (Table 1 -3) .  Sample KC-
1 088 is from an amphibol ite boudin in Hibriten orthogneiss. It contains hornblende, 
quartz, plagioclase (An39), and opaque minerals, with accessory sericite (replaces 
plagioclase), epidote, sphene, apatite, and zircon. 
Brindle Creek Thrust Footwall 
Lenoir Quarry migmatite 
The immediate footwall of the Brindle Creek thrust is dominated by well-foliated, 
medium- to coarse-grained migmatite. This heterogeneous unit was mapped by 
Goldsmith et al . ( 1 988) as "migmatitic gneissic biotite granite to quartz diorite" with 
frequent septa of hornblende amphibolite, biotite gneiss, biotite schist, and blocks of 
massive amphibol ite and metagabbro. Goldsmith et al . ( 1 988) also recognized a 
granitoid gneiss that locally  consists of "gneissic biotite granite, biotite granodiorite, and 
hornblende-biotite-quartz diorite" (Plate 1 ) . Reed ( 1 964) mapped the migmatitic unit as 
quartz diorite, granodiorite, and quartz-monzonite gneiss with pods and blocks of 
amphibol ite. Both previous maps document compositional heterogeneity in the 
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Table 1-3. Modal m ineralogy of the Hibriten orthogneiss . 
Brindle Creek Fault Hanging Wal l  
Hibriten orthogneiss 
Sample # KC-536 KC-494 KC569 KC-1088 
Rock type bgn a mph a mph a mph 
# Cou nted 1 1 30 1 005 1 008 1 1 26 
Quartz 28.8 21 . 1  1 . 7 1 5 .8  
Plagioclase 41 .3 32.4 3 7 . 6  1 6 .0 
%Anorthite 33.0 34.0 38.0 39.0 
K-Feldspar - - - -
Hornblende - 32.2 45.5 63.5 
Biotite 27.3 1 0 .9 - -
Muscovite 1 .0 - - -
Chlorite 0 . 1  0 . 1  tr -
Sericite tr  t r  tr tr  
Epi/ clinozo 0.4 2.2 1 1 .9 0 .5  
Myrmekite - - - -
Sillimanite tr - - -
Garnet 0 .3  tr - -
Rutile tr tr tr -
Sphene tr tr 3 . 0  0 .4  
Apatite tr tr t r  tr 
Opaques 0.3 0.4 tr 3 .5  
Zircon tr tr tr tr 
Total 9 9 . 5  9 9 . 3  9 9 . 7  9 9 . 7  
Abbreviatio n s :  Epi/ c l i nozo = epidote and c l inozois ite, bgn = biotite 
gneiss,  KG-Kings Creek quad rang le ,  amph = amphibol ite, tr < 1 .0 % .  
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migmatite; Reed ( 1 964), however, attempted to subdivide the unit into leucocratic, 
mesocratic, and melanocratic members. Detailed mapping of the Dysartsvi l le (Giorgis 
and Will iams, 1 999) and Glenwood 7 .5-minute quadrangles (Will iams, 2000) revealed a 
texturally  similar migmatitic amphibolite in the footwall of the Brindle Creek thrust. The 
South Mountains unit, a "medium-grained, plagioclase-hornblende-quartz-biotite­
muscovite gneiss" (Fig. l - 1 9a; Giorgis, 1 999), was mapped as the Poor Mountain 
Amphibolite on the basis of its stratigraphic position (above the Tallu lah Fal l s  Formation 
and below the Poor Mountain Quartzite), identification in the sequence, petrologic 
character, and immobile trace element chemistry (Plate 1 ). The Poor Mountain Quartzite 
is medium-grained, quartz- feldspar-muscovite-biotite quartzite interlayered with the 
upper part and stratigraphical ly above the amphibolite (Wil l iams, 2000; Giorgis and 
Williams, 1 999). They noted pervasive evidence for anatexis and disruption of textural 
and mineralogical features characteristic of previously recognized Poor Mountain 
Formation rocks (e.g., Yanagihara, 1 994). Moreover, the migmatite is separated (down 
sequence) from nonmigmatitic Poor Mountain Formation rocks by migmatitic Tal lulah 
Fal l s  Formation then the Mill  Spring thrust (Tabor, 1 990; Davis, 1 993a; Yanagihara, 
1 994; Bream, 1 999; Hil l ,  1 999; Plate 1 ) .  
Detailed geologic mapping during this study revealed a similar migmatite in the 
Brushy Mountains composed of amphibole-biotite-quartz-plagioclase amphibol ite (Fig. 
1 - 1 9b) and quartz-biotite-K-feldspar-plagioclase granitoid. In the Kings Creek 
quadrangle the migmatite is exposed as a wide ( �6 km), northeast-striking unit that 
contains large (mappable), disconnected, elliptical amphibolite bodies that parallel the 
regional structural trend (Fig. 1 -5 ;  Plate 2). This unit is informally named the Lenoir 
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-5.08 e m  
l lleuco I = leococratic, quanz, feldspar­
rich material 
� = hornblende-biotite-rich layers 
Figure 1- 19. Western Inner Piedmont stromatic migmatites. (a) Outcrop of m igmatitic "Poor Mountain 
Amphibol i te" from the Dysartsvi l le 7 .5-minute quadrangle at sample local i ty PMA-2.0, adjacent to U. S .  
64 near i ts in tersection with state road #226 (Plate I ) .  The lens cap i s  -3 em i n  diameter. (b)  Hand 
speci men of stromatic Lenoir Quarry migmatite from sample local i ty KC-VQ- 1 at the Vulcan Materials 
Company Lenoir Quarry in  the Kings Creek 7.5-minute quadrangle (Fig.  1 -5 ;  Plate 2) .  Note the 
simi larity of textures and mineralogy between the two l i thologies. In the upper photograph, the fol iation 
in the coarse-grained biot i te amphibolite is paral leled and crosscut by hololeucocrat ic ,  quartz-feldspar­
rich leucosome. In the lower photograph compositional layering parallels the fol iat ion.  
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Quarry migmatite for outcrop exposures in Vulcan Materials Company Lenoir Quarry, 
located in the Kings Creek quadrangle on North Carol ina 1 8  �2 km east of its intersection 
with U . S .  64 (Fig. 1 -20) . 
The Lenoir Quarry migmatite has a variable texture and composition easily seen 
at outcrop scale (Fig. 1 -2 1  ). Amphibol ite boudins and thin (� 1 .5 to 1 1 .0 em thick; Fig. 1 -
22), continuous and discontinuous layers and lenses of amphibol ite and biotite gneiss 
contrast with granodioritic, granitic, and pegmatitic, quartz- and K-feldspar-rich 
leucosome. Leucocratic mobalizates frequently contain large hornblende and biotite 
porphyroblasts; discordant, post-migmatization pegmatites are also present (Fig. 1 -2 1 c) .  
Macroscale amphibol ite bodies consist of  essentially homogeneous, thin to  thick (0.5 to > 
30 em) laminations of hornblende-plagioclase-epidote-quartz amphibol ite with thin 
quartzofeldspathic laminations. Amphibolite weathers to medium-grained, reddish­
brown- to ochre-colored saprol ite while more felsic portions of the migmatite weather to 
gray to l ight orange or tan saprol ite . 
Eleven representative samples were collected from the Lenoir Quarry migmatite 
and were subdivided into leuco-, meso-, and melanocratic (amphibolite-dominated) 
groups .  The mineral assemblage of the migmatite neosome consists of quartz, 
plagioclase (An24_34), biotite, ± K-feldspar, muscovite, hornblende, myrmekite, and 
epidote (Table 1 -4; Figs. 1 -23,  1 -24b). Trace accumulations of chlorite, apatite, zircon, 
sphene, and ilmenite are also present. Two samples, KC- 1 785 and KC- 1 69 1 ,  contain 
anomalously high concentrations of muscovite (28.3 and 1 6 . 1  %, respectively; Fig. 1 -24a) 
and represent interlayered schist near the northwestern contact of the Lenoir Quarry 
migmatite (see discussion of muscovite schist below). 
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Figure 1-20. Proposed 
type locality for the Lenoir 
Quarry migmatite in the 
Kings Creek 7 .5-min ute 
quadrangle. (a) Enlarged 
image showing the 
location of the type 
locality. (b) Approximate 
location of the Vulcan 
Materials Company 
Lenoir Quarry relative to 
landmarks that correspond 
to Plate 2 .  
N 
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Figure 1-21.  Stromatic Lenoir Quarry migmatite at the Vulcan Materials Company Lenoir QuaJTY on 
North Carol ina 1 8  near Lenoir. (a) Centimeter-scale compositional layering in  a leucocratic specimen . 
(b) I nterlayered coarse-grained granitoid, amphibol ite, and biotite gneiss. (c) Pegmatite vein crosscutting 
a wel l-developed fol iation composed of alternating bands of amphibol ite and gran itoid. 
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Figure 1 -22. Lenoir Quarry migmatite at the Vulcan Materials Company Lenoir QuaiTy on 
North Carol ina 1 8 . Note early fol iat ion preserved in the boudin .  
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Table 1-4. Modal mineralogy of Lenoir Quarry migmatite. 
Paleosome 
Sample # KC-1 457 KC-525 
Rock type A mph A mph 
# Cou nted NA 1 1 25 
Quartz - 1 . 6 
Plagioclase 0 .5  25 .7 
% Anorthite - 44 
K-Feldspar - 3.4 
Hornblende 99.0 59.4 
Biotite - -
Muscovite - tr 
Chlorite - -
Sericite - 1 .8 
Epil clinozo 0.2 7.3 
Kyanite - -




Sphene - tr 
Apatite - tr 
Zircon - tr 
Opaques 0 . 1  0 . 3  
Total 9 9 . 8  9 9 . 5  
Brindle Creek Fault Footwal l  
Lenoir Quarry migmatite 
Neosome 
KC-Quarry KC-552 KC-504 KC-1 785 
A mph bgn bgn ms 
1 0 1 4  1 1 43 1 090 1 059 
26.6 37.7 47 .5 5 1 .7  
24.2 3 1 .8 36.0 5.3 
24.0 34.0 24.0  -
tr 9.6 - tr 
33.3 4.5 - tr 
1 2 .2 1 1 .9 1 3 .2 1 3 .2  
- - 0 .8  28 .3  
- 0 . 1  tr tr 
- - - tr 
2.6 1 . 8 1 .4 -
- - - -
- 2.4 - -
- - 0 .5  0 .9  
- tr - -
- - tr -
0 .6  - - 0 .2  
tr tr  tr tr 
tr tr tr tr 
0 . 1  - 0.3 0 .2  




















0 . 1  
0 .2  
4 .3 
9 9 . 9  
Abbreviations : Epi/ c l inozo = epidote and cl i nozoisite , bgn = biotite gneiss,  ms= m u scovite 
schist, amph = amphibol ite, qz = quartzite, tr < 1 .0 %. 
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-4. 1 5  em 
Figure 1-23. Scanned thin section i n  cross-polarized l ight showing the texture of Lenoir Quarry 
migmatite from station KC-504, -0.45 km east of Hibriten High School . The equigranular-tabular to 
diablastic texture seen here is typical in both hornblende- and biotite-dominated samples of the Lenoir 
Quarry migmatite. Note: muscovite is both parallel and sub-perpendicular to the poorly defined fol iation 
dominated by quartz, plagioclase, and biotite. 
5 1  
Figure 1 -24. Textural variabil i ty in  samples from the Lenoir Quarry migmatite.  (a) Scanned thin 
section in  cross-polarized l ight of  sample KC- 1 785, a quartz-K-feldspar-muscovite-biotite-plagioclase 
schist from i ts sample local ity - 1 .02 km northwest of Little Kings Creek. Note the fine-grained, wel l ­
fol iated, equigranular texture. The yellow tabular mineral is muscovite. (b) Scanned thin section in 
cross-polarized l ight of sample KC-525, a migmatitic amphibol ite from its sample locality - 1 .62 km 
east of Hibriten High School .  Note the medium-grained, equigranular texture. 
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Mineralogical variabi l i ty is also common in hornblende-rich melanosome. The 
dominant m ineral assemblage consists of hornblende, plagioclase (An24.4 ) ,  quartz, ± 
biotite, and epidote (Table 1 -4) with accessory muscovite, seric ite, sphene, apat ite, and 
opaque m inerals .  Hornblende grains are typically euhedral to subhedral and have 
average dimensions of �0.62 x 0.30 mm; medium-grained amphibol ites were also 
observed. Hornblende compositions were obtained with an electron m icroprobe (EMP) 
(Table 1 -5) ;  spot analyses revealed an asymmetric chemical zonation with respect to 
Si02, Ti02, and Al203 in several hornblende grains. 
Muscovite Schist 
Near i ts northwestern contact, the Lenoir Quarry m igmatite grades into thin, 
laterally traceable pel itic schist (Fig. 1 -5 ;  Plate 2). Goldsmith et al . ( 1 988) recognized 
this heterogeneous unit as a "yellowish-gray to blu ish-gray, medium- to coarse-grained" 
white mica-quartz-biotite schist with accessory garnet, tourmal ine, and chlorite. 
In the Brushy Mountains, a schist similar to that described by Goldsmith et al . 
( 1 988) i s  poorly exposed in streams and on logging road cuts on the south-facing slope 
(dip slope) of Green Mountain (Plate 2). This unit is recognized in the study area as 
variably garnetiferous, muscovite-biotite-quartz-feldspar schist, quartz-muscovite-biotite 
schist, and quartzitic schist. It is migmatitic and commonly contains lenses of medium­
to coarse-grained quartzofeldspathic material deformed into a Type-II S-C mylonitic 
fabric (Lister and Snoke, 1 984 ) .  Sample KC- 1 785 (Fig. 1 -24a; Table 1 -4 ), a fine-grained, 
quartz-K-feldspar-muscov ite-biotite-plagioclase schist, was collected from within the 
Lenoir Quarry m igmatite near its contact with the muscovite schist. It is petrologically 
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Table 1-5. Averaged hornblende analyses from Lenoir Quarry migmatite sample KC-VQ- 1 ,  
col lected from the Vulcan Materials Com pany Lenoir Quarry. 
A m p h - 1  jAmph-3 IAmph-4 
# o f  Analyses 3 3 3 
Si02 3 9 . 9  ( 1 )  4 1 . 5  ( 1 )  42 . 5  ( 2 ) 
Ti02 0 . 1 3  ( 1 )  0 . 08 (4 )  0.86 ( 5 )  
Al203 1 4. 5  ( 1 )  1 1 . 7 ( 1 )  1 1 . 6 ( 1 )  
Cr203 0 . 0 1  ( 1 )  <0.03 0 . 0 6  ( 1 )  
MgO 7 . 6  (2 ) 9.98 ( 5 )  9 . 9 1  ( 7 )  
CaO 1 1 . 4 ( 1 )  1 1 . 7 ( 1 )  1 1 . 5 ( 1 )  
MnO 0 .42 ( 1 )  0 .35 ( 1 )  0 . 42 (3 )  
FeO 20 . 1  (2 )  1 7 . 7  (2 ) 1 7 . 4  ( 1 )  
Na20 1 . 69 ( 1 )  1 . 44 ( 1 )  1 . 36 ( 1 )  
K20 1 . 1 3  ( 4 )  1 .42 (2 ) 1 . 35 (5 )  
H20 1 . 94 ( 1 )  1 . 95 ( 1 )  1 . 97 ( 1 )  
I: 9 8 . 8  9 8 . 5  9 9 . 2  
Cations based o n  2 3  oxygens 
Si 6 . 1 7 1 6 . 3 7 8  6 . 4 6 0  
Ti 0 . 0 1 4  0 . 0 9 5  0 . 0 9 8  
A I  2 . 6 4 8  2 . 1 1 1  2 . 0 7 8  
Cr 0 . 0 0 1  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 7  
Mg 1 . 7 5 8  2 . 2 8 6  2 . 2 4 5  
Ca 1 . 8 8 1  1 . 9 2 7  1 .  9 1 3 
Mn 0 . 0 5 5  0 . 0 4 6  0 . 0 5 4  
Fe 2 . 5 9 8  2 . 2 7 4  2 . 2 1 3 
Na 0 . 5 0 5  0 . 4 2 8  0 . 4 0 1  
K 0 . 2 2 2  0 . 2 7 8  0 . 2 6 2  
H 0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  
I: 1 5 . 8 5 3  1 5 . 8 2 3  1 5 . 73 1  
a U nits i n  ( ) represent one standard deviation of repl icate analyses in terms of least 
un its cited 
b All Fe calculated as FeO 
Amph-1 = KCVQ-6 ,  KCVQ-9 ,  and KCVQ-1 0 
Amph-2= KCVQ-37, KCVQ-40, and KCVQ-41 
Amph-3= KCVQ-42, KCV0-43 , and KCVQ-44 
Procedural note: 
Geochemical analyses of several mineral phases in one sample (KC-VQ- 1 )  were conducted using 
the CAM ECA SX-50 electron microprobe at the U n iversity of Ten nessee, Knoxvi l le .  An 
acceleration voltage of 1 5  keV,  and 20 second cou nting t imes were standard for  m ost 
analyses. A count t ime of 30 seconds was used for Ca and Mn i n  biotite. The beam 
diameter was 5 m m .  The beam cu rrent was set to 20 nA fo r most mi neral phases; a 
reduced beam current ( 1  0 nA) , however, was used for plagioclase. Al l  data were ful ly 
reduced us ing the Cameca ZAF " PAP" software. Analytical precis ion was validated by 
comparisons with a set of well  characterized natu ral standards .  
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indistinguishable from rocks within the muscovite schist unit and may indicate a 
gradational contact. A medium-grained, quartz-feldspar-biotite gneiss with a salt-and­
pepper texture was locally identified in the schist unit. 
Green Mountain Fault Footwall 
Tallulah Falls metagraywacke and schist 
The muscovite schist is in thrust contact (Part II) with mylonitic, dark gray, fine­
to medium-grained, biotite gneiss (metagraywacke) and biotite-muscovite schist (Fig. 1 -
25). Reconnaissance mapping l inked this mylonitic metagraywacke and schist with 
metasedimentary units of the Brindle Creek thrust hanging wall (Reed, 1 964; Goldsmith 
et al . ,  1 988) ;  they are, however, restricted to the western IP. Giorgis and Will iams ( 1 999) 
mapped the unconformable contact between migmatitic Poor Mountain Amphibol ite and 
the upper member of the Tallulah Falls Formation (Plate 1 ) . Compilation of 
reconnaissance work (Goldsmith et al . ,  1 988) with detailed work (Giorgis, 1 999; this 
study) indicates l ateral continuity between the migmatitic Poor Mountain Amphibol ite in 
the South Mountains and the Lenoir Quarry migmatite. Thus, a similar 
tectonostratigraphic relationship may exist in the northwestern quarter of the Kings Creek 
quadrangle (Plate 1 ) . 
Tallulah Falls Formation rocks in the Kings Creek quadrangle are characterized 
by a mesomylonitic (Passchier and Trouw, 1 998), inequigranular texture composed of 1 3  
to 24 percent subhedral and sheared plagioclase and less commonly quartz porphyroclasts 
in a fine- to medium-grained biotite-quartz-plagioclase-rich matrix (Fig. 1 -25). 
Porphyroclasts are generally smaller than those in the Hibriten orthogneiss (0. 1 to < 1 .0 
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Figure 1 -25. Mylonitic Tal lu lah Falls migmatite in the footwall of the Green Mountain faul t  at station 
KC- 1 792, - 1 .3 km east of Moses Knob. Note the characteristic feldspar porphyroclasts in a variably 
mylonitic, biotite-rich matrix .  Also note the weathered li thology in the upper portion of the 
photograph. 
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em), but produce a similar dimpled pattern on weathered surfaces (Fig. 1 -26). More 
intense weathering produces a reddish-brown schistose saprolite. 
The dominant mineralogy consists of quartz, biotite, plagioclase (An34-44), 
muscovite, chlorite, and sillimanite, with accessory K-feldspar, epidote, hematite, ± 
sericite, ± zircon, and opaque minerals (Table 1 -6). A bimodal grain-size distribution is 
present in both hand specimens and thin sections. Concentrations of muscovite and 
biotite flank composite plagioclase-quartz porphyroclasts (Figs. 1 -26b, l -27b ). Samples 
KC- 1 735 and KC- 1 849 also have large (up to 0.24 x 0.07 em) muscovite fish that 
partially define a Type-IT S-C mylonitic fabric (Fig. 1 -27). The mica fish are parallel to 
the sillimanite mineral lineation. The fol iation in each sample is defined by parallel 
alignment of fine-grained quartz, biotite, muscov ite, and less commonly by plagioclase 
grains (Figs. 1 -26, 1 -27). A significant percentage ( � 1 0%) of the plagioclase in samples 
KC- 1 738  and KC- 1 849 occurs in the matrix .  
Henderson Gneiss 
The northwestemmost unit in the Kings Creek quadrangle is the Henderson 
Gneiss (Plate 1 ;  Fig. 1 -5) .  It was named by Keith ( 1 905, 1 907) as Henderson Granite; 
Reed and Bryant ( 1 964) later characterized it as an easily recognizable orthogneiss that is 
traceable from near the South Carolina-Georgia border in South Carol ina into central 
North Carolina (Lemmon, 1 973; Lemmon and Dunn, 1 975) .  It crops out entirely within 
the western IP and attains its greatest outcrop width in the type area located in Henderson 
County (Plate 1 ). Northeast of Marion, North Carol ina, Henderson Gneiss occurs as a 
series of lenticular outl iers (Reed, 1 964) .  The Brushy Mountains body crops out �45 km 




Figure 1 -26. Mylonitic metagraywacke from the Tal lulah Fal ls  Formation. (a) Scanned thin section 
in cross-polarized l ight from station KC- 1 738 on Green Mountain .  The composite porphyroclast has 
multiple quartz inclusions. The matrix is dominantly biotite, muscovite, quartz, and plagioclase. ( b )  
Enlarged image of a sheared plagioclase porphyroclast. 
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Table 1-6. Modal mineralogy of Tallulah Falls Formation metagraywacke­
schist. 
Green Mountain fault footwal l  
Tallulah Falls metagraywacke-schist 
Sample # KC-1 738 KC-1849 KC-1 792 
Rock type bgn bg_n bg_n 
# Cou nted 1 021  1 020 1 050 
Quartz 37. 1 33.7 35.4 
Plagioclase 21 .7  25.3 1 5 . 0  
%A north ite - 44.0 34.0 
K- Feldspar 3.2 - -
Hornblende - - -
Biotite 22.5 32.9 29 . 1  
Muscovite 1 0 .9 7 .6 1 5.0  
Chlorite 0 .7  0 .2  tr 
Sericite tr - -
Epi/ clinozo 0 .5  0 .2  0 . 8  
Myrmekite - - -
Si lliman ite 2.8 tr 2.6 
Garnet - - -
Rutile - - -
Sphene - - -
Apatite - - 0.2 
Zircon tr - tr 
Opaques 0 .3  tr 1 .7 
Total 9 9 . 7  9 9 . 9  9 9 . 8  
. . Abbrev1at 1ons:  Ep1/ cl inozo = e pidote and cl inozoJsJte, bgn = biotite 
gneiss,  tr < 1 .0 %. N ote : albite twins in sample KC-1 738 are 
deform ed ; the Michele-Levy method yielded spur ious An contents 
( A n 6 8 ) .  
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- 1 .08 em 
Figure 1 -27. Type II S-C mylonite from the Tal lulah Falls Formation. (a) Scanned thin section in cross­
polarized l ight from station KC- 1 735, -2.0 km north of Zacks Fork Road (state road # 1 5 1 1  ) . The section 
contains sheared composite plagioclase porphyroclasts and muscovite fish in a fine-grained, quartz­
dominated matrix .  (b )  Enlarged image showing a sinistral shear sense in the mylonitic fabric .  
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The Henderson Gneiss is a coarse-grained, porphyroclastic augen gneiss 
composed of microcline, oligoclase, quartz, biotite, and muscovite (Hatcher, 1 993) .  
Microcline augen are characteristically rimmed by myrmekite and are typically �3 em or 
less in diameter (Hatcher, 1 993) .  The modal mineralogy of the Henderson Gneiss from 
several studies in southwestem North Carolina was plotted using the lUGS classification 
system (Fig. 1 -28; Lemmon, 1 973 ;  Whisnant, 1975; Streckeisen, 1 976; Yanagihara, 
1 994; Bream, 1 999). The Henderson Gneiss plots mainly in the monzogranite field, but 
also overlaps the granodiorite , qua11z monzonite, and qum1z monzodiorite/quartz 
monzogabbro fields (Fig. 1 -28) .  
The crystallization age of the Henderson Gneiss has been debated by southem 
Appalachian geologists for decades. A variety of ages ,  derived from both Rb-Sr and 
conventional U-Pb techniques, have been reported by several workers (Odom and 
Fullagar, 1 973;  Odom and Russell , 1 975;  S inha et al . ,  1 989) .  The most recent, and 
probably most reliable age is a 206Pb/38U ion microprobe age of �490 Ma (Canigan et al . ,  
200 1 )  from zoned zircons .  
Metamorphism 
The IP of the Carol inas is dominated by a > 6t) km wide expanse of sillimanite­
grade (first and less commonly second 3ill imanite zone) ortho- and paragneiss (e.g. ,  
Butler, 1 99 1 ;  Fig. 1 -3 ) .  A well-documented, fault-related inversion of metamorphic 
isograds along the westem flank of the IP places sill imanite-grade rocks over kyanite (or 
lower) grade assemblages southeast of the Brevard fault zone (Lemmon and Dunn, 
1 973a, 1 973b; Griffin,  1 974; Lemmon, 1 982; Nelson et al . ,  1 998; Hatcher, 1 987;  Hopson 





















& Data from Lemmon ( 1 973) 
X Data from Whisnant ( 1 975) 
+ Data from Yanagihara ( 1 994) 
0 Data from Bream ( 1999) 
Figure 1 -28. lUGS modal classification (Streckeisen, 1 976) of the Henderson Gneiss. 
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and Hatcher, 1 988 ;  B utler, 1 99 1 ;  Davis, 1 993a; Hatcher, 1 993) .  Part of the kyanite­
sill imanite i sograd coincides with the Mill Spring thrust in southwestern N01th Carolina 
(Bream, 1 999; B ier et al. , 2002) .  Along the eastern flank of the IP, upright isograd 
surfaces are indicated by kyanite-grade rocks over si llimanite-grade assemblages (Fig. 1 -
3) .  
Davis ( 1 993a) and Yanagihara ( 1 994), working in  the Sugarloaf Mountain and 
Mill Spring thrust sheets ( structurally below the Brindle Creek thrust) ,  documented 
sillimanite grade mineral assemblages (Fig. 1 -29; Plate 1 ) .  S imilar rock types and 
metamorphic grades were recorded by Giorgis ( 1 999), Williams (2000),  and B ier (200 1 )  
i n  the Brindle Creek thrust sheet i n  the South Mountains (Fig. 1 -29) .  Estimates of 
metamorphic conditions were made for the present study further northeast in North 
Carolina. A weathered aluminous schist sample and a fresh Lenoir Quarry migmatite 
sample were collected from both sides of the B1indle Creek thrust for m ineralogical 
analysis .  Electron microprobe analysis of the Lenoir Quarry m igmatite revealed valuable 
compositional information; data from the weathered aluminous schist, however, were 
concluded to be spurious and are not included. Comparisons of mineral assemblages in 
Brushy Mountain Bri ndle Creek hanging wall units with those in the South Mountains 
(where detailed P-T studies of unaltered samples were performed; B ier, 200 1 )  are used to 
approximate P-T conditions for the hanging wall .  
Brindle Creek Thrust Footwall 
The footwall amphibolite is represented by sample KC-VQ- 1 ,  a hornblende­
quartz-plagioclase gneiss.  The sample has a dominantly equigranular-tabular texture 
(Raymond, 1 995)  and contains euhedral and subhedral grains that average �0.62 x 0.30 
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Western IP thrust sheets 
southwestern North 
Carolina 
� Davis ( 1 993a) 
D Yanagihara ( 1 994) 
. Hill ( 1 999) 
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Brindle Creek thrust sheet 
Brushy Mountains D Sillimanite schist 
( Merschat and Ka1bas, 
2002) 
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Figure 1 -29. Petrogenetic grids for aluminous rocks with metamorphic P-T conditions plotted from 
various IP studies. Pressure and temperature estimates are detived from mineral assemblages and/ or 
from idealized equilibrium Fe-Mg exchange between garnet and biotite (Feny and Spear, 1 978 ;  Hodges 
and Spear, 1 982; Bohlen et al., 1 983a, 1983b; Holdaway et al., 1988 ;  Bergman, 1 990). Estimates from 
Bier (200 1 )  were based on several reaction sources: Chattetjee and Johannes ( 1 974), Thompson ( 1 982),  
and Raymond ( 1995) .  M s  = muscovite, Qtz = quartz, Kfs = K-feldspar, Als = aluminum silicate. 
Estimates by Meraschat and Kalbas (2002) were based on: Luth et al. ( 1 964); Holdaway ( 197 1 ) ;  
Chattetjee and Johannes ( 1 974); and Thompson ( 1 982) .  
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mm. Major phases are : hornblende, qumtz, plagioclase ( -An�5.47 ) ,  biotite, K-feldspar, and 
epidote, with accessory sphene, pyrite, and ilmenite/titaniferous magnetite . 
A reliable them1obarometric calculation was not found for a system devoid of 
gamet; P-T constraints, however, were inferred from the mineral assemblage. The 
presence of hornblende, plagioclase, quartz, epidote, and i lmenite is characteristic of the 
amphibol ite facies (e.g. ,  Spear, 1 995).  A range of pressures and temperatures is inferred 
from the coexistence of homblende (Fig. 1 -30) and primary epidote in the footwall 
migmatite and the presence of sillimanite in aluminous footwall specimens.  Coexisting 
plagioclase compositions of An �25 , and An -42-47 were identified with the Michel­
Leve method. These compositions are consistent with the peristerite gap (Spear, 1 995) 
and suggest temperatures above -400 "C. The coexistence of andesine and anorthite (the 
Voll Gap) was not detected; thus, metamorphic temperatures were l ikely below -800 oc. 
Moreover, homblende from the representative footwall amphibol ite is similar in 
composition to the typical amphibolite facies composition, 
Naa 5Ca 1 .s(Fe,Mg)34Al33S i63022(0H)2 
Na04Ca 1 _9(Fe,Mg)4 5Al23S i63022(0H)2 
( ideal) 
(observed) 
and suggest the Fe-Mg Edenite and Tschennak exchange reactions produced hornblende 
at the expense of actinol ite at the greenschist-amphibolite facies transition ( Spear, 1 995; 
Table 1 -5) .  Micas are prevalent ( indicating water was present during metamorphism) and 
the rocks are migmatitic; P-T conditions were l ikely at or above the wet granite solidus 
(Fig. 1 -29). Furthermore, although K-feldspar is abundant in the Lenoir Quarry 
migmatite, its absence and the relative abundance of prograde muscovite in the Tall ulah 






Na+K (formula moles) 
+ = this study 
l .  1 .4 
Figure 1 -30. Chemical variation d iagram for calcium-Iich amphibole. Reference fields and 
filled squares are from Deer et al ( 1974). Diamonds are data from the present study. 
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second sillimanite isograd . Peak metamorphic temperatures and pressures in the footwall 
of the Brindle Creek thrust were l ikely in the range of 600 to 700 °C, and 3 .0 to 7 .7 kbar 
(Fig. 1 -29 ) .  Muscovite that grew subperpendicular to the foliation in the footwall of the 
Mill Spring thrust may represent a retrograde overprint (locally generated by thrusting; 
Pm1 II) of a slightly higher temperature fabric . 
Brindle Creek thrust hanging wall 
Although mineral compositions from an unaltered sample from the Brindle Creek 
thrust sheet were not obtained in this study, P-T estimates from adjacent and along-strike 
areas are available, and are thought to be consistent throughout the Kings Creek 
quadrangle. P-T estimates by B ier (200 1 )  for garnet metagraywacke-schist were 645 ± 
20 oc and 5 .2  ± 1 kbar. P-T estimates for the Walker Top Granite were 525 to 640 oc 
and 3 .8  ± 0.8 to 5 .4 ± 0 .8  kbar (Bier, 2001 ). More recent data, presented by Merschat 
and Kalbas (2002),  confirm high grade conditions (585 °C, 2 .8  kbar to 7 1 0  °C, 4.7 kbar) 
in the hanging wall of the Brindle Creek thrust in the Ellendale quadrangle. Both B ier 
(200 1 )  and Merschat and Kalbas (2002) also noted local occunences of sil l imanite II 
assemblages; no such assemblages were observed in the Kings Creek quadrangle. 
Discussion 
Timing of metamorphism and deformation 
The Brushy Mountains and South Mountains share a Ban·ovian metamorphic 
h istory (Fig. 1 -29) .  The similarity of estimated P-T conditions in the western and eastern 
IP along the Brindle Creek thrust throughout western North Carolina yields two 
hypotheses for the timing of thrust emplacement and metamorphism. A simple 
explanation is  that the hanging wall was separated from the western IP at the time of 
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metamorphism, but was subjected to similar, contemporaneous, high-grade conditions .  
The two could have been juxtaposed and deformed during a later defonnation event. 
This is  not v iable however, because no evidence for retrogression was found in either 
thrust sheet in the study area. Assemblages on either side of the fault were probably 
subjected to the same Neoacadian amphibol ite-facies metamorphic conditions (Fig. 1 -
29) .  Faulting i s  thought to be synmetamorphic, and cannot be attributed to defonnation 
after the earliest Alleghanian (Pan II). 
Recent contributions to the regional geochronologic database s ignificantly 
advance our understanding of the timing and conditions of Brindle Creek thrust 
emplacement. High resolution ion microprobe analyses of zircons from the Walker Top 
Granite y ielded a crystall ization age of �366 Ma (Mapes, 2002).  S ince the Walker Top 
Granite crops out exclusively in the Brindle Creek thrust sheet, i t  can be inferred that the 
western and eastern IP belts were separated at the time of Walker Top intrusion. Various 
geochronologic studies (Kish, 1 990; Dennis and Wright, 1 997; Mirante and Patina­
Douce, 2000; Bream et al . ,  200 1 a; Carrigan et al . ,  200 1 ;  and Kalbas et al . ,  2002) indicate 
a Late Devonian or early Mississippian (latest Neoacadian/earliest Alleghanian) thermal­
metamorphic event affected both the western and eastern IP. This event is recognized in 
the Kings Creek quadrangle by 342 Ma and 330 Ma zircon rims from the Lenoir Quarry 
migmatite (Part ill) .  Devono-Mississippian rims are thought to represent peak upper 
amphibolite-facies metamorphism and coeval anatexis. The emplacement age of the 
Brindle Creek thrust sheet can thus be constrained to an �24 mil l ion year interval 
between 366 and 342 Ma. 40 Ar/9 Ar plateau ages for s imilar rocks in the Chauga belt and 
Walhalla to eastern Six-Mile nappes (southwest of the study area) indicate 
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postmetamorphic cool ing through the hornblende closure temperature of -550 oc 
between -333 and 322 Ma (Dallmeyer, 1 988 ) .  No pervasive Alleghanian (Hatcher, 
200 1 )  retrograde mineral assemblages were discovered in the study area; faulting is  
attributed to latest Neoacadian or earl iest Alleghanian defOimation (Part II ) .  
Petrogenesis of the Walker Top Granite 
The Walker Top Granite is confined to the hanging wall of the Brindle Creek 
thrust, but crosscuts contacts of the si ll imanite schist and the metagraywacke. It is l ikely 
a mid- to lower-crustal intrusive body (Giorgis et al . ,  2002) ,  but plutonic zoning and 
contact aureoles are not present and few xenoliths have been found in the unit. Intrusion 
and cooling of the Walker Top Granite l ikely took place at 366 ±3 Ma (Mapes, 2002) .  
Two cooling rates can be inferred from the bimodal grain-size distribution: ( 1 )  an 
early stage of slow cooling promoted phenocryst growth; and (2) a subsequent, faster 
cooling event promoted the growth of the fine-grained matrix (e.g. ,  Raymond, 1 995) .  
Petrographic analyses indicate that some microcline megacrysts are actually aggregates 
of finer-grained microcline crystals . These may result from rapid nucleation of many 
grains in segregated regions of the granite rather than slow growth of an individual grain. 
Petrogenesis of the Hibriten Orthogneiss 
The Hibriten orthogneiss crops out as a narrow belt of orogen-parallel, 
discontinuous bodies i1. the hanging wall of the Brindle Creek thrust (Plate 1 ) . The origin 
of characteristic rounded plagioclase porphyroclasts in the Hibriten orthogneiss and their 
rel ationship to the tectonic h istory of the unit are not completely understood and require 
fmther investigation. Specifically, whereas feldspar-rich ortho- and paragnei sses 
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containing matrix plagioclase are common throughout the IP, dominantly rounded 
plagioclase porphyroclasts in the Hibriten otthogneiss are especially plentiful .  
Close proximity of the Hibriten orthogneiss to a large crustal shear zone implies 
mylonitization of the plagioclase-rich fabric .  Rounded porphyroclasts in the Hibriten 
orthogneiss, however, are not typically flattened or tailed, and do not indicate shear 
sense. It is possible that a critical matrix-to-clast ratio (for formation of mantled clasts; 
Hatcher, personal communication) was not satisfied; simple shear was principally 
recovered in the biotite-rich matrix. 
Numerous grains display asymmetric compositional zonation; certain plagioclase 
grains, in a representative thin section, are engulf biotite crystals in optical continuity 
with matrix biotite (Fig. 1 - 1 8) ,  and may suggest local growth of some plagioclase after 
peak metamorphism. A model, proposed by Wintsch ( 1 975),  working in staurolite-grade 
Tatnic Hill Fonnation of eastern Connecticut, describes the reaction kinetics and 
solution-mineral reactions necessary for metamorphic growth of K-feldspar and/or 
plagioclase from quartz-mica-rich assemblages similar to those found in  the Hibriten 
01thogneiss matrix. The plagioclase porphyroblasts observed by Wintsch ( 1 97 5) ,  
however, were small relative to those in the Hibriten orthogneiss .  C ation exchange 
reactions (reaction 4; Wintsch, 1 975) on mica (muscovite or biotite) surfaces during rapid 
deformation (grain s ize reduction) at constant temperatures and pressures shifts K+/H+ 
activity ratios from the mica stability field to the feldspar stability field (feldspathization; 
Wintsch, 1 975) .  
(4) 
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In an open system, muscovite can dissolve to produce K-feldspar (reaction 5 ;  Wintsch, 
1 97 5 )  and/or plagioclase ( reaction 6; Hem ley and Jones, 1 964) 
KA13S i3010(0H)� + 6Si0� + 2K+ = 3KA1Si308 + 2H+ 
KA13Si30 10(0H)� + 6S i0� + 3Na+ = 3NaA1S i308 + K+ + 2H+ (6) 
(5 )  
Whereas some plagioclase grains may be the result of  feldspathization during 
deformation, the high percentage of plagioclase in the unit suggests primary ( igneous )  
crystallization of major components . FUithermore, growth of plagioclase in chemical 
equilibrium with mica and quartz at fixed temperatures and pressures y ields unzoned 
crystals at middle amphibolite facies or higher-grade conditions (Evans and Guidotti, 
1 966; Wintsch and Knipe, 1 983 ) .  If plagioclase grains in the Hibriten orthogneiss were 
porphyroblasts rather than porphyroclasts, no chemical zonation would be expected. 
Under cross-polariz�d l ight, slight ( < 5°) rotations of the stage, while numerous 
plagioclase crystals from samples KC-494 and KC-536 are near extinction, reveals faint, 
concentric chemical zonation. Chemical zonat!on may be the result of rhythmic 
variations in An content during crystallization (Nord et al. ,  1 978; Wintsch and Knipe, 
1 983 ). If zoned porphyroclasts were recrystallized during deformation, changes in P-T 
conditions and/or chemical disequilibria during crystal regrowth must be assumed. 
The Hibriten orthogneiss is a prominent and easily recognizable unit; this study, 
however, is the first detailed examination of its distribution, mineralogy, and to a lesser 
degree its petrogenesis .  Tentative classification of the unit as an orthogneiss i s  based on 
its texture and mineralogy. Bulk geochemical , geochronologic, and thermobarometric 
studies are necessary to confirm an igneous protolith and better constrain its genetic 
affinity . 








Three l ithotectonic units in the Kings Creek 7 .5-minute quadrangle are composed 
of eight distinctive lithologic units. 
Exposure of the Brindle Creek thrust in the Brushy Mountains suggests it is a 
significant thrust in southwestem and south-central westem North Carolina. 
Amphibolite facies (si l l imanite grade ) metamorphic assemblages are present 
throughout the Kings Creek quadrangle. S imilar Barrovian metamorphic 
conditions in the Brushy Mountains and South Mountains are inferred from 
mineral assemblages and chemical compositions. 
Temporal and P-T data indicate Neoacadian sillimanite grade peak metamorphism 
on both s ides of the Brindle Creek thrust. 
The Walker Top Granite intruded the eastem IP at 366 Ma. S ince it is not present 
in the western IP, thrust emplacement can reasonably be inferred to have occurred 
after 366 Ma. Both the western and eastern IP were synclu·onously 
metamorphosed and deformed at 342 and 330 Ma; Brindle Creek thrust 
emplacement must have taken place between 366 and 342 Ma. 
No lower-greenschist facies retrograde overprint was observed; no component of 
thrust movement, therefore, can be attributed to Alleghanian movement along the 
Brevard fault zone. 
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PART II  
Structural geology of the Kings Creek quadrangle, North Carolina 
80 
Abstract 
Rocks of the Kings Creek 7 .5-minute quadrangle provide a detailed record of 
deformation during mid- to late Paleozoic southern Appalachian orogenesis. Structures 
here are s imilar to those in other Inner Piedmont (IP) areas mapped in detail ;  direct 
evidence reveals six defon ation events. The Green Mountain fault (the suspected late1:al 
equivalent of the Mill Spring thrust; Plate 1 )  crops out in the northwestern corner of the 
Kings Creek quadrangle.  Kinematic indicators show the Green Mountain and Brindle 
Creek faults accommodated both dip- and strike-slip movement during peak Neoacadian 
and earl iest Alleghanian tectonothermal events. 
Two structural domains were identified. Structures in Domain I dominantly trend 
no11heast-southwest and verge to the n011hwest and southwest; fol iations and axial 
surfaces generally dip southeast. Domain II, located in the southeastern corner of the 
quadrangle, contains variably oriented fold axes, fol iations ,  and mineral stretching 
l ineations that trend east-west, north-south, and no11hwest-southeast. The domain 
boundary is not coincident with the Brindle Creek thrust,· a major fault striking N 55°E 
through the quadrangle. The local change in structural patterns from Domain I to 
Domain II is consistent with regional map-scale trends. Mineral stretching l ineations 
indicate a component of southwest-directed s imple shear with changes from east-west, 
north-south, and nm1hwest-southeast trends in Domain II to strong no11heast-southwest 
orientations in Domain I. 
My structural data support Davis '  1 993 oblique convergence model . Northwest­
southeast-directed sh011ening buttressed ductile IP thrust sheets against the primordial 
Brevard fault zone and produced southwest-directed transpressional flow in the 
8 1  
northwestern IP. Strongly aligned sillimanite and amphibole mineral l ineations here 
indicate a significant component of southwest-directed simple shear in both eastern and 
western IP rocks; the transpressional flow zone therefore overprints the Brindle Creek 
tlu·ust in the southwestern Brushy Mountains. In keeping with conclusions of Davis and 
Tabor, pervasive western IP mylonite northwest of the Green Mountain fault in the 
southwestern Brushy Mountains were l ikely part of a Late Devonian to early 
Mississippian crustal-scale shear zone. Discreet faults and mylonites southeast of the 
Green Mountain fault, results of a similar latest Neoacadian to earliest Alleghanian stress 
field, probably mark localized deformation partitioned into high-strain zones .  Continued 
earliest Alleghanian defotmation tightly folded the Bindle Creek fault, partially 
transposed D2 structures, and produced a crenulation cleavage that mimics orientation 
changes from Domain I to Domain II. Two later episodes of brittle open folding refolded 
tight to isoclinal (F2 and F3) folds. Joints formed episodically in response to late 
Alleghanian, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic brittle deformation. 
Introduction 
The IP contains a structurally complex, polydeformed stack of transpressional 
west- and southwest-verging crystalline thrust sheets. Decades of detailed and 
reconnaissance 'gei::5logic ·mapping have revealed a regional stratigraphy for the western IP 
(Part I); macroscopic tectonic trends are therefore more easily deciphered there . 
Penetratively defotmed, superposed fabrics- the result of Paleozoic ductile and 
semibrittle deformation ,  coeval metamorphism (Dav is, 1 993;  Hatcher, 1 998) ,  and late 
Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic brittle defotmation- are difficult to interpret and 
seldom display primary (S0) and secondary (D , )  mesoscopic structures .  Detailed 
82 
geologic mapping of successive IP thrust nappes supported by detailed, high resolut ion 
geochronology and geochemistry, has fostered development of increasingly sophisticated 
tectonic models (e .g . ,  Bream et a l . ,  in review); a comprehensive and unequivocal tectonic 
history has yet to be presented ( and perhaps never will  be) .  
The IP has traditionally  been represented (Fig. 2- 1 )  as a contiguous belt of high 
grade metamorphic rocks that extends from northern North Carolina to eastern Alabama. 
Recent detailed geologic mapping in the South Mountains and Brushy Mountains 
(Giorgis ,  1 999; Williams, 2000; B ier, 200 1 ;  Kalbas et al . ,  200 1 ;  Merschat and Kalbas, 
2002) has subdivided the IP into western and eastern components. Bream et al. (200 1 )  
proposed the Brindle Creek thrust is a terrane boundary separating the two belts (Fig. 2-
1 ) . The western IP (eastern Tugaloo terrane; Hatcher, 200 1 b; Hatcher, 2002) lies 
between the Brevard fault zone and Brindle Creek thrust. The westem IP is characterized 
by dominantly northeast-southwest-oriented structures; it is composed of successive, thin, 
shallow to moderately southeast-dipping thrust sheets dominated by early Paleozoic 
paragneisses and metamorphosed Middle Ordovician sedimentary, volcanic, and intrusive 
rocks. The eastern IP (Cat Square terrane; Hatcher, 200 1 b; Hatcher, 2002) extends from 
the Brindle Creek thrust to the Central Piedmont suture and is composed of S iluro­
Devonian paragneisses and metamorphosed Devono-Mississippian granitoids. Eastern IP 
structural patterns change further southeast to north-south-, northwest-southeast-, and 
east-west-trending isoclinal-recumbent and open folds (Plates 1 ,  2; Goldsmith et al . ,  
1 988) .  
The Kings Creek 7 .5-minute quadrangle (Fig. 2-1  ) .  located in the southwestern 







































































































































































































































































































































Carolina, is an ideal loc:::tt ion for detailed study of IP tectonics. The quadrangle contains 
a segment of the Brindle Creek thrust and several rock units that are conelative with 
those in the South Mountains (Goldsmith et al . ,  1 988 ;  Giorgis, 1 999; Williams, 2000; 
Bier, 2001 ) .  Moreover, the Brevard fault zone crops out -2.7 km northwest of the 
northwestern comer of the quadrangle and the sillimanite-in isograd is located 
immediately northwest of the study area (Butler, 1 99 1 ) . The outcrop width of the 
western IP in the southwestern Brushy Mountains is s ignificantly smaller than farther 
southwest ( - 1 0  km vs.  -24 km near Morganton, and -47 km at the South Carolina-North 
Carolina border; Fig. 2- 1 ); therefore, multiple fault -bounded sections of both western and 
eastern IP rocks crop out in close spacial proximity to each other and the Brevard fault 
' .  
zone (Plate 1 ) . The purpose of this paper is to document and interpret micro-, meso-, and 
· macroscopic stru.ctures in the Kings Creek quadrangle to better understand the structure 
and tectonic history of the composite IP. 
Methods 
Detailed geologic mapping of the Kings Creek quadrangle began in January, 
200 1 ,  and continued through mid- August, 200 1 ,  with additional field work in January, 
2002. Standard 1 :24,000- and enlarged 1 :  1 2,000-scale USGS 7 .5-minute topographic 
maps were used as base maps. Fabric orientations were measured with a Bnmton TM 
pocket transit and recorded at 1 872 stations. Fabric diagrams were constructed using the 
Allmendinger (200 1 ) Stereonet PPC program. Fabric data were contoured using both the 
traditional (percent per percent area) method and the method developed by Kamb ( 1 959) .  
85 
Structural and Tectonic Framework 
Map Patterns 
Three thrust sheets have been recognized in the Kings Creek quadrangle (Fig. 2-2; 
Plate 2) .  The northwesternmost is the Marion thrust sheet containing western IP rocks 
southeast of the Brevard fault zone and northwest of the Green Mountain fault (Merschat 
and Kalbas, 2002; Plate 1 ) . Previous studies in the Columbus Promontory (Dav is, 1 993) 
concluded the Henderson Gneiss in the Marion thrust sheet is  bounded by the Tumblebug 
Creek thrust. Subsequent studies near Marion, North Carolina (Bream, 1 999;  Hil l ,  1 999) 
also favored fault emplacement of the Henderson Gneiss .  In the Kings Creek quadrangle, 
the Henderson Gneiss shares a sharp contact with mylonitized upper Tallulah Falls 
Formation metagraywacke, but limited outcrop length precludes determination of the 
existence of the Tumblebug Creek thrust. The Henderson Gneiss is therefore grouped 
with the Tallulah Falls Formation as part of the Marion thrust sheet. 
The Green Mountain fault, the northwesternrnost fault in the study area overrides 
the Marion thrust sheet. It is reasonable to link the Green Mountain fault w ith the Mill 
Spring thrust of Davis ( 1 993)  and Yanagihara ( 1 994) because: ( 1 )  a similar stratigraphy 
is present (migmatitic Poor Mountain Amphibolite and probably Tallulah Falls F01mation 
(Part III) thrust over upper Tallulah Falls F01mation metagraywacke and Henderson 
Gneiss) ;  (2) interpolations (Plate 1 )  of contacts on detailed and reconnaissance maps 
(Reed, 1 964; Goldsmith et al . ,  1 988) project the Mill Spring thrust into the n01thwestern 
comer of the Kings Creek quadrangle; (3)  mylonitic metagraywacke crops out in the 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Green Mountain thrust sheet in the study area is dominated by two units : 
muscovite schist, and intensely migmatized amphibolite (Lenoir Quarry migmatite) (Fig. 
2-2; Plate 2). The intensely migmatit ic unit is  dominated by amphibol ite and biotite­
hornblende granodiorite . Folded meso- to macroscale amph ibol ite boudins, interpreted as 
paleosome, are also present (Fig. 2-2; Part III) .  A poorly foliated granitoid also crops out 
in the Green Mountain thrust sheet. It is  truncated by the Brindle Creek thrust. Western 
IP rock units in the study area ( i .e . ,  both the Marion and Green Mountain thrust sheets) 
are strongly al igned northeast-southwest. 
The Brindle Creek thrust juxtaposed migmatitic metagraywacke, pelitic schist, 
inequigranular quartz-plagioclase-biotite gneiss (Hibriten orthogneiss;  Part I), and 
Walker Top Granite over rocks of the Green Mountain thrust sheet. Three northeast­
trending bands of sillimanite schist separated by metagraywacke are exposed in the 
Brindle Creek thrust sheet; the schists are texturally and mineralogically similar, but a 
discernable stratigraphy is not represented. Similarly, the Walker Top Granite, named by 
Giorgis ( 1 999) and Giorgis et al . (2002), crops out in three distinctive, lateral ly extensive, 
but disconnected lenticular bands that parallel the regional trend (Fig. 2-2; Plate 2) .  The 
north westernmost band (Band 1 ;  Fig. 2-2b) crops out entirely within the sill imanite schist 
and is  locally in  contact with Hibriten orthogneiss. It  i s  dominated by two continuous 
bodies separated by sill imanite schist. Walker Top Granite Band 2 crops out 
discontinuously in the southwestern quarter of the quadrangle, but is  continuous for �5 .3 
km along strike farther northeast (Fig. 2-2) .  I t  is mostly in contact with sillimanite schist ,  
but locally is in contact with metagraywacke. S imilarly, Walker Top Granite Band 3 (the 
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southeastemmost band) is bounded by both sillimanite schist and metagraywacke; 
lenticular macroscopic bodies, however, are smaller and more widely spaced. South of 
Draco, small isolated Walker Top Granite bodies crop out within sillimanite schist and 
metagraywacke. B iotite augen gneiss, characterized by smaller K-feldspar augen, crops 
out as an isolated body near the eastern tennination of the quadrangle (Fig. 2-2; Plate 2) .  
Its rounded porphyroclastic texture differs from that of the Walker Top Granite and i t  
does not correlate with other along stril(e bodies; although i t  may share a genetic link 
with the Walker Top Granite, this augen gneiss was mapped as a separate unit. A body 
of Devonian Toluca Granite crops out in the southeastern comer of the Kings Creek 
quadrangle within the Brindle Creek tlu·ust sheet and connects with larger bodies in the 
Ellendale quadrangle (Merschat and Kalbas, 2002 ) .  
Structural trends, also recognized by Bryant and Reed ( 1 970) and Goldsmith et al . 
( 1 988) ,  permit subdiv ision of the Kings Creek quadrangle into two foliation domains 
(Fig. 2-3) .  Domain I contains the Marion and Green Mountain thrust sheets (western IP) 
and part of the Brindle Creek thrust sheet (eastern IP), and has a strong northeast­
southwest foliation pattern. Domain II includes only rocks of part of the Brindle Creek 
thrust sheet in the southeasternmost corner of the quadrangle. N011heast-southwest trends 
near the fault change in the southeastern portion of the quadrangle to variably east-west-, 
north-south-, and northwest-southeast-trending fabrics. 
Deformation Hierarchy 
Relative timing of deformation was interpreted by Davis ( 1 993) and has been 
subsequently modified (Yanagihara, 1 994; Bream, 1 999; Giorgis, 1 999; Hill ,  1 999; 





Brindle Creek thrust 
Figure 2-3. Lower hemisphere equal-area scatter plot and contour projections of poles to foliation and 
dip histograms. Data from 1 844 measurements are shown together as "all data" and separated into two 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































events were recognized in the IP of southwestern North Carolina. D1 structures, 
recognized in the western IP by Davis ( 1 993), consist of rootless intrafolial folds (F1 ) and 
penetrative S 1 axial planar foliations in boudins . D2 and D3, respectively, produced 
penetrative and locally penetrative northeast structural trends in the western IP and 
variable orientations of structures in the eastern IP. Davis ( 1 993)  concluded the S2 
foliation (schistosity, gneissic banding, and compositional layering) is a high temperature 
fabric formed during peak metamorphism. D2 and D3 may, however, represent 
continuous defotmation during a single prograde metamorphic event (Yanagihara, 1 994 ) .  
Pre- and post-metamorphic structures have also been documented throughout the 
Carolinas IP (Davis,  1 993 ) .  Davis ' interpretation is consistent with structural trends in  
the Kings Creek quadrangle and therefore will be followed throughout th is  paper. 
Absolute ages from Rb-Sr whole-rock and sensitive h igh resolution ion 
microprobe reverse geometry (SHRIMP RG) U-Pb analyses are helpful in constraining 
the timing of deformation. Rb-Sr analyses of numerous western IP orthogneisses yielded 
early to middle Paleozoic crystallization ages ranging from 500 to 409 Ma (Fullagar, 
1 97 1 ,  1 98 1 ;  Lemmon, 1 973;  Odom and Fullagar, 1 973; Odom and Russell , 1 975;  Harper 
and Fullagar, 1 98 1 ;  McSween et al. ,  1 99 1 ;  Fullagar et al . ,  1 997; Vinson and Miller, 
1 999). Acadian and Neoacadian ion microprobe metamorphic ages of z ircon rims have 
also been reported from the western IP of Georgia, South Carolina, and North Carolina 
(Bream et al . ,  200 1 ;  Carrigan et al . ,  200 1 ) . Conventional U-Pb analyses of monazite by 
Dennis and Wright ( 1 997) from the South Carolina IP yielded 360 Ma and 330-320 Ma 
metamorphic ages that, along with significantly younger (than western IP granitoids) 
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crystall ization ages of eastern IP granitoids (375 to 320 Ma; e .g . ,  Mapes et al . ,  2002), 
indicate a pervasive Late Devonian to early Mississippian thermal event. The Walker 
Top Granite crops out exclusively in the eastern IP and has a crystallization age of 366 ±3 
Ma (Giorgis et a! . , 2002; Mapes, 2002) .  40Ar/39 Ar plateau ages for Stumphouse 
Mountain, Walhalla, and S ix Mile nappes in South Carolina indicate post-metamorphic 
cooling tlu·ough the hornblende closure temperature of -550  oc between 333 and 322 Ma 
(Dallmeyer, 1 988) .  
Zircon rim ages from Lenoir Quarry migmatite in the Brindle Creek thrust 
footwall (Part III) indicate metamorphism, thrust emplacement, and penetrative 
deformation l ikely occurred at 342 Ma (Bream, 2002; Part III) .  A later tectonothermal 
event occurred at 330 M� (Bream, 2002; Part III ) .  Alignment (parallel  to the S3 axial 
planar foliation and L2 mineral stretching l ineation) of high grade mineral assemblages in 
the southwestern Brushy Mountains, in the absence of retrograde assemblages, indicates 
penetrative and partially penetrative fabrics are the result of latest Neoacadian to earliest 
Alleghanian deformation. Absolute ages and high temperature mineral assemblages 
delimit the relative order of deformation events and allow categorization of fabrics into 
pre-Acadian to Neoacadian, Neoacadian and earl iest Al leghanian, and post-early 
Alleghanian timeframes (Table 2- 1 ) . 
Pre-Acadian to Neoacadian Structures in the Kings Creek Quadrangle 
Intrafolial folds and truncated fol iations in boudins have been cited as evidence 
for deformation prior to penetrative syn-peak metamorphic deformation in the 
southwestern North Carolina western IP (Davis, 1 993 ;  Yanagihara, 1 994; Bream, 1 999; 
Hil l ,  1 999; Giorgis, 1 999; Williams, 2000; Bier, 200 1 ) .  Davis ( 1 993) documented S ,  
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gneissic layering in rootless F1 folds in boudins in the Columbus Promontory. Further 
evidence for D1 was observed near Marion, North Carolina, where F1 macroscopically 
folded Tallulah Falls F01mation rocks are truncated at the Henderson Gneiss contact by 
the Tumblebug Creek fault (Bream, 1 999; Hill, 1 999; Plate 1 ) . 
Evidence for pre-Acadian to Neoacadian peak deformation in the Kings Creek 
quadrangle exists in structures at all scales. Microscopic truncations of biotite and qumtz 
splinters (S 1  ?) against qumtz layers in sillimanite schist may be evidence for D 1  
pmticularly since there is no  annealed ( 1 20° grain boundary) quartz fabric along what 
would be a required localized microfault (Fig. 2-4) . Moreover, Bryant and Reed ( 1 970), 
working west of Lenoir, North Carolina, documented folds and foliations truncated by an 
oblique foliation; this fabric likely represents D 1 •  The outcrop pattern of the Walker Top 
Granite petmits the interpretation of F1 folds in cross sections (Fig. 2-5; discussed in 
detail below).  Although boudins are common in the study area, internal truncated 
foliations can be interpreted as either evidence for D 1 defonnation or later rotation of 
paleosome schollen in anatectic melts. 
Latest Neoacadian/ Earliest A lleghanian Structures in the Kings Creek Quadrangle 
On the basis of field, petrologic, and geoclu-onologic evidence, several workers 
concluded penetrative deformation accompanied Neoacadian prograde metamorphism 
and migmatization (Davis, et al . ,  1 99 1 ;  Davis, 1 993; Hatcher et al . ,  1 999; Pa11 III) .  This 
event has been characterized by the penetrative axial planar foliation (S2) and mineral 
lineation (L2) ,  recumbent isoclinal (F2) folds, and inclined to recumbent tight (F3) folds, 
F� (?) sheath folds, and thrust faults (Table 2- 1 ) .  Whisnant ( 1 975)  concluded isoclinal 









Figure 2-4. Backscatter electron image of localized truncations of biotite into a quartz layer in 
s i l l imanite schist .  The inclined fabric in biotite and quartz crystals can be interpreted as a remnant 
S 1 surface, the product of localized simple shear, or the result of a crystallographic effect. Dashed 
l ines indicate the S2 foliation orientation; solid l ines highlight the rel ict  S1 fol i ation or D3 shear 
planes. If this is an overprint, there is  no localized shearing. The sample is  from 1 .7 km northeast 
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Carolina, D2 was subdivided into D2a and D2b by Davis ( 1 993 ) ,  Bream ( 1 999), and Hill 
( 1 999) on the basis of the post 490 Ma (= crystallization age of the Henderson Gneiss; 
Carrigan et al . ,  200 1 ) truncation of the Tumblebug Creek thrust by the Sugarloaf 
Mountain thrust (Bream, 1 999; Hill, 1 999). 
The timing of isolated Devono-Mississippian eastern IP magmatism (Giorgis et 
al . ,  2002; Mapes, 2002) and the common ages of metamorphism in the composite IP belt 
indicate Brindle Creek thrusting occurred between 366 and 342 Ma (Parts I and III ) .  
Parallel northeast-southwest-striking, southeast-dipping foliations ,  l ineations, and fold 
axes in Domain I (Figs .  :?.-3, 2-6, 2-7) indicate penetrative, synmetamorphic D2 
deformation occurred during or immediately following fau lting and paralleled dominant 
western IP structural trends noted by Hatcher ( 1 970) ,  Conley and Drummond ( 1 97 5 ) ,  and 
Davis ( 1 993) .  In the southwestern Brushy Mountains, the dominant foliation, S2 (Fig. 2-
3), parallels compositional layering (Fig. 2-8 ) .  Tight F3 folds locally developed a weak 
axial planar S3 fol iation (Fig. 2-8) .  The average coaxial penetrative mineral l ineation (L2; 
mean = 37°/ N80°E; Fig. 2-6) is defined by alignment of hornblende, qum1z, and less 
commonly sillimanite . L33 is fonned by intersection of the S2 foliation and S3 axial planes 
and weak S3 foliations . Foliations, mineral lineations, and fold axes in migmatite 
neosome are consistent with regional D2 structural trends; migmatization and D2 
deformation were coeval (Part ill) and enhanced the S2 compositional layering. 
Transposition of the footwall migmatite resulted from pure shear induced by thrust 
loading of the Brindle Creek thrust sheet. 
A distinct change in the orientations of l ineations (L2)  and fold axes (F2 , F3; 
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Figure 2-6. Lower hemisphere, equal-area scatter plot and contoured lineation mientations and plunge 
histograms. Data from 7 1  measurements are shown together as "all data" and separated into two 
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Figure 2-7. Lower hemisphere equal-area scatter plots of  fold axis and axial smface orientations. Data 
from 1 64 measurements are shown together as "all data" and separated into two structural Domains ( l and 
l l ) .  For each domain, the data are divided into early (F2 and F3) and late ( F4 and F5) subsets. Kamb ( 1 959) 
contours were used. (T, P) = trend and plunge. 
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Figure 2-8. Structures in migmatite of the Green Mountain thrust sheet. (a)  Folded ( F1) ,  cliktyonitic 
rnigmatite at the Cedar Rock Country Club 0.42 km south of Nmth Carolina 1 8 . Dashed lines 
indicate incipient transposition along attenuated limbs of tight to isoclinal folds. (b )  Tight folds ( F3) 
of S"  i n  stromatic migmatite at Lenoir Quany. 
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Figure 2-9. Mineral l ineation and fold axis  01ientations in Domains I and II. 
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Domain I dominantly trend N 60°E to N 80°E, and parallel regional trends . Domain II 
structural orientations are more variable (mean L2 = S 72°E; mean F2 and F3 = S 48°E) . 
Axial surface orientations also change from Domain I to II; Domain I early axial surfaces 
strike �N 50°E whereas Domain II early axial surfaces strike �N-S (Fig. 2-7) .  S2 
partially mimics this variation with changes from dominantly orogen-parallel orientations 
in the northwest to dominantly east-west- and north-south-striking, east- and south­
dipping trends in the southeast (Fig. 2-3) .  No appreciable change in dip occurs across the 
domain boundary. These pattems are consistent with observations of Goldsmith et al. 
( 1 988) ,  Davis ( 1 993),  Hatcher (200 1 a) , and Merschat and Kalbas (2002) .  
Meso- and macroscopic superposed fold pattems in both domains indicate two 
fold sets dominated by latest Neoacadian and earliest Alleghanian structures (respectively 
D2 and D3; Table 2- 1 ) . The earliest preserved regional fold set, F2, is characterized by 
reclined to recumbent, dominantly northwest-verging, tight to isoclinal, passive flow 
folds (early fold axes; Figs. 2-7, 2-9; Plate 2) .  A northwest-plunging, outcrop-scale F� 
sheath fold crops out at one l ocality in Domain II, demonstrating a component of 
heterogeneous simple shear. Systematic L2 pattems also suggest heterogeneous simple 
shear. The second early fold set (F 3 , D3a) is characterized by upright to reclined, closed to 
tight folds, that refold S2 (Fig. 2-8) .  Though prevalent in the westem and eastem IP, F3 
folds, as noted by Davis ( 1 993) ,  are only locally penetrative. Mesoscale attenuation and 
shearing of F3 fold limbs in stromatite indicates synmigmatitic (syn-peak metamorphic) 
ductile deformation and incipient transposition (Fig. 2-8a) . Dominantly southeast­
oriented (shallowly plunging) crenulations (F3; Fig. 2-9) are also present and are most 
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common in sillimanite schist. Microscopic crenulations were noted in a muscovite­
quartz-biotite-sill imanite schist sample from the Brindle Creek thrust sheet. 
The Green Mountain and Brindle Creek faults are thought to result from initial 
macroscale shearing along common limbs of F2 isoclinal folds (Type-F thrusts of Hatcher 
and Hooper, 1 992; B ier, 200 1 ) . Isolated mylonitic fabrics in the Walker Top Granite 
indicate an additional ductile shear zone (Poplar Springs shear zone) within the Brindle 
Creek thrust sheet. Transposed (flattened and/or sheared layers) and mylonitic fabrics are 
mostly present in the southeasternmost linear band of Walker Top Granite (Fig. 2-2). 
Mylonitic• fabrics· dominate the southwestern body in Band 3 and are also present within 
bodies surrounded by folded (F3 ) metagraywacke along strike to the not1heast. Mylonitic 
rocks are not present, however, in the central Walker Top Granite body in Band 3 (Fig. 2-
2) .  Mylonitic metagraywacke is present near the eastern boundary of the quadrangle, and 
indicates faulting (with minor displacement) of the F3 fold in metagraywacke (Fig. 2-5 ) .  
D3 is therefore subdivided into two sub events: ( 1 )  Type-F fau lting of the Poplar Springs 
shear zone in response to progressive F3 folding; and (2) D3b truncation of the folded (F3) 
metagraywacke by a splay off the shear zone. L3" can therefore be defined as the 
intersection between the Poplar Springs shear plane and the F3 axial plane, L3b is the 
intersection of the splay off the Poplar Springs shear zone and the F3 axial plane (Fig. 2-
5). Two laterally connected bands of mylonitized Walker Top Granite were recognized 
along strike in the Ellendale quadrangle and denote northeastward continuity of the 
Poplar Springs shear zone (Merschat and Kalbas, 2002) .  Orthogonal (northwest-directed) 
then oblique (northeast-southwest-directed) transport is implied from fault geometry and 
kinematic indicators ( synmetamorphic mineral lineations,  incl ined isoclinal folds, sheath 
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folds, and drag folds; Merschat and Kalbas, 2002), proximal to the shear zone (Merschat 
and Kalbas, 2002); dextral displacement (last movement) is indicated by mantled feldspar 
porphyroclasts and southwest-verging asymmetric folds. Furthermore, Merschat and 
Kalbas (2002) documented northeast-southwest-oriented D2 macroscopic sheath folds in 
the Brindle Creek tluTlSt hanging wall as evidence for southwest-directed shearing. No 
greenschist facies retrograde mineral assemblages were found within the Poplar Springs 
shear zone; thus, the structure is l ikely late synmetamorphic. Although more sporadic, 
mylonitic fabrics are also present in the two northwestem bands of Walker Top Granite. 
Isolated mylonite in various westem IP units has been documented by previous workers 
(e.g. ,  Davis, 1 993;  Yanagihara, 1 994) and may indicate differential strain localization (as 
documented in 1 996 by Worley and Wilson working in the Wenchuan-Maowen Shear 
Zone, Central Longmen Shan, China) that is impractical to represent at 1 : 1 2 ,000 and 
1 :24,000 scales. 
The Green Mountain fault is a regionally extensive evolved (now Type C) Type-F 
thrust that ,  in the southwestem Brushy Mountains, juxtaposed Tallulah Falls  Formation, 
Poor Mountain Formation, and Dysartsville Tonalite over Poor Mountain Formation, 
Tal lulah Falls Formation, and Henderson Gneiss (Plate 1 ). In the Kings Creek 
quadrangle, Tallulah Falls  Formation metagraywacke in the Green Mountain faul t  
footwall i s  characterized by a mylonitic, inequigranular texture composed of asymmetric 
composite plagiocl ase-quartz and less common quartz porphyrocl asts in an annealed fine­
to medium-grained biotite-quartz-plagioclase-rich matrix. Muscovite fish (up to 0.3 x 0. 1 
em) in  several quartz-rich samples define a Type-II S-C mylonitic fabric (Lister and 
Snoke, 1 984) that developed during peak metamorphism ( see Fig. 1 -28  in Part I) .  
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Asymmetric folds with southeast-dipping axial surfaces, strike-parallel mineral 
lineations, muscovite fish, and mantled feldspar porphyroclasts in the footwall mylonite 
reveal components of first dip-slip then dextral strike-slip shearing, probably related to 
transpression in the zone of constricted flow adjacent to the primordial 
(Neoacadian/earliest Alleghanian) Brevard fault zone (Hatcher, 200 l a) .  Mylonitized 
Tallulah Falls F01mation metagraywacke in the study area contains annealed amphibolite 
facies microfabrics that contrast with the lower greenschist facies retrograde assemblage 
recognized farther west in the Alleghanian Brevard fault zone (Hatcher, 200 l a). 
Post-early A lleghanian Structures in the Kings Creek Quadrangle 
Post-penetrative def01mation (post-peak metamorphism; post-Neoacadian/earliest 
Alleghanian) structures are also well exposed throughout the IP. Previous workers 
(Davis,  1 993; Bream, 1 999; Bier, 200 1 )  identified upright open folds 01iented subparallel 
and oblique to D2 and D3 fabrics. Refolded macroscopic and mesoscopic fold patterns, 
dome-and-basin interference patterns, and brittle structures result from D4, D5, and D6 
deformation (Plate 1 ;  Table 2- 1 ). Abundant mesoscopic systematic joints are evidence of 
brittle deformation in the study area. Mesozoic diabase dikes and cataclasites, such as the 
Pax Mountain faul t  in South Carolina (Garihan and Ranson, 1 992; Garihan et al . ,  1 993) ,  
provide abundant evidence of later brittle def01mation in the IP,  but  were not observed in 
the study area. 
Folded fold axes are partly related to post-Neoacadian folding. Two upright open 
fold sets were identified at both the macro- and mesoscales in the southwestern Brushy 
Mountains .  An orogen-parallel F4 fold set was refolded by a north-south- and northwest­
trending F5 set (late fold axes; Fig. 2-7) .  
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Five hundred forty-eight joint orientation measurements reveal three dominant 
joint sets (Fig. 2- 1 0) .  Set 1 consists of a dominant N 1 5 °W-striking surface and a 
conjugate (less abundant) N 75°E-striking surface . Set 2 strikes N 1 0°E and N 80°W; 
only the dominant surface in set 3 is exposed (strikes �N 2°W). Most joints in the field 
area dip steeply (between 75-80 °) ;  the average dip is 7 1  o (Fig. 2- 1 0) .  Joint sets probably 
formed during three defmmation events (D4-D6; Table 2- 1 ) . The first accompanied semi­
brittle deformation in the Alleghanian Brevard fault zone and is localized in competent 
layers . Subsequent joint sets (D5, D6) developed in response to Alleghanian exhumation 
of composite crystalline thrust sheets in the Tugaloo terrane, Mesozoic and Cenozoic 
deformation (e.g. ,  Garihan et al . ,  1 993; Knapp, 200 1 ), and the contemporary stress field 
(Engelder, 1 982) .  
Structural Interpretation 
While cross sections have been labeled ineffective tools for interpreting 
macroscopic and mesofabric data from polydeformed belts (Ramsay, 1 967), the strong 
parallel orientation of superposed structures in the Kings Creek quadrangle clearly 
permits their use here. Parallel cross sections A-A' ,  B-B ' ,  and C-C' were drawn 
perpendicular to strike (Fig. 2-5 ; Plate 2 ) .  The sections primarily depict juxtaposition of 
Brindle Creek thrust hanging wall units atop migmatitic rocks of the Green Mountain 
thrust sheet. Fold axis and l ineation data indicate structures primarily plunge nottheast in 
Domain I .  
Section A-A ' 
Section A-A' links to a cross section across pmt of the adjacent Ellendale 
quadrangle (Merschat and Kalbas, 2002).  It depicts isoclinal and tight F2 and F3 folds in 
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Dip Magnitude 
N = 548 
Figure 2-10. Systematic joint orientations in the Kings Creek quadrangle. ( a )  Rose diagram 
illustrating the strike of joint planes; major and conjugate ( -90° from the dominant) joint pairs are 
presented as individual sets. (b )  Dip magnitude histogram of all joints. ( c )  Lower hemisphere equal­
area scatter plot. (d)  Kamb ( 1 959) contour diagram of poles to joints. 
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hanging wall and footwall units and tight folding of the Brindle Creek thrust trace. 
Metagraywacke and biotite augen gneisses in the Brindle Creek thrust sheet are shown as 
conformable, perhaps genetically related units. Sillimanite schist bodies are impossible 
to differentiate petrologically, and may be in the same stratigraphic position if folded by 
F2 isoclinal folds. Walker Top Granite bands are shown as two layer-parallel sills, but 
could represent one sill on opposite limbs of an F1  isoclinal fold or an F2 sheath fold. 
Section B-B ' 
Both the Green Mountain and Brindle Creek faults are crossed by section B-B ' .  
Parasitic (F3) folds are depicted along both thrust faults and along the l imbs of the large 
antiform in the Brindle Creek thrust sheet (Fig. 2-5) .  Merschat and Kalbas (2002) 
proposed initial movement on the Poplar Springs shear zone during D2; sections B-B ' ,  
however, depicts the shear zone crosscutting the Brindle Creek thrust trace . My map data 
show the D3a axial planar Poplar Springs shear zone originated as a Type-F thrust that 
produced minor displacement along the no11hwestem l imb of a F3 fold  in metagraywacke. 
Up-plunge projection of map data (Fig. 2-2) indicates a D3b thrust splay originating at the 
Poplar Springs shear zone cut the F3 metagraywacke antiform in the map and above the 
present erosion surface. Walker Top Granite does not crop out at the present erosion 
level adjacent to the projected Poplar Springs shear zone and no mylonitic fabrics crop 
out at section B-B ' .  A l l  structures were overprinted by open folding. Trends in footwall 
amphibolite bodies outline F3 tight upright folds; isoclinal-tight (F3) and open folds (F4) 
also crop occur along the B rindle Creek thrust and in hanging wall units. Granitoid 
bodies in the Green Mountain thrust sheet can be interpreted as early katazonal melts 
(perhaps related to the Dysartsville Tonalite) .  Alternatively, the granitoids may be 
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crustally  derived melts that intruded the migmatite just prior to Brindle Creek thrusting; 
no contact aureoles are known, however, thus intrusion is thought to have been katazonal . 
Footwall granitoids were truncated by the Brindle Creek thrust and caught up in D2 and 
D3 deformation. Lenticular outliers of Henderson Gneiss were interpreted by Hatcher 
(2002) to be either isolated bodies that intruded the Tallu lah Fal l s  Formation during 
Ordovician magmatism or "synfo1mal outliers of sheath fold hinges," a result of Acadian 
dextral noncoaxial deformation. 
Section C-C' 
An interesting feature of cross section C-C' is a northeast-plunging upright 
antiform-synform pair (F4) that refolds isocl inal (F2) and tight (F3) folds in 
metasedimentary units of the Brindle Creek thrust sheet (Fig. 2-5) .  Tight refolding of the 
Brindle Creek thrust again explains the relatively wide outcrop (�0.85 km) of Hibriten 
orthogneiss adjacent to the thrust. As in section B-B ' ,  the Poplar Springs shear zone is 
thought to have minor displacement parallel or subparallel to the common limb of a F3 
fold  in metagraywacke, and again demonstrates D3a Type-F shearing of common fold 
l imbs . Tight folds in the Green Mountain thrust sheet are marked at map scale by folded 
amphibolite bodies. 
Brindle Creek Thrust Sheet in the Kings Creek Quadrangle 
Complex structural patterns in the Brindle Creek thrust sheet warrant special 
attention. Several explanations for the macroscopic d istribution of Walker Top Granite 
are plausible. It is possible that emplacement of the Walker Top Granite occurred prior 
to or during D 1 •  Bands 1 and 2 (Fig. 2-2) in this model are the same layer that was 
isoclinally folded along with host rocks during Acadian defmmation (F1 ) .  If this is 
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correct, metagraywacke should be present notthwest of the northwesternmost sillimanite 
schist body. Metagraywacke was not found beyond the schist, however, therefore map 
patterns in the Kings Creek quadrangle do not support a pre-D , intrusion hypothesis. 
Alternatively, map patterns and cross sections may reflect post-D , emplacement 
of Walker Top Granite. Two hypotheses deserve consideration; if either is correct, the 
timing of eastem IP D,  is constrained between the age of sediment deposition (�400 Ma; 
Bream, 2002) and Walker Top Granite intrusion (366 Ma; Giorgis et al . ,  2002; Mapes, 
2002). First, the Walker Top Granite may have intruded as a series of lenticular sill s .  
Lower- to midcrustal intrusion of the Walker Top Granite (Giorgis et a l . ,  2002) generally 
parallel to S 1 may have occurred prior to peak latest Neoacadian and earliest Alleghanian 
synkinematic metamorphism. Outliers constitute satellite intrusions that were sufficiently 
insulated to grow the characteristic microcline-dominated porphyritic texture with no 
chilled margins. This hypothesis presents a thermodynamic problem because no textural 
or compositional d ifferences between main and satellite bodies was observed. Degrees of 
chemical differentiation and cooling histories of both small and large Walker Top bodies 
would be required, in this model, to be identical . Bands 1 and 2 (Fig. 2-2) ,  rather than 
representing opposite l imbs of an F ,  fold, would be separate layer-parallel bodies within 
the same limb of an F2 synform (Fig. 2-5 ) .  Walker Top Granite Band 3 would also have 
been intruded as a sill .  
A second hypothesis, favored here, states that a single, homogeneous, katazonal 
Walker Top Granite pluton intruded the country rock and was strongly deformed to its 
present, disarticulated lenticular geometry during peak Neoacadian deformation. B oth 
notthwestern and southeastern Walker Top Granite bands are most simply interpreted as 
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nottheast-plunging macroscopic F2 sheath folds produced by southwest-directed flow 
(Fig. 2-2; Merschat and Kalbas, 2002) .  This interpretation is supported by mesoscopic 
fabrics (aligned sillimanite and amphibole mineral lineations, foliation-parallel 
mesoscopic sheath fold axes, and rotated porphyroclasts indicating dextral s imple shear 
in the Brindle Creek thrust sheet) .  Mesoscopic sheared textures and macroscopic sheath 
folds are consistent with flow in deep-crustal shear zones (Worley and Wilson, 1 996; 
Alsop and Holdsworth, 1 999; Snoke et al . ,  1 999). As discussed below, the sheath fold 
model is also consistent with the Neoacadian kinematic h istory of this portion of the IP. 
An important question is why the trace of the Poplar Springs shear zone is 
discontinuous in the southwestern Brushy Mountains. Why did no1thwest-, then 
southwest-directed simple shear occur at both ends of the Poplar Springs shear zone in 
the Kings Creek quadrangle, but not in the center? Alsop and Holdsw01th ( 1 999) 
presented a generic model wherein major and secondary sheath fold culminations are 
separated by zones of reduced shear strain. Mylonite in  the Poplar Springs shear zone 
may represent macroscopic sheath fold culminations with axes subparallel to cross­
section l ines A-A' and C-C' .  The nonmylonitic region may be a zone where strain was 
accommodated by ductile folding without faulting or mylonitization. Another 
explanation is also plausible. The shear zone is thought to have variable along-strike 
displacement (compare cross sections B-B ' and C-C' i n  Figure 2-5 ) .  The discontinuous 
trace of the Poplar Springs shear zone was suggested by Merschat and Kalbas (2002) to 
be a result of incipient attenuation of noncylindrical folds .  
Textures and crosscutting relationships in the Kings Creek quadrangle provide 
significant insight into the relative timing and kinematics of latest Neoacadian/earliest 
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Alleghanian and post-early Alleghanian deformation and ce11ain rheological properties of 
the deforming rocks. The Brindle Creek and Green Mountain faul ts are interpreted as 
Type-C faults that nucleated as Type-F thrusts. Footwall synforms (the result of 
attenuation and shearing along common l imbs of isoclinal folds) were not recognized in 
the Kings Creek quadrangle, but are well documented in the western IP to the southwest 
(Plate 1 ) . Passive flow (no layer participation) under h igh-grade metamorphic conditions 
(Part I)  l ikely produced penetrative F2 and F3 (estimated to be Class 2; Ramsay, 1 962, 
1 963) folds in the study area (Fig. 2-8a). Both F2 and F3 flexural flow folds are also 
abundant in the study area (also F3; Fig. 2-8b). F3 crenulations (chevron fold geometries) 
may indicate at some point during D3 layer parallel slip was no longer mechanically 
favorable (Johnson and Ellen, 1 974). 
As noted by workers in southwestern North Carolina (e.g. , Davis, 1 993) ,  
southwest-oriented L2 mineral stretching lineations and F2 fold axes likely represent 
southwest-directed heterogeneous simple shear and lateral transpressional flow of 
plastically deforming rocks. If D3 structures formed after dextral strike-slip motion 
ceased, no appreciable change in fold axis orientations should be observed across the 
domain boundary. Trends clearly deflect into a northeast-southwest parallelism in 
Domain I (Figs. 2-7 , 2-9), therefore southwest -directed transpressional flow likely 
continued during D3. Slicken surfaces (oriented northwest and east-west) on several late 
open fold l imbs indicate formation of F4 and F5 by flexural slip and buckling. 
Synthesis 
Structural fabrics in the Kings Creek quadrangle record most of the polyphase 
deformational h istory of the IP and can be div ided into three age groups: pre-Acadian to 
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Neoacadian, latest Neoacadian/earl iest Alleghanian, and post-early Alleghanian. No 
conclusive evidence for pre-Acadian to Neoacadian defonnation (D 1 ) in the westem IP is 
exposed in the Kings Creek quadrangle. D 1 is  represented in the eastern IP of the Kings 
Creek quadrangle by multiply deformed quartz-mica textures (Fig. 2-4) ,  truncated 
foliations and rootless folds in boudins, and metasedimentary rocks that may have been 
deformed prior to Walk.er Top Granite intrusion. D2 and D3 structures are abundant in the 
Kings Creek quadrangle, and, as concluded in similar studies, can be atttibuted to 
deformation during late Neoacadian and earl iest Alleghanian tectonothennal events. 
Parallel and subparallel axial planar foliations (S2), northwest-verging F2 passive and 
flexural flow folds, axial Sl'rfaces (S 3 )  of F3 passive and flexural flow folds, and coaxial 
mineral stretch ing l ineations (L2) may represent continued ( if 330 Ma zircon rim growth 
is a result of influx of hot fluids; Patt III) or punctuated defonnation during 
synmetamorphic to slightly post-peak metamorphic tectonic events. Davis ( 1 993) 
characterized the D3 event as post-peak metamorphic deformation of still ductile rocks. 
Curl ( 1 997 ) ,  working in the South Carolina IP, concluded D3 was Alleghanian based on 
overprinted lineations. Symmetric chevron geometries (Johnson and Ellen, 1 97 4) in 
numerous southwestern Brushy Mountain F3 folds indicate a cessation of layer-parallel 
slip between some gneissic layers. Predominance of flexural flow processes supports 
post-peak metamorphism, earliest Alleghanian D3• Post-early Alleghanian deformation 
in the southwestern Brushy Mountains is characterized by upright open folds (F4 and F5) 
and multiple joint sets fom1ed from Alleghanian exhumation of the Tugaloo tenane, 
Mesozoic extension (e.g. ,  Garihan et al . ,  1 993), Cenozoic uplift and exhumation (e .g . ,  
Knapp, 200 1 ), and the current stress field. 
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Several workers (e .g . ,  Dav is, 1 993; Hatcher, 200 1 a; Merschat and Kalbas, 2002) 
recognized the change in macroscopic trends from east-west and northwest orientations 
in the "deeper IP" (in this case the eastern IP) to northeast-southwest orientations 
proximal to the Brevard fault zone (Plate 1 ) . That important structural pattern is clearly 
manifested in the Kings Creek quadrangle. Overall n01thwest verging structures in 
Domain I are the best evidence for initial dip-slip convergence. Synkinematic sil l imanite 
growth "tracks" flow paths (Worley and Wilson, 1 996; Merschat and Kalbas, 2002), 
however, and records deflection of thrust sheets. Southwest-directed flow can be 
attributed to constricted, internal, dextral (with respect to the eastern Blue Ridge) p lastic 
flow caused by buttressing of thin crystalline thrust sheets against the primordial 
(Neoacadian to earliest Al leghanian) Brevard fault zone (Hatcher, 200 1 a) .  Moreover, 
Type-II S-C mylonite in the footwall of the Green Mountain faul t  here can be attributed 
to the D2-D3 event, and, along with mineral stretching lineations, indicate significant 
southwest-directed flow in the northeast-southwest-trending zone adjacent to the Brevard 
fault zone. Data from this study suppmt the conclusions of Davis ( 1 993)  and subsequent 
workers; the dominant transpositional def01mation event likely occurred in the 
Neoacadian and had a significant dextral flow component. Data from this study also 
indicate the flow boundary is not coincident with the Brindle Creek thrust, but is the 
Domain 1-11 boundary. Thus, a similar flow regime in both the Green Mountain the 
Brindle Creek thrust sheets at the time of transpression can be inferred. 
Detailed geologic mapping in the southwestern Brushy Mountains allows broad 
regional comparisons of macroscopic patterns. The outcrop width of the western IP 
decreases from southwestern North Carolina to the present study area (Plate 1 ) . 
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Moreover, western IP units and both major thrust faults exposed in the Kings Creek 
quadrangle dip more steeply (30-50°) than equivalent units and structures in southwestern 
North Carolina (typically 1 0-30° ) .  Macroscopic trends may indicate increased 
contraction along the Brindle Creek thrust in the northeastern po11ion of the IP. 
Alternatively, differences in exposure at the current erosional level can be attributed to: 
( I ) thinning of primary sedimentary packages to the nm1heast; ( 2 )  differential erosion; (3 )  
D4  formation of  crustal-scale dome-and-basin structures (a product of  refolding; the 
northeastern IP would reside in a basin); or (4) an increased original thickness of eastem 
IP sedimentary units in the no11heast. The zone of constricted flow overprints the Brindle 
Creek thrust trace in the southwestem Brushy Mountains. For this reason, it is most 
likely that either the original sedimentary packages in the northeastem IP were thinner, or 
more dip-slip displacement occurred in the southwestern Brushy Mountains than in the 
Columbus Promontory or the South Mountains. 
Conclusions 
• · Structures in the Kings Creek quadrangle are consistent with the conceptual 
framework .for the relative order of events proposed by Davis  ( 1 993) and modified 
by Yanagihara ( 1 994), Bream ( 1 999), Hill  ( 1 999), and Bier (200 1 ) . Data from 
this study support a qualitative model for oblique convergence and/or buttressing 
of plastically defonning units against the primordial (latest Neoacadian/ earliest 
Alleghanian) Brevard fault zone. Transpression l ikely resulted in a zone of 
constricted flow wherein a significant dextral (with respect to the eastern Blue 
Ridge) s imple shear component produced orogen-parallel l ineation pattems and 
strike-slip kinematic indicators. 






Two major northwest- to southwest-verging faults, the Brindle Creek thrust and 
the Green Mountain fault, strike �N55°E across the Kings Creek quadrangle and 
are laterally continuous throughout the North Carolina IP. 
Penetrative structures in the Kings Creek quadrangle developed during the 
Neoacadian tectonothermal event and are dominantly oriented northeast­
southwest. In Domain II, however, structural trends are north-south and east­
west. 
The zone of constricted flow overprints the Brindle Creek thrust trace in the 
southwestem Brushy Mountains. 
Passive and flexural flow fold mechanisms created F2 and some F3 structures; 
more competent S2 layers defonned by flexural flow during F3 . 
Structures in the Kings Creek quadrangle are crosscut by two younger generations 
of open folds and three joint sets. 
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PART III 
Intense 1nigmatization beneath the Brindle Creek thrust separating the 
eastern and western Inner Piedmont, North Carolina: Distribution, 
geochronology, geochemistry, and petrogenesis 
1 22 
Abstract 
The no11heastern extension of the Brindle Creek thrust has recently been 
documented in the southwestern Brushy Mountains, N011h Carolina. This fault is a major 
structural boundary that is continuous throughout central western and southwestern North 
Carolina. Field, petrologic, and whole-rock chemical data from migmatitic amphibolite 
and biotite-hornblende granodiorite in the footwall of this thrust confirm like l ithologies 
at several sights mapped in detail and imply lateral continuity of a wide ( < 2 to 1 0  km) 
zone of intense migmatization for at least 1 1 0 km in North Carolina. Mesoscopic 
structures and whole-rock major and trace element chemistry of one leucosome and 
numerous melanosome samples indicate pervasive anatectic conditions between 630 and 
700 oc produced diatexite. Coaxial folding of migmatite melanosome and leucosome 
denotes synchronous metamorphic (anatectic) differentiation and deformation during D2• 
Synmetamorphic emplacement of the hot Brindle Creek thrust sheet may have affected 
heat transfer to the footwall near peak metamorphism allowing favorable conditions for 
creation of the zone of intense migmatization. Trace element concentrations indicate 
partial melt segregation of impure leucosome from the intermediate or mafic protolith. 
Localized subsolidus metamorphic differentiation and metasomatism, unlike other 
petrogenetic processes, cannot be ruled out by rare earth element chemistry in this case. 
Geometric, temporal, and geochemical evidence indicates the migmatite protolith 
l ikely included the Poor Mountain Amphibolite. Detailed geologic mapping in the Kings 
Creek quadrangle places the intense migmatite zone structurally above the Tallulah Falls 
Formation in the stratigraphic position of the Poor Mountain Formation . Synclinal 
preservation of Poor Mountain Fonnation rocks occurs immediately below major thrust 
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faults in the South Mountains to the southwest and may exist in the Brushy Mountains 
although this structural relationship is unclear here. Intense migmatization has destroyed 
any primary sedimentological or volcanic features that would unequivocally reveal the 
migmatite protolith. U-Pb ion microprobe geochronology of zircons from the migmatite 
zone indicates crystallization of the migmatite protolith at �450 Ma and subsequent 
metamorphic pulses at 342 Ma (coeval with latest Neoacadian def01mation) and 330 Ma 
(coeval with earliest Alleghanian deformation) . The Poor Mountain Fonnation (dated 
here by zircons from the Poor Mountain Quartzite member) and several western Inner 
Piedmont granitoids have nearly coeval Ordovician crystallization ages and are the most 
likely candidates,. based solely on geochronologic constraints, for the m igmatite protolith. 
Spatial and temporal data strongly favor a Poor Mountain Fonnation protolith for the 
. migmatite; major and trace element data indicate migmatite adjacent to the Brindle Creek 
thrust is chemically compatible with the Poor Mountain Amphibolite ,  but a subset of 
melanosome samples from a lower position in the thrust sheet have trace element 
concentrations that consistently have identical rare earth element (REE) fractionation 
trends and trace element concentrations as Tallulah Falls metagraywacke. It is possible 
the former are derived from Tallulah Falls Formation rocks, whereas rocks closer to the 
fault have a Poor Mountain Amphibolite protolith. 
Introduction 
Renewed attention has recently been focused on the processes and tectonic 
importance of migmatite formation (e.g., Nabelek et al . ,  1 999; Thompson, 200 1 ) . The 
spatial and temporal coincidence of in situ and allochthonous granitic magmatism, 
migmatization, and deformation zones is  also well documented (e.g. ,  Hollister and 
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Crawford, 1 986; Druguet and Hutton, 1 998) .  A sequence of events for a given area, 
however, can be difficult to differentiate without detailed geologic mapping, 
geochronology, and geochemical characterization of exposed rocks. The Inner Piedmont 
has long been recognized as a migmatitic belt composed dominantly of sill imanite grade 
metamorphic assemblages (King, 1 950, Griffin, 1 967; Hatcher; 1 970; Butler, 1 99 1 ) . 
Available data, however, have been largely limited to field observations and a small ,  but 
growing quantity of geochronologic (e.g. ,  Dennis and Wright, 1 997 ) and geochemical 
(e.g . ,  Mirante and De La Rosa, 200 1 )  studies addressing the timing and conditions of 
metamorphism and migmatization. 
New detailed geologic mapping in the Kings Creek quadrangle, North Carol ina, 
has revealed a laterally extensive zone of intense migmatization in the immediate 
footwall of the Brindle Creek thrust, potentially a crustal-scale boundary in southwestern 
and central western North Carolina (Fig. 3- 1 ;  Giorgis et al . ,  1 998 ;  Williams, 2000; Bream 
et al . ,  200 1 b; Kalbas et al . ,  200 1 ,  2002; Merschat and Kalbas, 2002) .  Despite the 
recognition of intensely migmatized rocks by several workers (Reed, 1 964; Goldsmith et 
al . ,  1 988 ;  Giorgis, 1 999; Williams, 2000; Merschat and Kalbas, 2002) ,  their temporal ,  
geometric, and kinematic relationships to the Brind le Creek thrust, and their petrogenesis 
have not previously been investigated. This study compares the macroscopic 
distribution, petrology, and whole-rock major- and minor-element chemistry of the 
prominent unit in the footwall migmatite complex to those of possible protoliths 
( including the favored Poor Mountain Formation ) .  The goal is  to acquire an 










































































































































































































































































protol ith, petrogenesis, and kinematic relationships to middle to late Paleozoic thrust 
emplacement, deformation, and metamorphism. 
Macroscopic Relationships 
The Brindle Creek thrust is now recognized as the boundary between the eastern 
and western Inner Piedmont, and may represent a terrane boundary (Bream et al . ,  200 1 a). 
Evidence for faulting has been documented by Giorgis et al .  ( 1 998 ) ,  B ier et al . (2000), 
Kalbas et al . (2002) ,  and Merschat and Kalbas (2002), and consists mainly of structural 
and l ithologic truncations and diachronous relationships across the boundary (Bream et 
al . ,  200 1 1)).  The eastern Inner Piedmont, from the Brindle Creek tlu·ust southeastward to 
the central Piedmont suture, consists of a series of paragneiss units (mostly aluminous 
schist and biotite gneiss)  and amphibolite, and contains Devonian and Mississippian 
granitoids . Complex, north-south-, noithwest-southeast-, and east-west-trending 
isoclinal-recumbent and open folds in the southeastern part of the Brindle Creek tlu·ust 
sheet (Domain II; Pmt II) contrast w ith pronounced northeast-trending structures in the 
western Inner Piedmont and the eastern Inner Piedmont adjacent to the Brindle Creek 
thrust. The western Inner Piedmont southeast of the Brevmd faul t  zone contains 
successive thrust stacks of early Paleozoic paragneisses that were intruded by Ordovician 
plutons (Fig. 3-2; Plate 1 ) . The Brindle Creek thrust, where it has been mapped in detail 
in southwestern and central western N01th Carolina, juxtaposes migmatitic biotite gneiss, 
sill imanite schist, and Devonian 011hogneisses over migmatitic amphibolite, quartzite, 
schistose quartzite, granodiorite, and biotite gneiss. Similar l ithotectonic relationships, 
extrapolated into South Carolina, may indicate the Brindle Creek thmst continues 
southwestwm·d for a minimum of �40 km into Greenville County, South Carolina (Fig. 3-
1 27 














































































































































































































































































































































































































1 ;  Nelson et a! . ,  1 987; Curl , 1 997a, 1 997b; Niewendorp et al . ,  1 997; Maybin, 1 998;  
Maclean and B lackwell, 200 1 ) . 
The Mill Spring tlu·ust is a second large-scale thrust that, in N01th Carolina, 
emplaced Tallulah Falls  Formation and Dysartsville Tonalite over Poor Mountain 
Fonnation and Tal lulah Falls  Formation (Fig. 3-2; e .g . ,  Davis, 1 993b; Yanagihara, 1 994) .  
Bream ( 1 999) and Hil l  ( 1 999), working near Marion, N01th Carolina, mapped several 
syncl ines cored by Poor Mountain Formation rocks that are truncated by the Mill  Spring 
thrust (Plate 1 ) . Interpolation (Plate 1 )  based on detailed and reconnaissance maps 
(Goldsmith et a l . ,  1 988 )  projects the Mill Spring thrust into the nOithwestern corner of the 
Kings Creek quadrangle. The continuation of the Mil l Spring thrust in central western 
Notth Carolina is further supported by juxtaposition of migmatitic amphibolite over 
mylonitic Tallulah Fall s  Formation metagraywacke and Henderson Gneiss (Part I ) .  
Mapping at several scales has revealed a zone of intense migmatization u p  t o  1 0  
km wide and a t  least � 1 1 0  km long in western North Carolina. Mapping by Reed ( 1 964) 
and Goldsmith et al . ( 1 98 8 )  documented an extensive belt of "migmatitic quartz diorite, 
granodiorite, and quartz monzonite" containing "frequent septa" and blocks of 
hornblende amphibol ite, biotite gneiss, biotite schist, and metagabbro. This unit and an 
associated gneiss (biotite granodiorite and hornblende-biotite-quartz diorite) crop out 
almost continuously along the trace of the Brindle Creek tlu·ust in North Carolina (Fig. 3-
2;  continuity of units has not been confirmed by detailed mapped ) .  Goldsmith et al . 
. ( 1 988 )  also recognized a unit composed of interlayered biotite gneiss, hornblende gneiss, 
and amphibolite and a unit composed of mica schist that irregularly crop out northwest of 
the migmatite. 
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Detailed geologic mapping ( 1  :24,000-scale) in the Dysattsville, Glen Alpine, 
Glenwood, Morganton South, and Sunshine 7 .5-minute quadrangles revealed a medium­
grained, migmatitic, plagioclase-hornblende-quartz-biotite-muscovite gneiss ("migmatitic 
Poor Mountain Amphibolite") overlain by medium-grained, feldspar-quartz-muscovite­
biotite quartzite ("migmatitic Poor Mountain Qumtzite"; Figs. 3-2, 3-3a; Giorgis, 1 999; 
Williams, 2000). Goldsmith et al .  ( 1 988) included these subdivisions in their migmatitic 
granitoid gneiss unit; but, regional structural relationships, based on detailed mapping 
(Giorgis, 1 999; Williams, 2000), demonstrate they are in the same stratigraphic position 
(above the Tallulah Falls  Formation in the Mill  Spring thrust sheet) as the Poor Mountain 
Formation (Sloan, 1 908; Shufflebarger, 1 96 1 ;  Hatcher, 1 969, 1 970).  Williams (2000) 
identified an intensely migmatitic zone in the Brindle Creek footwall where migmatitic 
features like those described by Mehnert ( 1 96 8 )  are abundant. The zone of intense 
migmatization locally  overprints upper Tallu lah Falls  Formation rocks, but has not been 
delineated in lower stratigraphic units. 
Detailed work in the Kings Creek, Ellendale, and Boomer 7 .5-minute quadrangles 
has identified an extensive migmatite zone that is dominantly composed of amphibolite, 
hornblende-plagioclase-quartz-biotite gneiss, and qumtz-biotite-K-feldspar-plagioclase 
gneiss (Fig. 3-2; Kalbas et a l . ,  2002; Merschat and Kalbas, 2002). Lithologic 
descriptions are consistent with those of Goldsmith et al. ( 1 988) and Reed ( 1 964 ) .  
Macroscopic elliptical amphibolite bodies were mapped within the migmatite and may 
represent paleosome; mappable, discontinuous granitoids are also present. A single 
thrust-bounde� unit w�s mapped in the Brushy Mountains (Plate 2); compositional 
heterogeneity at all scales, however, implies complex metamorphic and deformational 
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Figure 3-3. Migmatitic structures from 
the study area. ( a )  Migmatitic Poor 
Mountain Amphibolite in the Dysartsvil le 
7 .5-minute quadrangle at sample locality 
PMA-2.0 ( Fig. 3-2)  adjacent to U .S .  64 
near its intersection with State Highway 
226. Lens cap is -3 em in diameter. 
( b) Folded ( F3 )  diktyonitic rnigmatite at Cedar Rock Country Club 0.35 km south of Nmth Carolina 1 8. 
(c )  Amphibolite boudin ( sun-eitic structure ) sun-ounded by diatexite neosome at Lenoir Quarry. ( d )  
Stromatic rnigmatite a t  Lenoir Quany composed o f  amphibolite, biotite-homblende gneiss, and qumtz­
plagioclase-K-feldspar gneiss. ( e )  Tight folds l F3 )  in stromatic InigiOaLite at Lenoir Quan-y. 
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interactions may have fonned the migmatite from multiple protol iths ( including the Poor 
Mountain Formation; Figs. 3-2,  3-4). Recrystallized amphibol ite in the southwestern 
Brushy Mountains is textura l ly and mineralogical ly similar to both Poor Mountain 
Amphibolite in the footwall of the Mil l  Spring thrust, and migmatite in the Glen Alpine, 
Morganton South, Dysmtsv ille, and Sunshine quadrangles. This suggests l ateral 
continuity of the zone of intense migmatization in the Mill Spring thrust sheet, but has 
not been confirmed by detailed mapping. For clarity, the migmatitic amphibolite and 
biotite-hornblende granodiorite unit in the Mill Spring thrust sheet (and migmatitic Poor 
Mountain Fmmation rocks recognized by Giorgis ( 1 999) and Williams (2000) )  are 
labeled "migmatite" in this paper. 
Mesoscopic relationships 
The nomenclature used in this paper to describe migmatite fol lows that of 
Mehnert ( 1 968)  and Henkes and Johannes ( 1 98 1 ) . Leucosome refers to leucocratic l ayers 
usual ly  composed of qumtz, plagioclase, and K-fe ldspar; melanosome refers to dark 
migmatite layers dorninated by mafic minerals; paleosome is parent rock, while newly 
generated daughter' rock is referred to as neosome. Metatexite is anatectic melt that 
contains  only fel sic minerals;  diatexite is  anatectic melt composed of both felsic and 
mafic minerals .  The tem1 mobilizate is  used for phases that were formed by 
thermochemical l iberation. Detailed descriptions and analysis of migmatites were 
presented by Mehnert ( 1 968) ,  and should be consulted for a more comprehensive analysis 
of features documented here. 
Intensely migmatitic gneisses in the immedia!e Brindle Creek footwall have 
variable outcrop-scale textures and compositions (Fig. 3-3) .  Melanosomes occur as thin 
132 
Figure 3-4. Typical Poor Mountain Amphibolite at station PMA- 1 .0 ( Fig. 3-2 ) located in the Mill 
Spring thrust footwall -4 km south of Glenwood on North Carolina 1 8 . Amphibolite is  finer grained 
than melanosomes in the 'migmatitic amphibolite adjacent to the Brindle Creek thrust. Note the rhjn 




( 1 .5 to 1 1  em thick) continuous and discontinuous layers and boudins composed of fine­
to medium-grained amphibol ite and biotite-hornblende gneiss. Corresponding 
sympathetic and crosscutting leucosomes are typically  coarse grained with granitic and 
granodioritic compositions. Leucosome layers are folded (F3) at macro-and mesoscales 
with layered melanosome. Both metatexitic and diatexitic neosomes are present and 
indicate differential or fractional partial melting of fel sic and mafic constituents. 
Prominent > 4 mm hornblende and biotite porphyroblasts stand out in leucocratic 
mobilizates. At several localities outcrops are dominated by fol iated granitic and 
granodioritic leucosome with only minor melanocratic l ayers. 
Migmatite structures are well exposed in the southwestern Brushy Mountains 
northwest of the Brindle Creek thrust (Fig. 3-3) .  Folded stromatic (layered) and schollen 
(raft) structures dominate; phlebitic (vein), and schlieren (flow fabric) structures and 
boudins are also common (tetminology from Mehnett, 1 968).  Insipient transposition of 
S2 surfaces can also be seen in some diktyonitic (reticulated, vein-like structure) 
migmatite (Fig. 3-3b). Tight and isocl inal fold axial planes are consistently subparallel to 
fol iation in stromatite (Figs. 3-3b, 3-3e). Gradational transitions from stromatic 
migmatites to more homogeneous granitoids were recognized at several localities; beaded 
leucosomes surrounded by amphibolite and biotite-hornblende granodiorite grade into 
lenticular hornblende- and biotite-rich pods engulfed by quartz- and feldspar-rich rock .  
Sharp contacts between melanosomes and leucosomes were also documented. Schollen, 
stromatic , agmatitic (breccia-like), and ophthalmitic (rich in feldspar augen) migmatites 
are exposed in the Dysartsvi l le quadrangle (Wil liams, 2000), and indicate similar 
processes affected the immediate Brindle Creek footwall in the South Mountains. 
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Penetrative northeasterly structural trends (52 foliation and F3 upright to recl ined 
tight folds) dominate western Inner Piedmont thrust sheets and are thought to be the 
result of Neoacadian defom1ation (02 of Davis , 1 993a, and 03; Part II) . Northeast­
striking foliations and gently northeast- or southwest-plunging fold axes and coaxial 
mineral stretching l ineations in migmatite neosome are consistent with the regional 
structural trend and are orogen paralle l .  Poorly developed fol iations in some granodiorite 
and early pegmatite also parallel the dominant, northeasterly structural trend (Fig. 3-5 ) ;  
Druguet and Hutton ( 1 998) interpreted analogous structures in stromatic migmatite in the 
eastern Pyrenees as possible evidence for synkinematic migmatization. Similarly, 
fol iations in leucocratic and diatexite neosomes surrounding amphibolite (and less 
commonly calc-sil icate) boudins are typically layer parallel (Fig. 3-3c) .  At least two 
generations of granitic pegmatites are also present: an axial planar generation that l ikely 
resulted from syndeformational migmatization, and l ater, less deformed crosscutting 
pegmatites. 
Petrography 
Migmatite samples have moderately to well-developed fol iations defined by 
parallel allignment of hornblende and/or biotite . Leucosome consists of medium- to 
coarse-grained quartz (38-68 %) ,  plagioclase (32-36 %; An24_34), biotite ( 1 2- 1 4  %) ,  ± 
microcl ine ( < 10  % ) ,  hornblende ( < 5 % ), mynnekite (2-3 % ), and epidote/clinozoisite 
( 1 -2 % ), with trace chlorite, garnet, apatite, zircon, pyrite, and i lmenite . Melanosome is 
dominantly an assemblage of fine- and medium-grained hornblende (33-99 %), quartz (0-
27 %),  plagioclase (< 1 -27 %; An2444), biotite (0- 1 2  %) ,  and epidote/c linozoisite (< 1 -7 
%), with accessory muscovite, sericite, apatite, sphene, and opaque minerals .  Both 
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Figure 3-5. Sketch of stmctures in migmatite adjacent to the B1indle Creek thrust -2 
km east of the Vulcan Mate1ials Company Lenoir Quany in the Kings Creek 
quadrangle. Location is shown in Fig. 3-2. The small pegmatite body has an internal 
fabric that parallels the s2 foliation and axial p lanes of the tight folds: 
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prograde and retrograde epidote/clinozoisite are present in migmatite melanosome . As 
noted by Davis ( 1 993 b) in southwestern North Carolina, prograde epidote in the cunent 
sample set consists of coarse, fol iation-parallel , tabular crystals ;  retrograde epidote is 
identified by randomly oriented, fine-grained hornblende and/or plagioclase 
replacements . All geochemical samples discussed below have lepidoblastic to 
nematoblastic fol iations defined by the parallel orientation of homblende, plagioclase, 
biotite, and qum1z. 
Sampling and Analytical Methods 
Migmatite samples were collected from leucosome and melanosome in the 
immediate footwall of the Brindle Creek thrust (Fig. 3-2) .  Melanocratic migmatite was 
preferentially sampled to obtain assemblages mineralogically  similar to Poor Mountain 
Amphibolite ( the most l ikely candidate for melanosome protolith) .  Unaltered Poor 
Mountain Amphibol ite and Poor Mountain Quartzite samples from the Sugarloaf 
Mountain thrust sheet were collected for comparison with the migmatite (Fig. 3-2) .  
Sample LVQ- 1 ,  used for U-Pb zircon geochronology, was obtained at the Vulcan 
Materials Company Lenoir Quarry on North Carolina 1 8 , east of Lenoir in the Kings 
Creek 7 .5-minute quadrangle. 
Whole-rock Chemistry 
Fresh samples were cut with a diamond bit trim saw; washed with tap and 
distilled water; rinsed with isopropyl alcohol; dried at �85 oc; and powdered with an 
alumina ceramic mi l l .  Multielement whole-rock analyses were performed by Activation 
Laboratories ™ (An caster, Ontario) using l ithium metaborate/tetraborate fusion 
inductively coupled plasma emission spectroscopy and inductively coupled p lasma mass 
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spectrometry. Analytical precision was validated by comparisons with 20 natural 
calibration standards. 
Zircon Geochronology 
Sensitive high resolution ion microprobe reverse geometry (SHRIMP RG) U-Pb 
analyses of zircons separated from leucosome material sampled at the Vulcan Materials 
Company Lenoir Quarry were obtained by B .  R. Bream at S tanford University. Typical 
SHRIMP RG operating conditions and procedures for zircon analyses (e.g., Bacon et al . ,  
2000),  summarized below, were used. Zircons were separated using standard techniques, 
hand picked, mounted with standards in epoxy, polished, and covered with a 1 0  nm gold 
coat. Prior to SHRIMP RG analysis, sudace and internal features of individual grains 
were identified from cathodoluminescence (CL) images and photomicrographs (a  
combination of reflected and transmitted light) .  A primary 1 602- ion beam at � 15  nA was 
focused to produce a beam �30 to 40 �lm in diameter. Analyzed surfaces were rastered 
(Bacon et al . ,  2000) for �4 minutes to remove the gold coat and surface contamination. 
For each spot, 5 scan cycles were completed for peaks at Zr20,  
204Pb, 206Pb, 207Pb, 208Pb, 
238U, 232Th 160, and 238U160. AS57 ( 1 099 Ma; Paces and Miller, 1 993) zircons, analyzed 
everyA-5, analyses, were used to calibrate counts at mass peaks .  Zircon standard SL 1 3  
was used to calibrate U concentrations. All data were plotted on standard concordia 
diagrams, discordia l ines were produced for some subsets of the data (see below),  and 
concordia ages (Ludwig, 1 998) were determined using Isoplot/Ex software (Ludwig, 
1 99 1 ) . Geochronologic errors are 2 sigma unless otherwise noted. Statistical terms used 
for the reported ages include MSWD (mean square of weighted deviates) and n (number 
of analyses used for the reported age). 
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Chemical relationships 
Whole-rock major and minor element geochemistry and normative mineralogy for 
all samples are provided in Tables 3- 1 and 3-2. The fol lowing arithmetic terms are used 
to quantify relationships:  (1 )  N subscript designates chondrite-normalized values (for 
example: LaN/YbN = the ratio of chondrite-no1malized La to chondrite-normalized Yb) ; 
and (2 )  Eu/Eu* = EuN/[ (SmN + GdN)/2] .  Values of Eu/Eu* < 1 indicate a negative 
anomaly and Eu/Eu* > I indicate a positive anomaly. Trace element data are divided 
into, and referred to as, two subsets : ( 1 ) trace elements including select REE (= "trace 
elements") ;  and (2) REE alone (= "REE'') . 
Chemistry of the Migmatite 
Migmatite samples are all hypersthene- or olivine-nonnative ( up to 25 %, and 1 8  
% ,  respectively) ;  minor amounts of normative nepheline or quartz are also variably 
present (Table 3-2) .  Select major oxide and trace element concentrations are shown in 
element variation diagrams versus Zr and Mg # fractionation indices (Figs . 3-6, 3-7) .  Zr 
concentrations are expected to increase with increased fractionation; Mg # is expected to 
decrease with increased fractionation (Cox et al . ,  1 979; Roll inson, 1 998) .  Discemable 
trends are apparent with respect to most major oxides and trace elements although 
variable scatter was detected with respect to each.  Migmatite samples have a wide 
distribution of Zr concentrations, a sign of variable fractionation (terminology from 
Rollinson [ 1 998] )  . .  Incompatible oxide, element (TiO�, P�05, Nb, V, etc . ) ,  Na�O, and 
REE concentrations generally show positive linear trends with increasing fractionation 
(Fig. 3-6). The distinct l inear Hf trend is attributed to substitution for Zr in zircon. 
Negligible changes were detected in other major oxide concentrations relative to Zr 
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Table 3 - 1 .  Concentrations of major and trace elements in migmatit ic amphibolite and biotite­
amphibole aranodiorite Det = detection l i mits· nd = not detected "' ' 
M i gmatite 
Det. K525 K 1 462 82 191  8 1 924 1339 PMA:!.O LVQI 
wt% SiO: 0.01 49.64 48. 1 5  57.R8 57.55 48.64 46.35 75.08 
Al:0.1 0.01 1 7 . 1 2  1 2.76 14.9 1 1 5 .83 1 7.86 14.67 1 3.58 
FeoOJ 0.01 1 0.42 17 .4 1  8.85 1 0.79 8.78 1 1 .25 1 .83 
!VInO 0.01 0.20 0.26 0.25 0. 1 9  0.21  0.20 0.03 
MgO 0.01 6.95 5.05 3.56 3.23 4.90 9.46 0.79 
CaO 0.01 1 0.89 9.47 8.06 6.95 1 1 .29 1 2.27 3.3 1 
Na20 O.DJ 2.80 2.59 3.56 2.33 3.89 2.04 3.82 
1<20 0.01 0.96 0.39 0.78 0.97 0.97 0.86 0.99 
TiO: 0.005 0.382 2.855 1 .:!25 0.427 1 .608 0.625 0.2 1 3  
P20s 0.01 0.03 0.23 0.28 0.08 0.59 0.05 0.03 
LOI 0.01 0.99 0.82 0.77 1 .96 1 . 3 1  1 .03 0.74 
TOTAL 100.38 99.98 100. 1 2  100.3 1 100.05 98.8 1 00.44 
ppm v 5 253.4 506.8 1 83.4 2 1 6 .8  276 . 1  264.4 nd 
Cr 20 nd 37. 1 6 1 .0 nd 37.7 50.4 6.0 
Co I 38.7 40.5 1 7.7 24.7 '2'2.7 50.9 4.5 
Ni 1 5  33.7 79.8 44. 1 nd 60.7 7 1 .2 4.0 
Cu 1 0  22.8 52.3 1 7.6 48.3 1 3.9 4 1 . 1  8.0 
Zn 30 75. 1  1 26.5 53.4 93.9 62.3 76.2 26.0 
Ga I 14.7 2 1 .8 2 1 .5 1 6 . 1  24.2 1 3.5 1 2.0 
Ge I 1 .7 1 .8 0 .  •. J 1 .8 2.2 1 .5 1 . 1  
As 5 nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 
Rb 2 9.0 4.0 5.4 '22.7 1 2 . 8  8.8 43.0 
Sr 2 98.5 83.6 229.R 86.2 349.0 9 1 .8 1 30.0 
y I 14.7 56.7 65.9 1 1 .2 3 1 .7 1 5.9 3 .0 
Zr 5 23.8 1 65.6 347.9 36.0 347.7 1 7 . 1  98.0 
Nb I 1 .9 5.2 8.4 2.2 32.4 0.5 . , J,_ 
Mo 2 nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 
Ag 0.5 nd 1 .0 2.0 nd nd nd nd 
In 0.2 nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 
Sn I nd 1 .7 2.5 nd 2.3 nd 2.0 
Sb 0.5 nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 
Cs 0.5 nd nd nd 0.5 0. 1 nd 0.8 
Ba 3 43 . 1  7 1 .0 89.0 1 30.9 4 1 .9 76.5 nd 
La 0. 1 2.0 8.6 37.2 4.4 63.5 1 .8 1 1 .0 
Ce 0.2 5 . 1  22.7 67.7 4.5 1 3 2 . 1  5.0 20.7 
Pr 0.05 0.9 3.6 9.9 1 .3 1 6.2 0.8 2.3 
Nd 0. 1 4.6 18.7 4 1 .4 5.5 64.4 4.5 8.4 
Sm 0. 1 1 .6 6.0 9.9 1 .6 1 1 .8 1 .6 1 .4 
Eu 0.05 ' 0.7 2.2 2.6 0 . 5 2.7 0.7 0.4 
Gd 0. 1 2.0 8.0 10.6 1 .7 9.5 2 . 1  1 .0 
Tb 0. 1 0.4 1 .5 1 .8 0.3 1 .3 0.4 0. 1 
Dy 0. 1 2.5 9.7 1 1 .6 1 .9 6.6 2.7 0.6 
Ho 0. 1 0.5 2. 1 2.4 0.4 1 .2 0.6 0. 1 
Er 0. 1 1 .7 5.9 7. 1 1 .3 3.3 1 .8 0.3 
Tm 0.05 0.3 0.9 1 . 1  0.2 0.5 0.3 0.0 
Yb 0. 1 1 .8 5.9 7.2 1 .4 3 . 1  1 .7 nd 
Lu 0.04 0.3 0.9 1 . 1  0.2 0.5 0.3 0.0 
Hf 0.2 0.9 4.8 9.3 1 . 1  9.7 0.8 2.6 
Ta 0. 1 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 2 . 1 0.0 0.3 
w 0.5 nd nd 0.8 nd nd nd nd 
Tl 0.1  0. 1 nd 0. 1 0.2 0. 1 0. 1 0.2 
Pb 5 30.3 1 5 .0 1 8.0 2 1 .3 14. 1 8.2 1 1 .0 
8i 0.2 0.5 0.3 1 .2 0.4 0.4 nd nd 
Th 0. 1 0.4 0.5 7.7 3.2 9.2 0.2 4.5 
u 0. 1 0.7 0.2 1 .9 1 . 3  5.5 0. 1 0.5 
LaN/YbN -- 0.738 0.977 3.490 2. 1 05 1 3.629 0.7 1 3  25.977 
Eu/Eu* -- 1 . 1 34 0.982 0.777 0.939 0.758 I . I (JO 0.9 1 2  
Lmirude ON 35.9273 35.97 1 6  36.0:.'50 35.9933 36 0302 35.5772 35 .930g 
Longitude ow 8 1 .4774 8 1 .4542 8 1 .3704 8 1 .3703 8 1 .3.+5P. 8 1 .8405 8 1 .4794 
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Table 3-2. Nonnative mineralogy. Qtz = quartz: F-spar = feldspar; Plag = 
plagioclase: K-Spar = K-feldspar. 
Mi2.matite 
�in. wt. % K569 K525 K l 462 B2 1 9 1  B l 924 B-39 PMA2.0 LVQ - 1  
Quartz - - 0.69 1 1 .09 1 5 .22 - - 39.95 
orundum - - - - - - - 0.28 
)rthoclase 0.3 5 .67 2.3 4.6 5 .73 5 .73 5.08 5 . 84 
A lbite 6.39 23.67 2 1 .89 30.09 1 9.7  25.27 1 3 .27 32.29 
Anorthite 4 1 .73 3 1 .3 22.03 22.39 29.86 28.4 28.32 1 6.2 1 
Nepheline 1 .26 - - - - 4. 1 2  2. 1 5  -
Diopside 4 1 .03 1 8.5 1 1 9.7  1 3. 1 3 3.44 1 9.54 26.27 -
persthene - 2.07 22.0 1 1 2.74 20.56 - - 4. 1 4  
Ol ivine 3 .39 1 4.68 - - - 8.98 1 8.49 
Magnetite 1 .83 1 .82 3.04 1 .54 1 .88 1 .53  1 .96 0.32 
I lmenite 2.54 0.73 5.43 2.33 0 .8 1 3.96 1 . 1 9 0.41  
Apatite 0.48 0.07 0.5 0.6 1 0. 1 7  1 .29 0. 1 1  0.07 
Total 98.95 98.52 97.59 98.52 97.37 98.82 96.84 99.5 1 
-spar/ Qtz 1 .26 0 0.69 1 1 .09 1 5 .22 4. 1 2  2. 1 5  39.95 
Plag 1 6.5 60.6 4 1 . 1  5 1 .4 55.3 59.4 46.7 35.4 
K-Spar 32 0 5. 1 5 .7  0 0 0 1 9  
1 4 1  
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Figure 3-6. Two-element variation diagrams of major ox ide and select trace element concentrations vs. 
Zr. 
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whole-rock FeO analyses were calculated as Fe3+ The oxygen fugacity was �pprox imated; FeO and Fe203 were calculated using 
Fe2+/Fe3+ = 91 1 .  
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concentration. Trends in data plotted versus the Mg # fractionation index generally  
mirror the data plotted against Zr, thus l inear trends in  data can al so be attributed to 
fractionation. 
Several other important features are highl ighted where the Mg # fractionation 
index is used (Fig. 3-7). Migmatite concentrations are consistently scattered and have 
relatively low Mg #. Positive l inear trends in A1203, FeO, MgO, CaO, V, and Cr indicate 
decreased concentration with increased fractionation. Enrichment of REE with increased 
fractionation was also observed in melanocratic migmatite (Fig. 3-7) .  
Trace element concentrations in a l l  migmatite samples (Fig. 3-8) are enriched 
relative to chondrite. Three trends are distinguishable (Figs. 3-8b, 3-8c, 3-8d); the first 
and third (leucosome and melanosome group 2) are characterized by low concentrations 
of low compatibil ity trace elements (Ba and Rb) and pronounced Sr anomalies (Fig. 3-8b, 
3-8d). Migmatite leucosome is disproportionately enriched in Rb and depleted in Tb, Y, 
Tm, and Yb. The leucosome and melanosome group 2 are generally enriched in other 
trace elements relative to melanosome group 1 (Fig. 3-8c). Low compatibil ity trace 
element concentrations in melanosome group 1 vary considerably,  but higher 
compatibility trace element concentrations are generally lower ( < 1 0). 
Three distinct groups are also distinguishable in REE concentration diagrams 
(Fig. 3-9), and correspond to trace element groups. Leucosome sample L VQ- 1 has a 
distinctive trend; it is enriched in LREE, but is significantly HREE-depleted (LaN/YbN = 
26.0; Fig. 3-9). REE concentrations remain below those of melanosome groups 1 and 2.  
Though a positive Eu anomaly is expected for leucosome enriched in plagioclase 
(Johannes et al . ,  1 995), a sl ightly negative value (Eu/Eu* = 0.9) was observed in the 
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Figure 3-8. Chondrite-nom1alized trace element concentrations. ( a )  Concentrations of all  samples from 
the B rindle Creek thrust footwall migmatite. Plots (b ) ,  ( c ) ,  and (d )  show select sample groupings 
extracted from ( a )  where concentrations and/or patterns are similar. Sample locations are shown in  
Figure 3-2 .  Chondrite values are from Thompson ( 1 982) .  
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Figure 3-9. Chondiite-normalized REE concentration of Brindle Creek thrust 
footwall migmatite. Sample locations are shown in Figure 3-2. C l  chondtite 
values are from Boynton ( 1 984). 
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leucosome sample. Samples in melanosome group 1 have no fractionation or are sl ightly 
enriched in heavy rare eatth elements (HREE), LaN/YbN = 0.7 to 2 . 1 .  Two samples have 
slightly positive Eu anomalies (Eu/ Eu* = 1 . 1 ) . Melanosome group 2 is characterized by 
enrichment in l ight rare emth elements (LREE) and depletion in HREE; a more 
pronounced REE fractionation ranges from LaN/YbN = 3 .5 to 1 3 .6 .  Only one sample, B-
2 1 9 1 ,  has a negative Eu anomaly (Eu/ Eu* = 0.8 ) . Sample K- 1 462 is enriched in all REE 
with respect to melanosome group 1 concentrations, but shows a similar, flat trend (Fig. 
3-9 ) . 
Tectonic Affinity of the Poor Mountain Amphibolite 
Poor Mountain Amphibolite shows distinctive patterns on element variation 
diagrams (Figs. 3-6, 3-7; Table 3-3) .  The relatively small range in Zr concentration of 
Poor Mountain Amphibolite may indicate a small degree of fractionation. Incompatible 
elements and REE show positive and negative trends in Figures 3-6 and 3-7, respectively, 
and conform to unusually l inear trends in the migmatite. In each plot, Poor Mountain 
Amphibolite groups near the low fractionation ends of the X-axes; the Poor Mountain 
Quartzite, however, plots in the moderate and high fractionation segment of Zr-axes and 
has high fractionation with respect to Mg #. Relatively small concentration ranges occur 
in most major oxides of Poor Mountain Amphibolite; discernable l inear trends, however, 
are not prevalent. Trace element and REE data are used later in this chapter for 
comparison to migmatite compositions. A tangential discussion of Poor Mountain 
Amphibolite tectonic affinity is included here in part to substantiate previous workers ' 
conclusions, and to prompt further work on the petrogenesis of this important western 
Inner Piedmont unit. 
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Table 3-3. Concentrations of major and trace elements in Poor Mountain Format ion. Der. = detection limits.  
Poor Mtn. Amphibolite P. M .  Quanzite 
Det. PM A I. I PMA4.0 PMA5.0 PMA5.::! PMA5A PMA6.0 PMA7.0 PMA8.0 PMA9.1 PMAIO PMA-Y PMQ POIVITN 
WICC SiO� 0.01 47.97 49.43 46.26 46.::!2 47.88 48.82 45.93 48.5 45.2 69.86 47.37 70.71 84.5 
AioOJ 0.01 1 5.61 10.24 1 6.60 17.73 1 7 .06 15.46 1 8.85 17.08 15.41 9.51 16.29 1 3 .43 14.30 
Fe!03 0.0 1 1 1 . 1 7  9.05 10.04 9.90 8.89 10.50 1 1 .45 10.93 9.92 5.94 1 1 .56 4.86 0.05 
MnO O.Dl 0. 1 8  0.:!2 0.16 0.14 0.15 0.:?1 0.41 0.27 0. 1 6  0.15 0.19 0.1 2  nd 
MgO 0.01 8 . 1 7  12.14 8.46 7.95 7.04 6.00 7.39 7.07 8.28 :!.00 8.82 1 .06 nd 
CnO 0.01 10.00 15.4 1 2.4 1 2.27 1 2 . 1 1)  14.()(1 7.71 9.00 16. 14 9.72 9.81 2.81 0.01 
NnoO 0.01 3.46 0.88 2.55 2.94 3.08 2.90 2.35 3.95 1 .7 1  0.32 3.51 4 . 1 5  0. 1 2  
KoO 0.01 0.70 0.40 0.31 0.19 0.33 0.50 0.28 0.6� 0.52 !.55 0.22 1 .69 0.39 
TiOo 0.005 1 .455 0. 1 84 1 .063 1 . 1 56 1 . 1 26 1 .037 0.984 1 .236 1 .002 0.588 1 .246 0.399 0.155 
P�O:; 0.01 0. 1 9  0.03 0.08 0.09 0.08 0.14 0.08 0.14 0.08 0.10 0. 1 5  0.06 0.02 
LOI 0.01 1 .32 1.47 2. 18 1 .66 2.51 0.64 4.68 1 .00 1 .4 1  0.52 0.90 0.97 o.n 
TOTAL 100.23 99.44 100.09 100.3 100.32 100.2 100.09 99.87 99.83 100.27 1 00.07 100.26 100.27 
ppm V 5 277.8 199.7 220.7 24 1 .0 255.0 264.4 280.9 302.3 225.9 157.0 289.3 4 1 .0 --
Cr 20 24 1 .0 925.1 285.0 3 1 6.9 327.1  306.2 63.5 179.1 356.5 1 14.8 384.8 nd nd 
Co I 38.2 44.3 44.3 43.6 52.1  39.3 34.6 39.3 47.3 19.3 46.6 5.9 1 .0 
Ni 1 5  143.8 159.6 1 7 1 .4 122.3 1 33 . 1  1 14.6 4 1 .7 98.8 195.6 40.8 202.2 nd nd 
Cu 1 0  59.9 142.5 66.5 98.2 93.3 3 1 .4 78.2 72.'2 72.0 76.3 4 1 .8 nd nd 
Zn 30 9 1 .4 85.1 66.9 70.6 70.2 68.8 1 19.2 348.5 76.5 6 1 .8 86.7 109.6 4.0 
Ga I 17.5 10.1  15.4 1 7.3 16.8 16.5 1 8.5 17.9 14.9 12.2 18.7 26.3 19.0 
Ge I 1 . 3  1 .2 1 .0 1 .5 1 . 1  1 .5 2.6 1 .2 1 .6 1 .9 1 .6 1 .5 2.3 
As 5 nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 
Rb 2 1 7.2 7.7 5.7 3.3 3.7 5.7 5.0 14.2 9.0 46.7 1 .4 38.8 6.0 
Sr 2 165.5 1 50.5 225.1 226.6 188.0 194.5 1 4 1 .5 177.3 1 8 1 .2 188.6 1 24.0 I 10.2 4.0 
y I 28.8 6.1 22.8 24.8 22.5 28.4 2:!.6 26.0 2 1 .7 27.0 26.6 120.8 35.0 
Zr 5 99.3 19.2 60.5 64.8 63.3 65.4 43.6 69.6 52.3 147.8 92.8 506.1 250.0 
Nb I 3 . 1  0.4 0.3 nd nd 0.5 0.6 0.9 0.5 5.1  2.6 1 1 .7 14.7 
Mo 2 nd nd ncl nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd --
Ag 0.5 nd nd nd 1 .2 1 .0 1 .2 1.0 1 .2 1 .0 0.9 1 .0 3.8 nd 
bl 0.2 nd nd nd nd nd nd 0.2 nd nd nd nd 0.1 nd 
Sn I nd nd nd nd nd nd 1 .4 nd nd 1 . 1  1 .4 4.9 4.0 
Sb 0.5 nd nd 0.2 nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 0.1  
C> 0.5 0.:! 0. 1 0.1 nd nd 0.1 nd 0.1 0.3 0.5 nd 0.5 nd 
Ba ·' 449.7 69.8 ::!42.9 280.9 1 23.7 " 1 1 .0 37.5 87.0 499.4 257.1 56.8 564.4 --
L1 0.1  7.9 1.2 2.4 3.0 4.0 8.6 3.8 6.4 2.8 23.4 6.9 44.0 16.1  
Cc 0.2 19.5 4.8 7.0 8.0 9.1  14.1  7 . 1  155 8.0 44.0 1 9.0 98.7 16.5 
Pr 0.05 2.8 0.6 1 .2 1 .4 1 .5 2.4 1 .6 2.3 1 .3 5.4 2.9 12.6 1 .8 
Nd 0. 1 1 3.3 2.7 6.7 7.8 7.9 1 1 .5 7.9 1 1 .2 6.9 2 1 .9 14.5 55.9 7.5 
Sm 0. 1 3.7 0.7 2.4 2.6 2.6 3.3 2.6 3.3 2.4 4.7 4.0 14.3 2.6 
Eu 0.05 1 .4 0.2 1 .0 1 .2 1 . 1  1 .2 1 .0 1.3 1 .0 1 .3 1.5 2.7 0.7 
Gd 0. 1 4.2 0.9 3.2 3.6 3.3 4.1 3.4 4.1 3 . 1  4.9 4.5 16.3 3.0 
Th 0. 1 0.7 0.2 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.8 3.1  0.7 
Dy 0. 1  4.9 I 4.0 4.4 4.1 4.7 4.2 4.6 3.9 4.9 4.8 20.3 5.6 
Ho 0. 1 1 . 1  0.2 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 O.Q 1 .0 0.8 1.0 1 .0 4.4 1 .4 
Er 0. 1 3.0 0.7 2.5 2.8 2.6 3.0 2.6 2.9 2.6 2.8 2.9 13.0 4.8 
Tm 0.05 0.4 0. 1 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 2.1  0.8 
Yb 0. 1 2.8 0.8 " 2.5 2.3 2.7 2.6 2.6 2.4 2.7 2.8 1 3.7 --
Lu 0.04 0.4 0.1  0.3 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.4 2.0 0.9 
Hf 0.2 2.6 0.6 I .R 1 .8 1.9 2 . 1  1 . 4  2.1  1 .6 4. 1 2.6 14.6 7.7 
Ta 0.1 0.2 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.4 0.1 0.8 1 .3 
\V 0.5 nd nd nd nd ncl 1 . 2  4.0 3.9 nd 0.9 7.6 5.5 --
Tl 0. 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0. 1  0.1  0.1 nd 0.3 0.1 
Pb 5 5.7 1 3 . 1  nd ntl nd 1 1 .6 14.0 26.0 6.4 39.6 14.0 23.6 .. 
Bi  0.2 nd 0.6 nd nd nd 0.3 2.0 0.5 0.7 2.4 0.3 0.2 nd 
·n, 0.1  1 .6 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.3 1 .4 0.3 1 . 1  0.4 4.5 2.4 1 1 .7 16.3 
u 0. 1 0.3 1 .9 0.1 0. 1 1 .9 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.3 2.7 0.4 2.3 '2.7 
La-.:/Yb:-; .. 1 .9 1 9  1 .993 0.7 1 3  0.829 1 . 147 2.131  0.9�7 1 .640 0.77? 5.742 1 .685 2.162 1 .94" 
Eu/Eu• .. 1 .050 0.885 1 .08o 1 . 1 59 1 . 1 1 6  1.021 1 .07 1 1 .085 1 . 104 0.787 1 .056 0.533 0.769 
L.uitudc ON 35.5770 35.5156 35.5156 35.5 1 56 35.5156 35.5157 35 4341 35.4204 35.3976 35.3927 35.4801 35.5808 35.605 1 
Long. ow 8 1 .9796 82.0365 82.0365 8".0365 82.0365 82.1068 8".1 579 82. 1 3 1 3  8".3034 82.2761 82.1525 8 1 .975 8 1 .9555 
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High grade metamorphism and defom1ation have obliterated all primary 
( sedimentary/ volcanic) structures (e .g. ,  cross bedding; vesicles ) in the Inner Piedmont. 
Our understanding of the origin of the Poor Mountain Formation is, therefore, 
incomplete . Earlier workers (e .g . ,  Hatcher, 1 969, 1 970), on the basis of outcrop 
occurrence and stratigraphic continuity with neighboring metasedimentary units, 
proposed sedimentary protol iths for components of the Poor Mountain Formation 
(marble, qurutzite, metasiltstone, and, less l ikely, the amphibol ite) .  Subsequent whole­
rock geochemical analyses, however, confiim a volcanic (basaltic ) origin for the Poor 
Mountaii1 Amphibol ite (Davis, 1 993b; Yanagihara, 1 994; Bream, 1 999). Poor Mountain 
Amphibolite data from this study plot in the igneous field of Leake ' s  ( 1 964) ottho- vs. 
para-amphibolite ternary diagram (Fig. 3- 1 0) .  
Tectonic discrimination diagrams (e .g . ,  Pearce and Cann, 1 973 ;  Roll inson, 1 998) 
are based on major and minor element analyses of many unaltered (mostly Cenozoic to 
Holocene) ,  noncumulate basaltic lavas; conclusions based on whole-rock chemical data 
from metamorphic rocks must therefore be used with caution. Consistent tight grouping 
of data in several discrimination diagrams, however, pennit useful statements to be made 
about protolith affinity (Figs. 3- 1 1 -3- 1 4) .  Data from this study agree with previous 
detetminations; the Poor Mountain Amphibolite has a noncontinental ,  probably arc 
volcanic to MORB origin (Davis, 1 993b, Yanagihara, 1 994; Bream, 1 999). The data, 
when plotted on the AFM ternary plot (Fig. 1 1 ) of Irvine and B aragar ( 1 97 1 )  and tectonic 
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Figure 3-10. Mg, c, al-alk ortho- and para­
amphibolite disc1imination diagram after Leake 
( 1 964). (a )  Composite field of all westem and 
eastern Inner Piedmont data; (b )  Poor Mountain 
Amphibolite from the South Mountains, Nmth 
Carolina; (c)  Migmatitic amphibolite/ biotite­
amphibole granodiorite from this study (Brushy 
Mountains) and from Giorgis ( 1 999; South 
Mountains), Nmth Carolina; (d) Poor Mountain 
Amphibolite data from Davis ( 1 993 ) and 
Yanagihara ( 1994) ,  western Inner Piedmont, North 
Carolina; (e )  amphibolites from the eastern Inner 
Piedmont, South Carolina ( data from Maybin and 
Niewendorp, 1 997) .  Mg# = 1 00[Mg0/(Fe0 + 
MnO + 2Fep3)];  c = CaO; al-alk = Al:Pr(K20 + 
Na20), all in weight percent.  Note: FeO and Fe203 
. .  were calculated assuming Fe3+/Fe2+ = 0. 1 5  for this 
··· calculation fol lowing the method of Settles ( 2002). L---..--........ -....... -....--s .... o-..,...-......-----...--� al-alk SC = South Carolina. 
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I "' Poor Mountain Amphibolite I 
F 
Poor Mountain Amphibolite 
+ (Davis. 1 993: 
Yanagihara, 1 994; 
Bream. 1 999 ) 
F 
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• ( this study) 
o ( Giorgis. 1 999J 
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South Carolina Amphibol ites 
F 
Figure 3-11. AFM ternary diagrams. Compmisons are made between: (a )  Poor Mountain Amphibolite 
from the South Mountains. North Carolina; (b )  Migmatitic amphibolite/ biotite-amphibole granodimite 
from this study (Brushy Mountains) and from Giorgis ( 1 999; South Mountains) ,  North Carolina; ( c )  
Poor Mountain Amphibolite data from Davis ( 1 993 ) ,  Yanagihara ( 1 994 ) ,  and Bream ( 1 999), western 
Inner Piedmont, N01 h Carolina; and (d)  amphibolites from the eastern Inner Piedmont, South Carol ina 
( Maybin and Niewendorp, 1 997) .  Open triangles are data from Davis ( 1 993 ) ; addition s igns are data 
from Yanagihara ( 1 994) ,  and open boxes are data from this study. Tholeiitic and calc-alkaline fields 
were modified from Irvine and B aragm· ( 1 97 1 ) . A =  Nap + K20; F = FeO + 0.8998 Fe203; M = MgO, 
al l  in weight percent. Note that FeO and Fep3 were calculated using Fe'+ !Fe='+ =  0. 1 5  following the 
method of Settles ( 2002).  
















Migmatites Ti/1 00 
, Figure 3-12. Ti-Zr-Y tectonic disc1imination 
diagrams for basalts (after Pearce and Cann, 1 973 ) .  
Amphibolite and rnigmatitic amphibolite/ 
hornblende-biotite granodiorite data are plotted for 
samples collected from: (a)  this study (the South 
Mountains and Brushy Mountains); (b) western 
Inner Piedmont Poor Mountain A mphibolite ( Davis, 
1993 ; Yanagihara, 1 994; Bream, 1 999) ;  (c) western 
ln.ner Piedmont, rnigmatitic amphibolite/ biotite­
hornblende granodiorite (coiTelative with the Lenoir 
' Quarry migmatite in the Brushy Mountains; data 
repmted in Giorgis, 1 999); and (d) eastern Inner 
Piedmont, South Carolina amphibolites (data 
collected by Maybin and Niewendorp, 1 997 ) .  
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Figure 3-13. Zr/Y-Zr tectonic discrimination 
diagrams for basalts ( after Pearce and Nony, 
1 000 
1 979). Amphibolite and m.igmatite data are plotted 
for samples collected from: ( a) this study ( the 
South Mountains and Brushy Mountains ) ;  ( b )  
western Inner Piedmont Poor Mountain 
Amphibolite ( Davis, 1 993;  Yanagihara, 1 994; 
Bream, 1 999) ;  ( c )  eastern Inner Piedmont, South 
Carolina amphibolites ( data repotted in Maybin 
and Niewendorp, 1 997);  and (d) western Inner 
Piedmont, m.igmatitic amphibolite and biotite­
amphibole granodimite ( data repmted in Giorgis, 
1 999). Closed blocks. diamonds, and triangles 
indicate samples with CaO + MgO values between 
1 +n'-'='-'6'------+-------+------+---------......., 1 2-20%. Open blocks indicate samples with CaO 
1 0  1 0 0  woo + MgO values greater than or less than 1 2-20%. 
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Figure 3-14. Ti/Zr tectonic disciim.ination 
diagrams for basalts ( after Pearce and Cann, 1 973 ) .  
Amphibolite and m.igmatite composition data are 
plotted for samples collected from :  ( a )  this study; 
(b) western Inner Piedmont Poor Mountain 
Amphibolite ( Davis, 1 993;  Yanigahara, 1 994; 
Bream, 1 999); ( c )  westem Inner Piedmont, 
m.igmatitic amphibolite and biotite-amphibole 
granodi01ite ( data reported in Giorgis, 1 999);  and 
(d )  eastem Inner Piedmont, South Carolina 
amphibolites ( data collected by Maybin and 
Niewendorp, 1 997) .  
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indicate the Poor Mountain Amphibolite was probably derived from tholeiitic, mid­
ocean-ridge basalt (MORB ) or, less l ikely volcanic-arc basalt (Figs . 3- 1 2-3- 1 4) .  
A detailed discussion of the origin of the Poor Mountain Fonnation i s  not in the 
scope of this treatment; geochemical data from the Poor Mountain Amphibol ite , 
however, agree with contributions from numerous workers (Davis, 1 993b; Yanagihara, 
1 994; Bream, 1 999).  A MORB affinity i� implied from chemical tectonic discrimination. 
There is a nearly 1 : 1  correlation on incompatible element diagrams between 
concentrations of Sr, Ce,  P205, Zr, Hf, Sm, Ti02, Y, Yb, Sc, and Cr in the Poor Mountain 
Amphibolite and MORB concentrations of Pearce ( 1 98 3 ) .  This lends fmther credibility 
to an island-arc tholeiite, calc-alkal ine basalt, or MORB protol ith . Enrichment of mobile 
trace elements in the Poor Mountain Amphibolite relative to idealized MORB 
concentrations may indicate post-depositional (diagenetic, metamorphic, metasomatic, or 
hydrothetmal) alteration. 
Geo�hronology 
Most zircons from the -leucosome sample have inherited magmatic cores with 
<Yve�growths (Fig. 3:ts) :  Based on the distinct low fluorescence ( in CL) of the 
overgrowths, several grains appear to have completely crystallized during a later event. 
The overgrowths have much lower (�0.03 ) Th/U ratios than inherited cores (up to 0.9; 
Table 3-4 ) ,  typical of "metamorphic" zircons . Most grains are small ( � 1 00 !1-m) but 
several are significantly larger (up to l OO ' s  of !1-lns) .  Inherited core 238U(06Pb ages range 
from 4 1 4  Ma to 527 Ma anri show a modest tendency toward reverse discordance. 
Removal of two older and reversely discordant analyses and two younger (possibly core 
and overgrowth overlap) analyses yields a pooled 238U(06Pb age of 450 ± 6 Ma (MSWD 
1 55 
Figure 3-15. Backscattered electron (a) and cathodoluminescence (b )  images of zircons from the 
migmatite leucosome. Zircons were imaged at the Unjversity of Tennessee-Knoxville using a Cameca 
SX-50 electron microprobe. Note that scale har in each image is 1 00 m. Values in (b)  are 206pbf238U 
ages repmted in Ma with 2 enors. 
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= 1 .7)  and a concordia age of 450 ± 6 Ma (error includes decay constant eiTors, MSWD 
of concordance = 1 .5 ,  probability of concordance = 0.2 ) .  A discordia line, produced for 
the pooled inherited core analyses, has a lower intercept at 465 Ma and suggests that the 
actual age of the cores ( if equivalent ) could be sl ightly older than the pooled 238Uj 206Pb 
age (Fig. 3- 1 6 ) .  Fourteen zircon overgrowth 238U(06Pb ages range from 2 1 6  Ma to 458 
Ma and have very small errors (all are less than 7 Ma). Removal of the oldest (and 
extremely reverse discordant) analysis and a younger analysis produces ages ranging 
from 328 Ma to 388  Ma (n = 1 2 )  and yields a pooled age of 344 ± 2 Ma with a large 
MSWD of 26. Pooling subsets of younger and older analyses yields ages of 330 ± 3 
(MSWD = 0.8,  n =5) and 342 ± 5 (MSWD = 0.7, n = 3 ) .  
Discussion 
Intensely migmatized amphibolite and biotite-hornblende granodiorite 
consistently crop out in the immediate footwall of the Brindle Creek thrust. This 
migmatite is traceable (with detailed and reconnaissance mapping) throughout most of 
western North Carolina from the South Carol ina border, east of Hendersonville, through 
the southwestern Brushy Mountains (Fig. 3-2 ) .  The fault and the zone of intense 
migmatization probably continue into South Carolina (Fig. 1 in Hatcher, 2002),  and thus 
are probably continuous along strike for > 1 1 0 km. 
Petrogenesis 
Peak thermobarometric conditions are well constrained in the Brindle Creek thrust 
hanging wal l ,  and are infelTed from footwall migmatite mineral assemblages (Pmt I ) .  
The most recent workers, Merschat and Kalbas (2002), rep011 high grade conditions (585 
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Figure 3-16. Concordia and summed probability plot of SHRIMP RG data. (a) Concordia diagram 
showing all data from the migmatite leucosome. Ellipses are plotted at 68.3 % confidence level. (b )  
Summed probability diagram showing all data (and subsets) from the migmatite leucosome with the age 
of the Poor Mountain Quartzite (Bream, unpublished data ) for reference. 
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Creek thrust sheet in the Ellendale quadrangle. These values are consistent with 
previously reported Inner Piedmont values. Davis ( 1 993a)  reported temperatures from 
535 to 690 oc and pressures from 3 to 5 kbar. Charnockite has also been reported in the 
eastern Inner Piedmont and indicates local granulite facies conditions (Kish, 1 997) .  
Higher temperatures were reported for Athens gneiss migmatite in the Inner Piedmont in 
northeastern Georgia (Mirante and Patino-Douce, 2000) .  
Several models have been proposed for migmatite formation: ( 1 )  subsolidus 
metamorphic differenti�tion (Robin, 1 979; Ashworth and McLellan, 1 985 ;  Chavagnac et 
al. , 1 999) ;  (2) subsolidus or hypersoliclus metasomati sm (e.g. ,  Misch, 1 968; Johannes et 
al . ,  1 995 ) ;  ( 3 )  layer-parallel injection of foreign magmas (e.g. ,  Sederholm, 1 934 ) ;  ( 4 )  
anatexis (e .g . ,  Holmquist, 1 92 1 ;  Mehnert, 1 968) ;  and (5 ) layer-by-layer transformation 
(Henkes and Johannes, 1 98 1 ;  Johannes and Gupta, 1 982 ;  Johannes et al . ,  1 995 ) .  
Mesoscopic migmatite features denote intermittent partial melting in the migmatite zone. 
The presence of deformed metatexite and diatexite indicates partial melt conditions with 
metamorphic temperatures above 630 oc (Sawyer, 1 999 )  persisted during penetrative 
deformation. This is consistent with estimated temperatures from mineral assemblages 
and compositions. Moreover, schlieren imply some melt fractions were at or above the 
melt escape threshold (Sawyer, 1 999) .  Any plausible model for migmatization must 
account for at least local anatexis and melt migration. 
Bulk major and trace element data are valuable in evaluating genetic models for 
migmatite formation. REE-bearing accessory phases (monazite, epidote, allanite, zircon, 
sphene, apatite , and garnet) control the distribution of REE in anatexites (McCarthy and 
Kable, 1 97 8 )  and are commonly segregated between leucosome and melanosome 
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(Johannes et al . ,  1 995); leucosome is usually depleted with respect to each phase except 
for garnet. Like previous studies (e.g. ,  Johannes et al . ,  1 995) ,  positive linear correlations 
between Ce and Fe101"1 demonstrate REE are preferentially concentrated in mafic minerals 
of melanosome. Trace elements generally do not track open system melting, but 
evidence for melt mobility is not ubiquitous throughout the migmatite zone. My data 
patterns can thus be attributed to chemical differentiation within a partially closed 
system. 
Complementary REE trends suggest a genetic rel ationship between some 
representative melanosome and leucosome sampled in this study (Fig. 3-9). REE 
sequestration into leucosomes is usually low because of d iminished solubility of REE in 
hot felsic l iquids (e.g . ,  Watson, 1 979; Harrison and Watson, 1 984; Johannes et al . ,  1 995) .  
Leucosome here i s  strongly fractionated and systematicall y  depleted in  HREE relative to 
all melanosome samples, and depleted in LREE relative to melanosome group 2 (Fig. 9) .  
As noted by Holtz ( 1 989; his work in Portugal) ,  complementary trends in REE data from 
migmatite samples collected from the Brushy and South Mountains may represent 
metamorphic segregation or partial melting. Metamorphic segregation at subsol idus 
conditions, however, typical ly produces leucosome with marked positive Eu anomalies 
(Sawyer and Barnes, 1 988 ;  Barbey et al., 1 989). This was not observed here; therefore, 
subsolidus metamorphic segregation is not supported by the chemical data or by textures 
noted above.  Supercritical hydrous fluids do not readily dissolve REE (Flynn and 
Burnham, 1 978;  Johannes et al . ,  1 995);  metasomatism l ikely had l ittle effect on the 
immobile trace element chemistry of the migmatite. Likewise, consistent chemical 
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relationships between all eight migmatire samples rule out the large-scale intrusion of 
foreign magma. 
Timing of Migmatization 
Zircon growth can be attributed to a variety of processes related to either the 
prograde or retrograde portions of P-T-t paths (Connelly,  200 1 ) , although discrete 
overgrowths can be used to date specific thermal and/or fluid influx event(s) .  The 
youngest age ( 325 ma) determined for overgrowth in zircons from the migmatite 
leucosome is similar to a subset of metamorphic ages reported by several workers (e.g. 
Kish, 1 990; Dennis and Wright, 1 997; Mirante and Patino-Douce, 2000; CaiTigan et al . ,  
200 1 )  and the 325 Ma age of  Inner Piedmont pegmatite located at Zirconia, Not1h 
Carolina (Cal lahan et al . ,  2002; Bream, unpublished data) . The older overgrowth age 
(Fig. 3- 1 6) is s lightly younger (by � 1 0  Ma) than the 350 Ma age most commonly 
reported for "Neoacadian" monazite (Dennis and Wright, 1 997; Mirante and Patino­
bouce, 2000) and zircon rim growth (Bream et al . ,  200 1 b; Carrigan et al . ,  200 1 )  within 
the southem Appalachian crystall ine core. I propose that the intense zone of 
migmatization developed coeval with, or immediately following, a peak 350 Ma regional 
thermal event as a result of emplacement of the hot Brindle Creek thrust sheet. 
Following thrust movement, most of the southern Appalachian crystalline core was 
affected by a regional �325 Ma metamorphic, pegmatite generation, and/or fluid 
migration event (Fig. 3- 1 6) .  
Migmatite Protolith 
In areas of detailed mapping, the migmatite conspicuously crops out in the same 
tectonostratigraphic position as the Poor Mountain Formation, above the Tall ulah Fal l s  
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Fonnation. The fom1er is commonly preserved in doubly plunging syncl ines in the 
immediate footwall of the Mill Spring thrust. Tallulah Falls rocks are also exposed in the 
immediate footwall of the Mill Spring thrust. Synclinal preservation of amphibol ite 
overlain by feldspathic qumtzite was also observed in migmatite of the Mill Spring thrust 
sheet in southwestern North C arol ina (Giorgis, 1 999; Williams, 2000; Plate 1 ); the 
repetitious tectonic pattern strongly supports a Poor Mountain Formation protolith for 
those rocks. It is therefore reasonable to also suspect the presence of the Poor Mountain 
Formation along strike (in the Brushy Mountains) in the Mill Spring thrust sheet. 
The Poor Mountain stratigraphy, however, was not recognized in the Brushy 
Mountains. Moreover, the areal exposure of the migmatite in the southwestem Brushy 
Mountains is significantly greater than Poor Mountain Formation within lower thrust 
sheets (Plate 1 ) . Contribution of an unrecognized migmatite source remains possible, but 
is more l ikely for the fel sic component than the mafic component. Specifically, while 
mafic migmatite in the area is thought to be derived from Poor Mountain Amphibolite, 
qualitative volumetric estimates indicate there is too much leucosome for the migmatite 
to be derived solely from the Poor Mountain Amphibolite. Therefore, an additional 
source of leucocratic component, perhaps from adjacent guartzofe ldspathic 
metagraywacke (Tallulah Fall s  Formation) or granitoids is plausible (Figs. 3 - 1 7 ,  3- 1 8) .  
Furthennore, several granitoid bodies were mapped within the unit in the Kings Creek 
quadrangle. 
The question remains :  can the composite migmatite be related to the Poor 
Mountain Amphibolite? Geochronologic evidence strongly supports a Late Ordovician 
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Figure 3-17. Chondrite-normalized trace element concentrations of migmatite sample groups compared with concentration 
reference points and fields from Poor Mountain Amphibolite and select eastern and western Inner Piedmont otthogneisses. Two 
reference fields are shown for Poor Mountain Amphibolite: ( I )  dark field = all data; (2) light field = data minus samples PMA-4.0 
and PMA- I 0.0, which have inconsistent compositions. Trace element concentrations were obtained for Tallulah Falls 
metagraywacke, Toluca Granite, intrusive granitoid in the Henderson Gneiss, Toccoa granitoid, and Dysansville Tonalite from 
Bream (unpublished data). Sample locations for migmatite samples are shown in Figure 2; sample groupings are the same as i n  
Fig. 6. Chondrite values are from Thompson ( 1 982). 
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Figure 3-18. Chondrite-normalized REE concentrations. (a) Concentrations of Brindle Creek thrust 
footwall migmatite. (b) Concentrations of Poor Mountain Amphibolite and Quartzite. Two reference 
fields are shown for Poor Mountain Amphibolite: ( I ) dark field = all data; (2) a l ight field = data minus 
samples PMA-4.0 and PMA- 1 0.0, which have inconsistent compositions. (c) Comparison of migmatite 
concentrations vs. Poor Mountain Amphibolite concentrations from (b) .  (d) REE concentrations of select 
Inner Piedmont granitoids. (e) Comparison of leucosome and melanosome group I concentrations vs. 
granitoid concentrations from (d). (f) Comparison of melanosome group 2 concentrations vs. granitoid 
concentrations from (d) .  Sample locations are shown in Figure 3-2. C I chondrite values are from 
Boynton ( 1 984 ) .  
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Mountain Quartzite fel sic tuff crystallization ages (Fig. 3- 16)  and rule out significant 
contributions from adjacent amphibolite-bearing metasedimentary units for these samples 
due to the presence of abundant Proterozoic detrital zircons in western Inner Piedmont 
metasedimentary samples (Bream, 2002) .  Contributions from numerous western Inner 
Piedmont Ordovician granitoids (Vinson and Miller, 1 999; Bream, unpublished data) 
cannot be ruled out on the basis of geochronology. 
Geochemical evidence further supports a potentially significant contribution from 
Poor Mountain Formation. Large variations in Zr concentration and Mg # of the 
migmatite indicate a substantial degree of fractionation relative to the Poor Mountain 
Amphibolite (Figs. 3 -6 ,  3-7) .  Distinctive l inear trends on variation diagrams for 
incompatible element and REE concentrations may represent differentiation of the Poor 
Mountain Amphibol ite to produce the intermediate compositions of the migmatite (Figs. 
3-6, 3-7),  but do not preclude contributions from other sources . Tallu lah Fall s  
metagraywacke most notably plots in  general l inearity with the migmatite trend at the 
intermediate to high fractionation (terminology of Rollinson [ 1 998 ] )  sections of both 
variation diagrams and may have contributed to the composition of the composite 
migmatite. 
Trace element and REE trends in three migmatite groups (melanosome group 1 ,  
melanosome group 2 ,  and leucosome; Figs. 8 ,  9)  are discussed here in tum with respect to 
reference fields and traces of proto l ith candidates from the western and eastern Inner 
Piedmont (Figs. 3- 1 7 ,  3 - 1 8) .  Migmatite melanosome group 1 overlaps the Poor 
Mountain Amphibolite composite field and low compatibility trace element 
concentrations in the Poor Mountain Amphibolite select field, but is systematically 
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depleted in  all  trace elements with respect to reference granitoids (Fig. 3 - 1 7b) .  The same 
group is s lightly depleted in higher compatibility trace elements with respect to the Poor 
Mountain Amphibolite select field. Trace element concentration trends in melanosome 
group 1 are similar to Dysartsville Tonalite and Tallulah Fall s  metagraywacke, but the 
migmatite is depleted (especial ly in low compatibility trace elements) with respect to 
both. If the Poor Mountain Amphibolite is the proto l ith for melanosome group 1 ,  
depletion in h igher-compatibil ity trace elements in melanosome is consistent with 
chemical differentiation. Melanosome group 1 REE trends are not in agreement with 
trends of reference granitoids, Dysartsville Tonalite, or Tallu lah Falls metagraywacke 
(Fig. 3 - 1 8e) .  Figure 3- 1 8c, however, shows melanosome group 1 concentrations overlap 
the Poor Mountain Amphibolite composite field and patterns mimic the Poor Mountain 
Amphibolite select field. The melanosome has only minor fractionation with s light 
HREE enrichment and is depleted in REE relative to average Poor Mountain Amphibolite 
(Fig. 3 - 1 8c ). Their REE trends are similar to the partition coefficient of hornblende in 
basalt (Arth, 1 976; Green and Pearson, 1 985)  and concentrations from Scourian Complex 
mafic to intermediate gneisses in Scotland reported by Pride and Muecke ( 1 98 1  ). These 
samples may thus represent partially modified (slightly enriched in fel s ic minerals) Poor 
Mountain Amphibol ite. The data, however, do not distinguish between subsolidus 
metamorphic differentiation and anatexis. Trends can also be explained by metasomatic 
influx of fel s ic minerals, and dilution of the bulk composition with respect to REE. 
Melanosome group 2 overlaps the Poor Mountain Amphibolite fields in low 
compatibi lity trace elements, but has a dissimilar pattern in higher compatibility trace 
elements characterized by minor fractionation and enrichment relative to Poor Mountain 
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Amphibolite and reference granitoids (Fig. 3- 1 7c) .  Interestingly, the same migmatite 
group has a nearly identical trend and trace element concentrations as three Tallulah Falls 
metagraywacke samples (Fig. 3- 1 7c ) .  A similar relationship is seen in REE spider 
d iagrams (Fig. 3- 1 8f) where two of three highly fractionated melanosome group 2 sample 
trends closely match Tallulah Falls metagraywacke concentrations. Melanosome group 2 
samples were collected at the greatest distance ( to the northwest) from the fault; it is 
possible their chemistry reflects a contribution of Tallulah Falls Fom1ation to the 
migmatite melanosome. 
Trends in leucosome concentrations follow the trends of the reference granitoids; 
the leucosome is, however, depleted in all trace elements with respect to the granitoids 
(Fig. 3- 1 7f). A similar relationship is seen in REE; the highly fractionated leucosome 
(enriched in LREE and depleted in HREE) follows the fractionation trend of reference 
granitoids, but is depleted with respect to each REE. Leucosome trace element and REE 
patterns are not similar to those of Dysartsville Tonalite. Enrichment, in the leucosome, 
of low compatibility trace elements and depletion of higher compatibility trace elements 
relative to average Poor Mountain Amphibolite concentrations strongly suggests i t  
represents a melt fraction derived from the amphibolite (Fig. 3- 1 7f) .  
Tectonic Implications of Fault-related Anatexis in the IP 
Geochronologic evidence indicates diachronous relationships in the eastern and 
western !riner Piedmont and Neoacadian emplacement of the Brindle Creek thrust sheet. 
Specifi.cally, western Inner Piedmont thrust sheets contain primarily Ordovician-age 
granitoids (Vinson and Miller, 1 999; Bream, unpublished data) .  Eastern Inner Piedmont 
orthogneisses have Late Devonian and early Mississippian crystallization ages (Mapes, 
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2002); therefore, it is likely that the eastern and western Inner Piedmont remained 
separated during early and middle to late Paleozoic granitoid intrusion. If Acadian and 
Neoacadian plutonic suites are restricted to the Brindle Creek thrust sheet and zircon 
overgrowths date migmatization, the timing of thrust emplacement is confined to an �30 
m.y. interval between the crystallization age of the Walker Top Granite and Toluca 
Granite and the oldest metamorphic overgrowth in the migmatite (Fig. 3- 1 6) .  
A paradigm, summarized by Druguet and Hutton ( 1 998 ) ,  states that defonnation 
has a significant effect on the ascent and emplacement of anatectic melts, but also affects 
their original formation. The feedback mechanism between partial melting and strain 
local ization (Holl ister and Crawford, 1 986; Raia and Spera, 1 997; Brown and Solar, 
1 998; Kisters et al . ,  1 998) may have promoted localized shear development near or along 
the Brindle Creek thrust. The zone of intense migmatization, however, is confined to the 
footwall of the thrust, and may represent a localized increase in heat transfer caused by 
the hot emplacement of the thrust sheet. Moreover, as suggested by Vernon and Paterson 
(200 1 ,  in north Queensland, Australia), the presence of leucosome interlayered and 
coaxially folded (F2) with melanocratic layers and the regional S2 structural trend 
indicates synchronous metamorphic (migmatitic) segregation and deformation. 
This study is the fiTst analysis of the petrogenesis of the zone of intense 
migmatization adjacent to the Brindle Creek thmst in North Carolina. Additional 
detailed geologic mapping along this boundary is required to better understand the 
macroscopic distribution of the zone of intense migmatization. U-Pb age dating of 
zircons from melanosome group 2 samples would help clarify if they are more closely 
related to Tallulah Falls  Fotmation. Futthermore, the activity of H20-rich metasomatic 
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fluids, while having minimal effect on the distribution of REE (e.g. ,  Brookins, 1 989),  
l ikely influenced the conditions of migmatization and anatexis in the southern 









The Brindle Creek thrust is an orogen-scale fault that can be traced for at least 
1 1 0 km in southwestem and central western North Carolina. 
A zone of intense migmatization crops out in the footwall of the Brindle Creek 
thrust. 
The dominant unit in the migmatite zone consists of amphibolite, biotite gneiss, 
and biotite-homblende granodiorite . 
My work supports that of previous workers; the Poor Mountain Amphibolite 
l ikely has an oceanic origin and may be derived from tholei itic MORE or 
volcanic  arc basalt. 
Trace element and REE patterns in stromatic migmatite from the study area are in 
part the result of partial melt segregation of impure leucosome. Localized 
subsolidus metamorphic differentiation and metasomatism, unlike other 
petrogenetic models ,  cannot be ruled out by trace element data. 
The presence of diatexites indicates partial melting occurred; peak metamorphic 
temperatures in the footwall of the Brindle Creek thrust were l ikely 630 to 700 
°C, and are compatible with P-T estimates of Merschat and Kalbas (2002) .  
Geometric, geochronologic, and geochemical data indicate the migmatite may be 
partially derived from the Poor Mountain Amphibol ite . 
1 7 1  
• In areas where it was mapped at the 1 :24,000 or larger scale, the migmatitic 
amphibolite and biotite-homblende granodiorite are in the same 




Poor Mountain Quartzite and migmatite leucosome inherited cores have the same 
Ordovician ( 450 Ma) age. Subsequent metamorphic/migmatitic rim growth of 
migmatite zircons occurred at 342 Ma (latest Neoacadian) and 330 Ma (earliest 
Alleghanian) .  
Chemical data indicate the bulk chemistry of one migmatite melanosome group (= 
three samples) correlates with Poor Mountain Amphibolite compositions. A 
second migmatite melanosome group has trace-element concentrations that 
coincide with those of Tallulah Falls metagraywacke, suggesting a genetic 
relationship. Other Inner Piedmont units (Dysartsville Tonalite, Toluca Granite, 
Toccoa granitoid, and intrusive rocks in the Henderson Gneiss)  are not favored as 
migmatite protoliths by the chemical data. 
The spatial and temporal coincidence of the zone of intense migmatization and the 
Brindle Creek thrust indicates Neoacadian/earliest Alleghanian thrust 
emplacement and migmatization are related. 
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Note: Stations correspond to locations shown in Plate III. Lithologic descriptors are 
notations made in field shorthand and do not conespond to spec ific units. 
ABBREVIATIONS : 
Lithologic descriptors: 
Gss - garnet si l l imanite schist 
Bgn - biotite gneiss 
GG - granitoid gneiss 
MGW - metagraywacke 
Peg - pegmatite 
SS - si l l imanite schist 
Mig - migmatite 
Qz - qua11zite 
Sap - saprolite 
W.T. - Walker Top Granite 
Leuco - leucocratic rock 
Melano - melanocratic rock 
Meso - mesocratic rock 
Muse - muscovite 
Phyl - phyll i te 
Calc s i l  - calc si licate rock 
R E bgn - inequigranular gneiss 
Amph - amphibole 
Mylon - mylonite 
CI - color index 
TG - granodiorite 
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TG - Migmatitic amphibolite 
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OG - Tallulah Falls 
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Hen - Henderson Gneiss 
Gran - granitoid 
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_N 44_ �- 39 SE . H I KC-527 s�i\r.A_P.H:(;� . . . .  __ N __ 6_1 .. �. 38 SE . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .... . . . • • . • ••• • · • · • • • • • • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · ••• • • • • • •••• .  i!'L 7 • . • •  � �� � H.3.i .E j2 �( . . . . . . . . ...... ·· · ···· · · · . . . . . . . . . . .  _NW. . . . .  · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  ... , .Jc;, , , , , ,  
K(��� BGG . . . .. _ _  N_ .S.O . .  � 60 SE . . . .. . . . . . . . .  . KC-540 . AM.PHiBGG ···Kc�541· ·· . . . . ........ i GG. ········ ··r:r3·3"E' · · ·3·g· ·sE·· . .. ........ . .  1 ...... . . . ... .  .
i<c:s42 . s::i\M'rH:GN .... N 32 E: i 9 sE .. . . ......... . 
TG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . TG 
TG 
TG 



























I ) -L: i<c:ssii • s:Ar.A.r8.:c;�:r;,ic; N 31 E : : �: s53E: N 28 w 65 NE 70 · _ _ N_22.W.. N 24 w '4ii NE 20 
. ....... ···· ······· · · ·  iii . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . TG 
i<c:ss1 s:f\M'rH:GNH · yx.2 _ _  E_ N 35 w 44 NE. ·· 
i<c:ss2· s:r.:M'rH:GN N 58 E 59 sE · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  































. . . .. . . . . .  . KC-595 ... . ... sc;N:c. G. · N 4 1 E . . .. . i<(��6 ·sGG:c.G . N 54 E 41 SE 
KC-597 . �c;�<G.-+iiG.���� H 82 E 48 SE ••••· · ·  
. . . . . . . . 
.. . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . .. 
TG 
· ····· · · · · ·· · · . . . .. . ........ .... .... . . ........ · · · · ····· ·· · · · N 45 w 7ii NE. id . ... .. .. . . .... . . . . . . .. ... . . .......  . .  TG 




· · · · · · ·
·
· · · · · · · · · · jG TG jg:��� �:�:;b���v1iiN.? � �� � !H� ·· · ·· · · ·  - -- - H - - - - _ __ ____ ,, _ ___ __ __ _ _ � .. � 
j¢:6o� R-E-sGN N 53 E 34 sE · · · · ·  
KC-601 
. . . '6GGiBGN N 40 E 41 SE 
. . . .. . . . ... ...... . 
i<c:6ii2 GG . . . . . .  N}e ( 39 sE 
i<c:6ii3 ii:M'rH:GG . . . .. . _ _  N __ 4.J . .  �. 43 sE 
KC-604 
.. ..... GG:MiG . . . . . . . . . � .. 4.9 . . �. 46 SE ... i<c:sas· . ..... .... sG·N . . N 45 E 44 sE 
K.C.:��6 BGN:c .G . . . . . . . .  N 57 E: 64 sE 
KC-607 c;G' • • • • • • • • • • • •  �)3 E J(s( 
200 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . . ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .. ......  TG . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  . iii . 
. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . ..... . . . . ...... -TG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ......  TG . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . iii 
TG . .. . . .. ....... .............. . . H . H . N 12W 76"NE 'iG . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . .  TG . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .  
Foliation Lineation Fold Axis Axial Surface 
Station LithoiO�JY Strike I Dip Plungel;3earin Plunge�earin Strike Dip Angle (m) Verg. Strike Dip Unit 
BC.:s�� iiGN�sii�7o';; . ... . . I'JJ.7 _E.. 42 sE KC-631 · · ·· ·· ·· · · · ·sG·N· N 39 E 36 SE 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . · · ·· ··· ···· · · · . ..... .  . . . . . . ... .. . . .. ... ... . ..... . . . • • ..• .••• •••••• • • •• •• •• • .• . .• • • .• T¢ 
TG · ··· · · ··· · · Tc · 
TG i<c�632·· sGN�c c  ... . . .. . N 4 ii 6ii sE . ... 'fc· KC�633 . BGN · · ·• •• · · · • • H6.7E. 29 SE . . . . . ... .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . • • .• • · • • • • • • • · •· • •  • • •. •••• • • • • •. . •• . . • • • • • • • •. •• •• • • • • • •••• •
. • • • • ••• · • · •·•· • ·• •  •• . • •••• ••• • .• . ••• • •••








2 s5� •..... __ N ____ 8 __ 3 _ _ _  E ___ .... . .  
TG . 'i<c�636' . · · · · ··sGNiGG··· e . . . . . . . . . .. . • .  . . .. ... . . . . . ..... ... N'iCi'w 77 NE ... .. TG . �C.: to� · · · · ·  iicN · N 42 e 56 sE . . . c..... ..  N 20 w 63sw TG 
KC-706 · · · · · · sGN-�c· c_· N 20 E -�iTsE · · ·· · ·  -,.c; · · 
i<c�7o7 . . .. ·sGN�c.c.
· N 37 E  47 SE 
i<c�7oii sGNicc · . . I'J._
49 __ E_ 4i sE 
KC-709 ··cc;:si\f>i&i\i.:iPH N 55 E . 66'sE· .... 
j(!iQ GG • ••• • • • • ••• � 44 ( 1 ..s1_ .a6_ s5_.cE:. · · I · ·  KC-7 1 1 ··· · ·· · · · · ··s·G·G N 3G E 
i<c�712 ' · ·c;c; . . N 23 'i'. ' 46-sE ... . · ··Kc�ii3 . . ······ · · · · ··s·c;·c; · ····· ·· ··· · ·N··2·;··E· 40 sE 
KC-7 1 4 ... .. ...... AM.PH . ... . .. ... · ·;;,··43'ii' 28 SE 
KC-7 1 5 BGN .. . . . .. .  ··N··s·2·e· 55 SE . 'i<c�716 . ... iiGNicc N 3ii'ii iii sE 
KC-7 1 7 ·sii\iApc;:c;N(i'ci?i N 28 E ···j·sE· · · ·· · · · ······· ····· · · · · · · ··· ····· ·25· ·· ;;,··si e· · · ·· : : :���f.j( TG :::::::::· :: ::B::�:�t 37 SE . .. . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . KC-7 19 ·· · · ··· ······ ·-rc;· N 48 E ... 4.9 SE . 
i<¢.:720 TG · · · ··
· · · · · N iis w 24 NE 
KC-721 .. . ......... ·-rc;··· N 45 E . ·4·1 ·sE· . 
i<c�722 . . .. iicd . . . . .  N 53 ii 65 sE 
KC-723 ···· ·sGNi'i'Gi. N 33 E ·5; ·sE · 
j(f�( .. . ii��if�f 
. . .. . N 39 E 38 SE 
KC-751 TG? N 28 W ·44 .NE . ... 
i<c�7s2 ·s·cH�MiG�si\p N 11 E 35 sE · 
TG · ······ ·············· . .  1c;· . 
TG ··· · · ·· ·• • • • • • • •••· · · •• • • • · • • · •••• · • · •• •·• � �gW )i N( . 'ftj 
TG ············· · · · ·· Tc . .. .. . .. . . . . . .... . . . ...... . ...... . . . . ... .. N. ;·s\;v· ··a·s· 'NE" ······:r·c;· .. ····· ·· ····· ·· . . ...... . ..... .............. .......... .... ·······:r·c;· 
TG . .... ,_.c;······ 
... . . . · · . . · ;;, 2·o·e 77Nw TG ····· ··· ···· ·· ··········· · ·· ·······r·G······ 
TG 
TG 
TG . .. .. . ... ..... ... ... ic 
TG · ·i<c�7s3· ·acH.RE:siiP · · --N ·4·•--e- · 40 sE 
KC-754 . . ... . GG�SAP ...... . . .. N 2'2 E' · -�1 N_;v .. 
. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .... .... ...... . . .. . . . • • .••• •• • • • ••• • • • • • • ••. • • • • •.••• • • . • • • • •• . .•••• . . ••• • • • • • • • • • •• ••••••• ·
• · • • N i7ii )� �V'J TG 
KC�755" .. . ·c;c; .... . ..... . . 'N '53"E' 31 SE 
KC-756 .. . .. ""ii'(;(;" N '53"E' . '63'8E . 
i<c:757.. . AMPH�GG�i'(;? ·;;, 53· ii 63 sE . . 
"i<c�7sii . . - - - - - - - -·c;c;�i'G? . ... N 67 E "36 -sE . 'i<C:759 . MGW/SCH-'r'(;"" N"54"ii' "'46'8E '  . .. . KC�7sa· TG N 61 E 54 SE 
KC-761 . . . . . . .. . .. . c;c; . . . .... . . . . . · N- -3·6·e· - -'3·a ·sE ·· 
KC�799' . BGG . . . N 52 E 64 SE · i<c�iiiiii sGG-3-s'io .. · ;;,· 2·5··e· 32 sE 
KC-8o1 · · · · · · · · · · ·  iic·N· · · · · · ·  ··N· 5s·e- ··34·sE· · i<c�aii2' · · iiGN�c·c·· N 51 E ·53 sE ·· 
i<c�sii3 (�� ·· · •• • • • N}3 ( 62 sE 
KC-804 GG N 71 E 41 SE 
KC-805 TG N 46 ii SB SE i2 H 5_f(···· KC-806 ..... TGiPEG . . .... ·N·2·;·e- .4'2 SE. ..... ............. ... . .. . ..... . . .. ... ....... 
KC�iiii7 BGN . .  N '68'ii '64 SE . . 





TG ·· · · · · · · · ··· · · ·· · ·· · ·· · · · ·  f¢ 
TG 
TG . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. N.39\;v· s2 sw ·· · · ···1-G· · · ·  
TG · ... . . · · · .. ··· ··········· '" 43·w sii·sw · TG 
N 2 w 40 sw · ----r-c . . .... . . .. . . . ..... ''N''j'j''E' 99 SE ·······i·G· . 
. .. ... .............. .. ·1-·c . . . . . . . . .. .. .... ... .  TG KC�iiii!i Ei��!@:S.ii� N 30 w 35 NE ··i<c�ii1a· TG ·N i-;a e· •s sE N o E · 42 Nw · ·· 1-c· · 
KC-8 1 1 ··· · ··-rc;· N 10 w 4 6 NE · · ····· ···2·5 s 8o E ·N·sa w 24 NE · iii ·· ··········· ··se?· .N 57_\'V ·53 sw TG ·· ·· · ·•• ••• • � }n -�� �� ... .. .. .. ..... .............. ii �:�� N 48 E i� $( .• 20 •. • ••••••••••••••••••• $( t� ·i<c�iii2. · · · iiGN�Diif< N 48 E ·35 sE · Tc· 
KC-8\9 . .. ... -rc; ······ N 2i ii 54 sE · . ••• • • •• •• • • • • • . . • • lf i<c�ii2ii TG · · · ·· · · · · N 2s ii 46 sE · ·· · · · · · · · ··• · •• • • • •• • • • - ••• 32 ••• H66.E.. � 66( �a s( · oPEN KC-821 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  TG .. .. . . . . . N.4'i 'e· 43 SE 
Kc-s22 . . . . . .  ·siiP:c·c.; N 28 w ·4o .NE . 
RE 
TG 
KC-824 . . . . . ..... TG..... . N 5 E · --4·6-SE . . . . 
�c:;:��� • TG · ·· · · · ···· · ·  N io e 46 sE 
24 ••• H6f( Njij( j(s( .• 3o N 18 E 81 NW .. . ... . ,.G .. . . 
KC-826 GG ............ . . N .. 7"ii' "4'3'sE .. .... . "KC�S2i. ·· · ····rc;:.:·;o;y;; ······· · ·N··;·s··E· 46 s: 
Kc�ii2ii • 3� . .. . . . . .... N s ii 34 sE .. 
KC-829 TG ............ N .. i.i'e' 59 SE 
i<c�ii3ii . . i'c •• • • ••• • • • Hiij( 25 Nw . 
KC-831 TG N 87 E '27-SE 















































· ·· _ _  
, if
_
s_ N 4 w 
N iii E N 62 ii .. 3i sE . . . ... . . . . . .. . .. ..... . . .. ... 
Kc�ii33 . . . i'c ............ . N.46"ii '34 sE · 
KC-834 . ... ... . .  GG�SAP. . N"2'5 'E' '"2i"8E" . -- i<c�ii3s . . ... . AMPH·-·cc;�Tc· · ·  --;;,- -ss--e- 44 sE . f<c:a36 'iii.1Pc;:c;c;�si\r . . N sii ii '32.sE .. 
KC-837 . . . . . . .... ... GG .. . . . . . . N .. 6'5'E' 30 SE 
_N 2� vv . 42 NE 
Kc�ii39 · · · · · · · · · · · · ·(3�·· · · ··· · · · · ·  N 75 ii 3.� """ . .  �(�4( GG . . .... . .. N 3H 34 SE 
KC-84 1 TG N 83 E 61 SE 
KC-842 ... . . . . . . . . . . . ;'(;' N 41 E "'2'i'SE . . . . . . .... . . . . . ... . ... . . ..... 







TG . N 27 w 71 SW TG . . .. ·;;,--?? e 84 Nw ... ·--r·c· · · 
N 16 E "75'sE.. ...TG. . 
···· · ·  . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . ... :�:?.�:W. 75 sw ··· ··· · :r·c;· . .  · ·· 
N 19 w ''i1''NE'' 
TG 
TG ······ · :.r:c;·· ··· 
N 29 W 68 SW .. . . . . .  T·G· - - - - · 
TG .. . . .... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 1-c 
TG . . .. . . . .... . . . .. .. . . . . .... . . . . .. . .. . . . ... .. . N 13 W 73 NE TG 
TG · ···· ··· · · · · ······ · · · ··· · · · ···· ·· · · · ···· · · · ·· ··N·s·w.. 84 sw ········r·c;··· . . . . ... . . . . . . ... . . . . ... . .... . . . . .... . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . 
Foliation Lineation Fold Axis 
··· A�i�i·s�·rtac�·- · ·  · ·il.. , . .. . Amp. · · Fold Joint Map 
Station Lithology Strike Dip PlurlflE§_earin_ Plunge Bearin Strike Dip Angle (m)  Verg . Strike Dip Un it 
KC-843 TG N 19 E 16 SE 
KC-844 TG ···· ·N ji  E · 63-si( 
i<c:a45 c;c;:si\p · · · · · ·  .N 25 E 2TsE . 
i<c:a46 (;(;��EG . . . . . . . . .
 N i  E . :lo sE .. 
i<c:a47 ... c;c; .••••••••••• H26_ ( 46 sE ·i<c:a4a· · ·· · ·  ····i'e; N 43 E · · ·4·2- -sE· 
��:��� GG ••••••••••• H i9. ( :li'SE 
.. c;c; · · · · · · · · ···· N :lo E  36 sE 
KC-903 . GG .. . H j2 (  36 SE --i<c:sa4· ··  · · ···c;c; . . .. . . . . . . . .  .N.}�-�- 58 sw Kc:9o5 GG .. . i'J 49_ � 4f�( • . .  KC-906 TG __ t;l_28 � 24 NE 
i<c:91ii . . . .  iiXPi-i . .. _ i'J _46 � 44 -sE . 
· ·Kc:9
-i9 TG 
i<c:937 'f(;�75'io . 
y�:g)( 
. TG •••••••••••• � 62( 50 SE 
c:939 . ·i'c;- - . . . . . ... N .62 E ·so sE 
c-942 c;c;:rEG • - - - - • -• H 4o( ji sE 
· 
C-946 .. .. . . . . . . TG.i? 
c;:949 . . i'G .. . ·N -43 E 32. sE 
c::9so TG · · · · · · · · · · · ·  N i 6E  s.s �( 





















<iG;:�"P. • �JH �: �� .. �s:;� GG-SAP N 51 E j6 �( . KC-955 GG:SAP .••••••• �)2 ( 31 SE y�:gs� GG:(;_(; N 17 W 1 1  NE KC-957 .. GG:S-AP N 15 W 28 NE 
�¢:9�( GG 
. . . . . . .. H 6� ( 35 SE 
KC-959 ···· FiEo:s·iiP. N 28 w 25 NE 
y�:95� GG-sAP 
······ N s:l E 4o sE 
KC-961 · · · · · ··· c;c;:s:;,:p ··  H�H i'4 sE 
i<c:962 GG:siiP/iii\iPii .. y 23 � 42 s( 
. 
KC-963 · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·-rc;· · · · · · · · · · ·  
6 •.•• N)j'( • •
. .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . 




· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  N i E  �5. �( 'fci . ......... . . . ........... . . . .... ... ...... ··N-37-·E· 64 SE · · Te; · 
· · · · ·
·
· · · · · · · · ·····
··
· · · · · ··
·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · N 4 W  
........ .. . . . .. . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 77 NE 
. T(; .. 1-ci 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  . .  .. 1-ci . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 
. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... J c; . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . TG 
. . . . . i'JJ.E.. 79 SE TG N 2 E · 64- ·sE· · · ··1--e;······ 
. . . . . . . .  . . .  . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . 
· ·
• • · · · • • · •••••
· · · ·  • • • • • • • • . • • • • • N ij (  iii NW TG N 20 W 82 NE · · · · · · ·T·G· · ·  . .  




· · · · ···· · · · · •••••••••••••• •••••• • • • • • • •. . . • •. • • • • • • • • • :rc; TG 
. . ••• •• • • • ••••••••• • • •••••••••••••• ijj� iif 86 NE 1-ci 
_ . . . . . .. ....... . . . . ...... ...... .. N..��-�- 78 SW TG Ti; .. 
TG 
•••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• ••••••••••••• ··· ••••••••••• :rc; TG . . . .. ...... . . . . . . . . ... ... ..
• ••••••••••••• •••• • • •••••• :rc; TG 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · ···· · · · · ···· · · · · · · · ·· ···· · · · · · · · ··· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · TG 
. . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  .. . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · · · · · · · · ·
···
· 1-e;· ·  . . . .... . . . . . . ........ . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . TG 




TG ...... ...... N. O E  )3j( . 
. .  �<:: �6�-- _ TG 
·····
·
· · · · · ·  N -..·; E 47 sE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . .  _ _ _  - • • • • • - • • • • · • • ••••••••-• • • - •••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • F�� w -
-
��·�V'i• • :rc; REo-siiP ·· N ·:l·E· · ia ·sE· . . . . . . . . . ....... . ... .... . . ... ... . . . .  :r.<> .. . I �f:�G! FiEo:si\p ...... N io E 29 SE Kc-968 · ····· · i'c;··· ··· ······ ·N··a·E·· 36 sE ···· · · · · · ···· · · · · · ········· ···· j-6 · · ·  N··i;2· ·E· ·i\i-7o w ··2-a··NE.. oPEN TG · · · · · · ···· · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ········ ········ · · · · · · ···· · · ·· ·· ·· · · ·  TG 
TG •••••-•••••• F��w 35 NE •••••••••••••• ·•••••····•••• ·•••-•-••••••• ••••••·•••·••• •••••••••••••• - • • • • ••••••••• • ••• • • • • • • • •••• ••••••••••••-•• •••••••••••••• �fiiV .. N 8 E · · ·4·a·sE·· ·i<c:97o . i'G ········· · · ·  N j4 E 4'7 sE . . . . . ............ . · · · · • • • •· ••••• • • • • • •..••••••••••• •••••••••
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••••••• • • • • • •••••••• •••••••••••••• N}�iif 86 NE TG ·i<c::975 · BGG (WT?) .N.x.ox s.�•s( N , ,  w 82 NE · · · ri; �(�!( . TG N 56 E 58 SE . . .  · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  . . . . . . . .. . . . . • •· •· • • • •• · • • • •  · ·· ·· ·· · - · ·
· ·· jq KC-992 GG-SAP·········  · · ·N··5· ·E · ·  . h·sE·
· 
TG i<c:993 i'G · · · · · · ·  · · · ·  Hi�( 24 Nw · ··· ···· ······  ·············· ······· · · · · · · ·  · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  · · · · · · · · · · · ··· ·····  · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  ······ ·······  · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  ·· rci 
KC-995 . i'G . . . . . . . . . . .  --�--6·'·-�- i(�E · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  •• ••• • • • . • • .•• . if . s sii E N ·ai E ii sE 35559 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . t:J� . •• �6_( 86 sE 'fq �¢.:i3.�3 · - - - - - - - - - - - - -�<>. . . . . . . . . . . .  ..t:J._4_o __ � _ ___ 4_4 __ s.�-- .............. ......... ..... .... _1 a N 5o E N 4o E •4(s( 3572·2 ... ... . .......... .. _ _ . ............. . . . .. . . . . . .... :r<> �f:'.�!�. TG-M.G.-C.G. -�--29. .� _ _3_0 5.� . __ _ T(; _ _ _ _ KC-1 377 �M��ijc; __ __ _ _  N.3 � 1 6 SE 33 · ·  N ii E · ··· TG ·Kc:1)7a· TG-LEU --�- 5_5 _ _  �- 61 SE · · · · · · ·r·G . . . . .  Kc:1379 -rc;:;.;,i PH N 1 1  E •���( . ... ......... .  _ _ . . . . ..... . • •  ••••• • •••••••• •• •••••••••••••• H jH 1 �  �w TG ·Kc:13ao· AMPHIGG-c.G:· ·  .. N .ij E. 38 SE . . ........... . . _ _  _3_2 ••• ··�
-
�9.·( .N.ii2 W 39 NE · · ·95 TG i<c:13ii1 I�U.:��:�.q •••• H �H 2i sE .. · · · · · · · · · · · · ······· . . . . · · ici · i<c:144ii LEU-GG N 34 E ii;_�( · · · · · ·  ········ · · · · · · · · · · ·  · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  F�� iii 9o sw TC;:i.1JG ·i<c::1449 ciit:c:sJCicic;:ii,i c;· ••�••s.H• 36 sE _ __ .. . ... _ ... __ .... . . . . .N. . .  '.�-�- 74 sw 
· ri;:MIG 
�(i��� 0.�HiM[j�(�¢8:M - -�- -3_6 __ �- 2·4 sE ... . . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . . ... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. ... . . . .. ....... 'fi;:MIG KC-1451 LEU-GG-C.G. N 46 E j�j( · Te;:·M-IG . B�j���· §¢�i&.��L¢:�i � 64 E. 60 SE .. ... ...... . .. ..  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  ·· · · · · · · · · · · · ·  .............. ........ ... ........ . . ............ N-:i w 85
-
NE Ti;:MIG 
KC-1 453 AMPH-WEATH N 15 E )2 �( · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · · · · · · · · · · · ·  . .  · · · ···· ··· .... . . . . . . .... . . . · · · · • ·• ·· ••••• 
.• . . . ....•••••
... . .
•••••••••••••• �fiJ I fi �� TG i<c:1454 L:Eu:c;c;:c;·c;· ··· ·N 6i .. E 5o sE · ·· ·re;· ·· i<c:1455 ·oci-ifiE:s;;p •--• H4jf 2� �( · · ·  · · · · · · · · · ·  · · · · · · · · ··· · · · · · · · ·  · · · · · ·  · · · · · · ·  �2( 9o sE TG KC-1456 .. .. . . D.IORiiiM.PH. . ···T·e;· · · . ·i<c:145i . . . . iiiiAPi-i . . 
�(1��� i'G •••••.•••••• � 65.( 46_�( .. ··· · · · · · ·· · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  N. �� �  ao sw TG TG 
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .  _ . . .. N..�-�-- )5 @ 1-ci i<c:1459 · TG N 5 E )5. �( ·· TG 
KC-1460 tc;:��p · · · · · · · ·  H S.-7( a2 sE ·· · · · ·· ··· · ······ · · · · · ··· · · · · · · · ··· · · · ·  ·············· ······ · · · · · ··· · · · · · · · · ···· · · ·· · ·  · · · ···· ··· · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · ·  · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  N 17 w 42 sw TG 




• te; • ·· KC-1463 :.iiM��:P.8E.j;jii�R. .. i'J .. 5.3 _ _  �_ 58 SE . . . . .. N. __ 3_1 _ _ �_ GJ.NW TG · -Kc:i-464. TG-SAP N 34 E ··j's.SE..  TG 
��:i��� • �M�H.:w��i'H • •  Hii ( --4:lsE ·· . ........... . .  ____ _ _ - �>7( 77 sE TG 
i<c:1466 i'(;:i\iiG .. H �� ( ii sE 
KC-1467 w.��i'8:iiM.P.8 . .  Y 14 � )4)( . 
202 
.. N..��-�- 90 SW TG 
. . . . ..... . . . .. ..... . . . . . . . . . _ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. N.J.? . .  �. 69 S.� 
. 1-ci . 
. .  1-ci . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
•••••••••••••••• •• • ••••• • •• �§( i3sE
· Ti; 
Foliat1on Lineation Fold Axis Axia l Surface 
Station Lithology Strike I Dip Plunge�earin. Plunge�earin_ Strike Dip KC-1468 GG/AMPH N 56 E 64 SE 
i<c:i 469 .. . i:Eu:c;c; N iio e 4'3 5( .. 
·><c::;·47o· ·ct:iRE::c;G:sfi?iC N 65 E 43 sE 
IL · · ·  ;.:;;;;; · · Fold Joint · · · · · ·  Mao 
Angle (m) Verg. Strike Dip Unit 
TG 
KC-1471 f�+iiG • • • • • • • • j;j �9 \i\i 32 sw • • • • • • • . •• • • .• ••••••••••••.• is ••• j;j)�\i\i j;j�� \i\i )� $;� • . .• i ii N 20 E 71 SE TG · ·  · ···· ··· · · •
· •• Ni� \i\i 
FsW 
TG 
KC-1472 ct:iR.EiMicii:sct:i  N 42 E . ... ii.sE · 
KC-1473 i'i3? •••••••••• • N isi( ji s( . . KC-1474 AMF;H:WEATH N 64 E 42 SE 
t<c:i475 iiMrH:welii'H .. N 82 E 52-Nw . 
t<c:i476 . EiCiCi:c.G. . ... N ·s2 E ... 6.o .. �� .. KC-1477 ... . .. ;;.;r;;?t:i:c:i3.. N sa E 35 sE 
't<c:i47a· ' l'i3 ······ ······ N '73 ii '6i.sE 
Kc:i479 rc;:c;c; . . . . . . . .  N 82 e si· sE . 
i4aii · r'CiiliMPH: N 37 E .. :i.s sE 
1 481 r<iiliMPH�4o'i; N 63 e 42 5( . . . .  
KC-1482 }i:Ho'io • ·•· • · · N 4H 42 SE ' t(c:i483' TG'3-5% N 44 E . .  S.G. SE . 
KC-1484 . . .... "'i(;:'CG ... .... . N 37'e· 36 SE 
><c:i4as ii�P.8 N 33 E iii sE · ·  
KC-1486 ... ... i'iiiiiMPi·i' .... .. ·N- s7 e· s'i sE . . 
KC-1487 . . . . ceu:'i'c;�·ia% ··· ·;i is e· si . .  N·i;i · 
i<c:i4aa .. 1'(;�2a:'ioo/; N . . 4ii e 54 Nw . .  KC�l-489' . · · · ·r·c;::;z·(}:JQOj�·· · ·· N 50 E 25 NW 
·i<c:i49ii r·c;�·6·:;·a•i; N sa E · 49.Nw· · 
KC-1491 · . . . . . i'i3iiii rf.i· · · · · · ·  ·N ·s'J . . e· . . ss·sE ·· 
KC-1498 . . . . 'LEv:(3(i:(;_'(; N 20 E 32 SE 
KC-1499 f(3.i���H . . . . . .  N 52 E }7 �( · · · · ·  
KC-1 500 AMPH .. . .. .. .. N.Ss'i;.;i 47 NE �(i��i i3Ci:sfiPiT'G N 76 w :is NE 






· · it:t Z�f� tt�� . 
f� . .• • .• • • • • N iH. i ii sE TG N 47 E ·��( . . . o7 . . . . . . 'iCi�3ii'io. · · · · N .. 29·e· 52 sE 
cia iii rf.i , . . N 47 e iiii sE 
KC-1 5o9 · .. . ...... rii... · · .N .. 6·s·e sa Nw . ... 
. . .. . . . . ............... ... . . .  KC-1510 AMPH/GG N 70 E 48 SE 
i<c:·1 sii . . . . . 'ic;:c;c; ·· N ss ·e 7'ii sE ·· · 
KC-1 513 LEU-GG N 40 E 42 SE 
i<c:isi4 i'i3.�so%:c: c; N 1 5  E ·s2 sE · 
i<c:isis r.��soo/;<9. N 2 e 45 sE 
i<c:isiii ... .. �(; N ·s'i·e ss·sE . . 
·Kc:is'ii . TG . .. . .. .. ·N· s·i . .  E 37 SE 
'i<c:isia "lii.1Pt:iii3(3:f' i3 .. . .  N 4ii e sii.sE . . . . i<c:isi!i. . . .  ceu:c;i3:c·i3· . . . . N . . 4·2·e 47 sE 
Kc:is33' · · -ri3-�soo/;:ci3 · N ii4 e 5s sE 
·kc:is34 . .. i:Euco:i3i3·:sfi? · N 10 w 40 NE 
KC-1535 io:GR.AN·o�i:iiofiii N 67 E 49 SE 
KC-1536 .. . . . TG.�sii•i;:c:G N 75 E 23 SE 
.. ><c:1537· .. .... . . -rii:MEso.. N 43 E 62 Nw 
Kc:is38 i\f;1�8:\i\i��fH N 42 E 59 sE . 
"t(c:is39' AMPGITG .N .. :i·s·E 48 SE 



























���:� . . . . . .... � ;n · · ·�·�·��· · n . .. �t�� .• . 
. . . . 
AMPH · · · .N .. :i'i·e· . . ii sE · 
KC-' 544 -rc;�so%:c 9. 0 44( >? �( KC-1545 AMPH N 18 E  57 SE 17 ••• 3 (( '  .. ><c:;·s;;s· · .. i'i3ii\Mi>f.i . .... ·N-iia·e 45 sE 
KC-1547 . . . . . . . .. iiM.PH . . .. . . .. . . . N .. :is·e . .  3s .. s� . . 
203 
TG 
· · · · · · · ·· · · · · · ······· · TG · · ·· ·· ··· ·· · · · N 22 w 77sw r<3 · · · · · · · · · · ·· ····· · ·· •••• • • • ••• • • • •  NT( 84 SE TG:�iiG 
N 5 E 77 NW . . . . . . .  TG ...... 
··· ····· · · ····· ···· · · · · · · ··· ······ · · · · ·· ·· N 52 w 73sw 
TG 
. .  i'(; 
TG 
TG ... ... . . . ... .. . ... . .. . . . . . ·· ·····r·c;· · ··· · · · · ··· N 33 w  aii sw rG 
.. . . . ... . N . . iS E 78 NW ..... TG ... .. · . .................. .. · · N .. 4 .e i9 sE rG 
. ... . . . . .. ...... .... . . . . . . .... . . ·· ·····rc;· · · · ·  
. . . . ... .... . . . . . . . . TG 
N 39 w \jii �
W .. TG .. 





N 30 w 79 sw ... .... TG ..... . . . . .... . . .  N 2o w 77 NE 
N 68 E  52 NW 
TG 
. . . . . . . . . . . . N 3 w )� $vv ••• TG 






... . .. .... . . . . .  i(; 
TG 
N 17 E 34 NW .. . . . . .  T·G· 
. . . . . . . . . ·"'·��.1'11. 67sw rc; 
TG 
. . .. ··· · · ·· · · ········· · . . • j;jj� \i\i 65 sw . TG 
TG 




.. N 34 w '79 SW TG 
. . . .. . ......... ....... . .. ... . TG 
TG 
TG 
. . .. . .... . . . . . . . . . ... .. ···· ·Nw : :  ::�:��:�: ··s2-S"\N . . ···· ·r·c; .... . . 
TG 







.. . . . r<i 
TG .. ... ............. . · ·· · · ·· ···· ·· ·  r'G . . . . .......... ... . .  TG . i(; . 
· ·••• • • • •  j;j ii� ;,i\i  �i ij( . TG TG 
' i(;' 
' '  N 59 w 87 SW TG 
N 47 w 79 sw .. . .... TG . . .  
N 10  W 74 NE ....... TG . . . . . .  
. . . . . .. . . ........ . . . . N 24 W 48 SW TG 
N 67 W 78 SW ... . . ..  TG ..... · · · ···· ······ ··· · · · · · 
Foliation Lineation Fold Axis Axial Surface Fold Joint Map 
Station Litholo�y Strike Dip Plun�eBearin Plunge�earin. Strike Dip Angle (m) Verg. Strike Dip Unit  
i<c:1iio3 )�EM.§ . ...... N :ii E 4ii sE . 
KC-1 604 TG-SAP 
. . . ..... . . N.S.W . . 42 NE 
i<c:1iio5 i'Ci . . . . . . ...... N iii E 46 sE· 
i<c:iiioii liiVirH�iiii>iii'X .. N ii E ' :iii.sE' 
i<c:1iioi ··· ·· · ·rc;:·c: c; ··  N 47 E . .. :, .:i .. sE· 
.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
KC-1624 AMPH-SAP N 68 E 35 SE 
KC-1 625 ····· ····T·G:c:c;:··· 
. . .. . . N .. 39'E' 38 SE 
KC-1 626 
. . . .. . LE·u:c;c;:i·c; · · · · ·  .N .. 3.i .. E. 40 sE . .  i<c:1ii2i TG-50% · · · · · · ·  . . N . . ii4. E 57 Nw 
i<c:1ii2ii iCi:MIGiPEG . . N 58 E 32 SE . .  
Kc:1629 rCi:c G . . . . . . . . . . ... . ... ... . . . . . .  
24 
8 
. . �.1-�.vv. N 47 E 
TG 
7 • • • •  �}�( N 43 E I 80 N.'Y . •• · · · · · · · · · · ·  · · · · · · • ·•• • • • · • • • • •  . • . • • • • • • . • • • • N}W 84 .. N� . . . ... . . . T.G ... . . 
. . . . . . . .  · · · · · · · · · · · · · · : !  . ig 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · TG 
TG . . . . . ......... . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ici . . ...... . . .. . . . . . . . . . .... . ·· ··· · · · · · ···· ········· · · ··· iCi . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 
TG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. .............. iCi 
·· · · · · · ·
· • •
• i� . 
. . . .... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .  . . 
· · · · · · · · . . . . . .. . . . ... .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .  T(3 
. . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
N 32 W 74 SW TG 
••••
. . • . . • • . . •
. • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • . • • • • • • • •• • • • • • Nj� itj 62 sw TG iCi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... • i� 
TG . . .. . ... . . . . ici . 
· · ···· ·· ····· · ··· · · ·· · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · ·· ·· · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· ··· · · · · · · · · · · · ··· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  TG 
20 
· ·• s �tv;. · · ·
···· · · · · ·· .. I + , ........... , . ..... . . .. . . . . 
. ...... . . . . . . . . . . ...... ..... .. . . . . iCi 
TG 
TG 
· ··· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ····· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· ··· · · · · · ··· · · · ··· ·· ···· · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · ···· · · · ·· . . . ... .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :rc; 
TG 
. . ... ..
. .. . . . .  · · • •• • • •• •·•• • N)� itj jfs'iJ_ TG iG 
· · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·••• •
·••••• i� 
TG 
TG . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. .. . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . N 23\\i 87 NE .. TG . . .  .. . .  . . . . . .. .  . . . ......... . ... .. ..... . . . .  . . .. .. . r·c;· · ·  
N 4 E • .. 
NJE 56 NW I 90 • 
. ..•••••. . • . . . • . .  @? . ••••• . .••• • . •• •••••••••••••• )§ 
TG 
77 • •• $ 5o( N 39 E  6B_SE . . •
.. 0-2 
;;, • •• • • • • • • •• • • . • • •• • • • • • . • • • • . t.� . . . . . . ..... . 
TG 
· · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · ·· · · · · ·· · · · · · · ·  W TG . · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  .. N.33"W · ·?a · ·�;;.N · TG 
N 68 E 49 Nw !� 
TG 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · ·· · · · · · ·  . . .. .. .. . . . . . . _ _ N _ _ 29 . . E . . . � 1 . .  �.'Y. .JC3 
TG . i'Ci .  I · .. . . .  
'·· · ··· ··· ···· . 
· ··· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ····· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ···· · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · ·· · · · · · ·· 
204 
. · ···· ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · :rc; . 
Foliation Lineation Fold Axis Axial Surface IL ·A;n·;;:· · ·  
Station Lithology Strike Dip PlungE Bearin PlungeBearin Strike Dip Angle (m) Verg. Strike Dip Unit 
KC-1630 TG . Y.6.6X 53 SE f<c:l631 icii/\iViri-1�2iio/; Y 4B �- 64 se . . .  
KC-1632 ·ceiko:cici�2o.'i, N 74 E .6.6 se· · . .  KC�1-633" . . . .  AMF;H:WEATH. . .N . .  7'3"E· ··xg··sE . . 
KC-1634 ···· rG:c·G .. . . . N. SS ·E· 45 SE 
f<c:1635 . ·-rc;·· . . . . . _N 2_7 �- '32 SE .. ... Kc:1535 r.� •  KC-1637 TG N 72 E }as( 
f<C:163a tc;:c�� · i-:J 67 e 71 sE f<c:1539 rG · · · · · · � sf( 68 sE ····· · i<c:164o . .  NiiNE . . 
KC-164 1 '" ' ' 'AMP'H�'.'.'S'()cii�- - - . -�--�-�- -�- 52 SE 17 : · : : :�::�:?: :( :· · ·  KC-1642 rci:cici N 25 E 32 s( •. . ·f(c:16h TG-SAPiAMPH N 41 E 54 SE 
N 7 W  
TG .. ....... .. .  iG . 
47 sw TG 
TG 
· · · · · · · · ·· ········ ······ · ····· · · H6.H 50NW TG N 1 3  w "'?ii'NE .. ... . . TG 
· · ··· · · · · ··· · ·  . .. . . ... . . TG 
TG 
TG . . . ...... . . .. ....... .. .  ···�(ij'{. 57 NW TG . · · · · · · · · · · • •••••• • • • •• • • • ••• • • •  � 6.6.E . 32 NW TG f<c:1644 ·1;c;:iVieso ·· · · ·· i;i47e · 49·se rG 
f<c:1645 . .. AMP8 . · · · • • •  · ·1y3
e4EE·
· · 52se · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· ··· ·· · · · · · · · 39 ··· s 28 e  N B E 52 5( 5 . . . ... . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . .  NI'J .. . . . .  N . . . . 1.6 ... w·· · ·
· · 7· ·4· ·· s· · ·w···· ·· · ·· ··T'fG
G 
KC-1646 . . . . . . . . . . 1\.�I.Pf-i. . . . . , 42 SE . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . f<c:1547· TG/AMPH . . . .  _N 4_9_ �. ·s9 sE f<c:is48 · · sGG N 76 E · 4·7 sE ·· TG .. . . . . . .... ici 
TG Kc:1649 j�i���8. 
. N 'i '-'1 sri' NE 
'f(c:isso TG/AMPH . ·N·s;··E .. iii.sE· 
Kc_�1-��.!. 3i¢8�(S.�" · N iis e sii sE · 
. . ....... .... . . .
.
. . . .
. . . . • • •.••. ••••• •• . . • .• • . .• • • • •• •• •  �?!W. j� �\.V i'G 
KC-1652 OCHRE-SAP .. H i.H )5 5.( .··· . KC:165J . .  :r�:�j�j��� N 52 E 54 SE ·N iie· · 3s s� 
KC-1654 �e�9.:5.�� N 79 e  22 sf' ····· 
KC-1655 TG/t'EG .. . . N.SiE. 33 SE 
�(i656 i:eu:siiP . . � .. s.5 . .  E.. 40 Nw N 37 E 53 NW 
KC-1657 
·· · ·1c;:s/\r ······ ·i-:J-2'3·e· Ji. se · 
KC-1658 sc;·c;:c:·ci:�:zo:3o'i; ·N·s·s·e· "J·s se · · 
f<c:1559· -rc;:iViesa · · N. 6i e 40 sE 
Kc:166o . 1c;:c;c;-.:.'3ii'i; .. . . �. B4 .. �. 34· se f<c:1s61 · -rc;:c;_c:;.i/\iVirH N 44 E 62 se 
f<c:i662 -rc; · H iH 2ise f<c:i663 9.¢8�(S.�E N 65 E 47 sE 
KC-1664 . . .  �I::.L!:.G.(;/1\.�.f'J; .. N 2S E '375� · · · · · • · • •
· •
.
• • •••••.. • . . ) �)i( . � .3.2} i.?H\.V. . Kc:iii65' TG-50% . N' h{ .. 30 sr( . 
·f<c:1s6s· · ·-rc;:sf\p�sii.'i;·· ·N-43 e· '" sE 
Kc:156'i . GGiPec; · · · N.6ie· 3ii se .... . 
·Kc:166ii . GG:�Ausc:1a%·· N 9 E 37 SE 
.. KC�1-569. TG .... .. . . . ... . .. N . . 2"E.'' 24 SE .. . .. . . . .. .. . .... . . . . . .... 
KC-1670 · . . . .  l'c;· N 47 E · 4s sE 32 •• •� •ii(t • . 
KC-1671 ...... . .. TG�3ii'io"" .... "N"4'9 E 47 SE . ... .. 
1 70 
TG . ... . . . . .. . . .......... . . . .  TG 
.... ·· N s'i·w 9o sw rG 
· · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · ··· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ····· · :.r·c;··· . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .  TG 
TG . ····· . ici 
·· ·· ········· .. .. .... . . . TG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . TG 
TG 
············ ·· TG . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . ..... .. . TG 
TG 
N 1 4  w .. 68.sw · ·1·c:; .... 
· · · · · · · · · ·· ········ ······ · ···· · · · E��.W. �?}\.V . i(; TG 
TG 
..... .. . .. . . iG . .. . ... .. ... .. . . ....... .... f<c:16'i2 . 1c;·:s/\r . ... N 6'6 E '2ii.se .... 
f<c:is'i3 · rc:;:s/\p:;· · ·  · · N 5a e 19 sE · l ···· ···· i· ······· . TG ici 
f<c:1674 �eq:fc;§� . . . N iae  63 se .. 
·f<c:1s'is· rG ·· N·sa·e· 37 sE 
f<c:1676 ¢.¢8�(5.�� N 2 E 
. 
52 SE .... 
'f(c:167'i TG . . . N.S:J'E. 52 SE 
KC-1678 jii(j:jG:s.�� N 27 E 35 SE 
· f<c:1s79 rG/AMPH ·· .,i.i?e ·'3·3 sE· 20 
f<c:isso · rc;:e:_c;· · · · · · · · N ;·a E 20 sE 
KC-1681 : : : : : : : :::tg�g::�: :: : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : · :::: 
KC-1682 . . . . . ....... . T(3_ N 58 E 30 SE 
N 57 E 
··· ·· · ·· ···· ·· · · · · · ·  KC-1683 AMPGrfG N 37 E 50 SE 36 N 62 E 
AMPGrfG-50% N 66 E 55 SE 
AMPGrfG-50% N 5 E 53 SE 
ocHRE-sAP . . N . . 6·3·e· .. . 4.2 sE .. 
KC-1687 AMPGrfG-40-50% .. N.4·s·E· . .. iO . . SE .. .. 
i<c:1s88 iVir.Gii'G·-5a'i;iPE N. ;·5 � 47 sE 
160 
f<c:1689 TGiiiMPH . .... N i?e 49 5E " is ••• � 52.( . · · �···· f<c:is9o iG N 3 E 2H sE .... ... ..... .. .. . . . . ... . .. .. . . . . . . .•.... . .  H37( �)7 (  fi �( 9� • f<c:159i oz ... . .  . . . . N 7'3 e '82 SE 
f<c:1692 1c;:c;:c; . •• • �)H 42 sE . f<c:1593· .. .. AMi'>fi:siii> N 5o E .. 36 sE .. ···· 
KC:i694 f�:t;i��g . . r� 2J.( 59 SE 
'f((;:is95 .. ..... . JG..��I\.P. . .  N 72 E 34 SE KC-1696 TG/PEG N 44 E . ·4·B . . SE .. 
f<(i69( AMPG:TG N 59 E i2 SE 
KC-1698 )��i�'� ••• • • • • H S.H iii SE KC-1699 TG-MESO N 28 E .. ... O.SE. 
KC:i?iiii -r.�:i:i��g . . . �>.6. ( 37 SE KC-1701 TG-SAP N 119 E 42 SF.: 
6 ···· � 68 ( ··· · · · 
f<c:17ii2 iiio:rci:si i' ·········· · · · · · · · · · · · · · 53 ••• H 2{( Fi� W. �ii�( KC:i7ii3' AMPH . . . . ... . . . N. 4.i . . E. 53 SE 




























i(; . . .  . . . . N 62 e 63 sE . ... . · · · · · ·r·c;:.::;·():;·so;�· · · · ··N· ·s·5··E· 32 sE 
TG·MUSC N 53 E 32 SE . . . . .. . .... . . . .. . . . .... .. . . KC-1 708 TG-GG N 42 E 42 SE 
KC:ijijg �t;i�8r.r�:s.�� N 6 1 E 30 SE 




TG . ... . . . .... . ici 
. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . TG 
TG 
TG 
.. . . .  · · · ··· · ····· · · rc; · ·  . .. ... . . . .. . . . . . .... ..... TG 
. . . ... . . . . i'G . . .. . . . .. . . ........ • ... 
TG 
. . ··········· · · ·· . .. . . ... . . .... · · · · · ····· ·· · · . N 63 W 61 SW TG ........ .. Nw · .. ... · · rc; 
TG 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ...... . N 24 W 90 SW TG 
· · · ···· · · · ···· . . . .. . ........ . ·······rc;· 
TG . . . . . • • . •• •. • .  )G TG . . · · ··· ·· · · ······ )� 
TG 
. . . . . . . . .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . ....... . . . • • . • . • • . ••• :rc; 
. .. . .. �1'1 ... ·· · ·· · · ·· ·· ·· ··· ··· · · · ·· · ·  
TG 
TG ............. .. iG .. 
·· · · · ·· · · · ··· ········ TG 
····•·••••• · • • )G 
TG . . . · · · · ··· · · ···· · · · ·· ·· · · ······ · ·· · · · · · · ·········· · · · ·· TG ... ....... . ... . . . ....... ..... TG . ... ... .. . . . .  i(; .. 
. .. . . ... .. . . . .. . . . . ........... 
Foliation Lineation Fold Axis Axial Surface Fold Joint 
· ··· · · . . . .  M�p· · 
Station Litholoqy Strike Dip Plunge earin PlungeSearin Strike Dip Anqle (m) Verg. Strike Dip Unit 
KC-1 7 1 1  TG-MESO N 40 E 4 4  SE 
i<c:i7i2 · i'c:r\.iesoiiiMPH . N ·s:i E 43 se· . .  ��(\h� TG t-J 83_ E. 48 SE 
KG-1 7 14  
...... . TG:MES6 N 34 E . ·2·9·5E· ·  . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  !<:3 . . . . 
TG .. . . . . · · · · · · · ·  . . . . . . . .... . . . N 9 w 84 sw . rG 
. . . . .
.
•....... . .• !9. . 
TG · · · ·  ·········· · · · · · ········· ··
N
-43-v.J ··:;s·s·w· M-SCH .. · · .. · ·· · · · ·  · · ····· ·;; ��w 63 sw 
· M:scH rG . . . . . . . . . . . .  . rG . . . . .... · · · · · · ········ . . r"G .. . . . . . . . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. ... 
TG ... iG 
..... ....... ·············· ... ... rG . . . . . . . . · · · · · ······ · · · · · · · · ········ 
TG 
i<c:112s t�iiiMP.8:siiP N 29 E 32 sE · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  · · · · · · ······ · ··· ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ········ · iG 
i<c:1126 . . . . . . . . . . . �.��H.. - • - • • •••• N i;4 E  s7 se 
· · · 
. . ...... . . . • •- • •· ·· · ·••••• j§ ·Kc:i 72:i" MUSC-TG N 2 W  44 NE . . . .. ... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . !.<:3 .. . i<c:; 728 s1o:r.1usc:ic •• N 4J.( sa se TG i<c:1729 1(;�15'1, t -J4B E. 64 se . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .  · · · · · · ·•• • · • • • •••••••• • . .• • • )� ·Kc::;·73a· ··· · ·t:e·u:l'c;·�c:· ·c; N 6 1 E 59 se TG 
i<c:1131 LEU-slo--rG····· H �? E  s2·se j§ 
KC-1732 i:i¢ii����AP.iA�H N 64 E 51 sE •?o. ••• � �� 01. 
······· · · ·· ·· · + · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·········· · ··· "N 14 w 9o sw TG 
Kc:1733 �£;l)t(l;(J�l!:S.C::C3t:l N�ii_ ( 2:i se 
..... . . ..... . .  · · · · · · ······· ·············· ·············· ···· · · ··· . . . . .... . . . . . . . .. . ......... . . ... N Sii E 45 NW M:scH 
KC-1 734 
······c;c;:MY.Lii"N··· . · N· ·;·;··E· 66 SE 
········ ········· · · · · ·  N. 2�01. n sw · M:scH oc . 
Kc:1735 i;ii.LgN.:i:ic; . . . t-J .. 6_ox . J.3 . .  ��--
_ _ _ __ _ _  .. __ _ _ _  .. _ - - - -� -
·i<c::;·736. MYLON-OG N 44 E 68 SE 
i<c:1737 ��i:)1¢i:G.A��s¢ H �H 53 se 
·Kc:i·738 OG N 73 E 29 SE 
739 
··c;c;· . ....... . .  N ·5·4 E ·34 se . 
····· · · · ·············· .. oc . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .... . .. . . . . . . . .. 
. ········· · · · · ·  .. . 9.� 
OG 
7��· OG N 51 E 49 SE •••••••••••••• •••••••••••
.








••••• •••••••••••••• @ i'J.  �J.�ifj OG 
1 74 1  oG 
· · ········ · · H:iH 2ii se 6c 
1742 
··· c;c; . . . . .. . ..... t-J .B.2 E.. ·;;; ·se 
.. ... .. . . . . oc 
i743. OG/SCH N 58 E . .. 30.SE . . . . ........... ·········· ···· .. . . . . . .  ·············· ..... ......... .............. ...... ... . .. . . . .............. ........ . ..... .............. ......... . .  · · · · · ··c;c;··· 
1744 
· · ···· ··c;c;·· · ·  · ······· ··N ·s·7·E· ":i"ii .se· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  ······ ······· · ······· ·· · · · · · · ·· · · · · ····· · ·  · · . .. .  · · · · · · · · ·  · · · · ·  · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  · ···· · ·· ·· ······c;c;· · 
1745 i.1usc:iiio:scH N �f( 45 NW · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  . .. . .. . . . ... ......... . . .  . ... .. . . . . .... .... .. • • · · · · • • •••••• 
·
••· • · · · · · •••• • · · · •••••••••• CJ.�. i7�� r\.iusc:scH _N __ 5_5 .. E.. sa se oG 
1 747 • 3iG. • • ... . . _ _  N __ 5_4 .. E.. 45 NW 
. . . . . . . . . ..... . 
9.� 
KC-1748 MUSC-OG t-J .. 1.5X ..
. 30.SE . . OG 
i<c:1749 <:iG. . . . . . t-J . .s.2 . .  E.. 43 �( 




OG N 57 E 70 SE OG 
i<c:i751 ······· ··· oG ••• • • • • � il:i( s:i se .. . ····· ····· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · · · · · · · · · ·· ··· .............. ......... . . . . ........ ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · ·•••••• · · ·  •••••••.•••••• . 9.� ··Kc:1·752· ... . ·aciPE·G· N 6 w 43 NE OG Kc:1753 6ciPEG ...... . ��H :i"ii se . . . .  . . .. ·········· · . . . .  .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ····· ··· · · · ··· . .......... . . .  .. .... oc Kc:1754 .. oG . . . .. . ... . . . NJ.5 .. E.. 4ii se . .. F�� i'J. 72 NE • gc • 
.. . .. t-J..3?..E. "79 SE OG t§:�·��f %��1rf . .. ��f� �f�� . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  .. . • g�· i<c:;;;;;;; c;c; ······· H�9f 60 sE · · ····· · ···· ·············· 6c i<c:17ss i;i�s¢�ci\ii•:��8 N 45 E 39 se . . . .. .... ... . .  . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . ......... .............. .. . ···· ····· · · · · · · · · · ····· . .  · • • • •••• • • · • • • •  i:i:��8.• i<c:1759 Musc-scH �G:iE. 52 se . . . ...... . . . . . ....... . . . ... . . .. .  �.:s_c:li . . . · ·i<c::;·76a· ····· Muscifc? . . . . . i'l .. 55 E 57 sE M-scH 
KC- 1761 SAP N 67 E 54 SE · · ····· •••• • • • •• •• •• •• •••••• j§ Kc:i-762 i.1usc:·siiPiTG . .  N.4i E ·sa· se TG 
Kc:1753 . .  AMP.8 
· ·  
N sB.E 50 sE · •• • •• · • • - • • • • ••••••••• ·•••• · • •••••••••••• -••••••••·•••• •••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• ·•••••••••••· • ·•••••••••••••••• •• ••••••••••••• • F\� 01. ���w • • !� 
KC-1764 TG . ... . ....... .. NJ.O .. E.. 49 SE TG ··i<c::;·76s
· 
TG N 2a E . . 5_3 __ s�.. 
····· r"G ···· 
:;755· ···· ··· · ·rc ············ ·N 27E 34 sE · . .  · ··· · ····· · ··· ·· .. ·· .. ·· ··· · · .. · ·· ·· .. · ··· · · · · · ········· ·· ···· .. · ·· ;; 3a·w sa·sw TG 
-1767 
. ........ ic . . . . . . . . .... N s7E s·a se · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  ............ . . . . . ........... ·············· .. .. . . . ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. . •••••••• • • •••••••• • • •••• ) (; 
1 768 i§¢ G..iP.�§ ••• N �H 3ii se TG 
i769
. 
TG .t-J .. s.6x 
· ;;·ci ·se· ·  · ·  TG 
1 7!�. TG�SAP . .  t-J. .3.6 .. E.. 55 SE 
. . . .  · · ··•••••••· • ·  •••••• •••••• • j§ 771 .. .... .. ···c;c;·· · · ·  N 32 E · ·3;··N·W· .  TG 
m i'c . . . . .... N 74 E 45se ••••••••••• • •  •••••.•..••••• ii_ • • • •  �4�( Hs�( 6.6. �-;;j 9ii !9. iii GG N 43 E 37 SE . ··N··74··E· ii:i.Nw· TG 
Kc-1774 a:c;e; ·• HtH �B. �( · · ·  · · · · · · · · ······ ········ ·············· ·············· · ·•••••••••••• • • • • •• •••••••• ••••• • • • •• • · • • •••••• ••••• · •••• · • • •••••••••••••• �6.4T 51 Nw r"G · i<c:1775· c�c·ciiiGN . 
i<c:1776 c;:
c;c; ••••••••• � �(( :ii se . . i<c:177i · · · ·  ·····M:·sc;·N N_ 3ox 25 sE ··Kc:177a· ......... i:c;: ·:": . . ....... . . t-JJ.O .. E.. 50 SE ··Kc:1·779· ········ · · ·iiriPH. N 74 E 32 SE 
i<c:i?so E@i�� ••••••• N ii_iiE. 3o Nw "Kc:i·ia·i· BGN N 42 E .. 43"se· ·  . 
t§:���� ��%�t��� � �n J�*� · ·········· ·· · ············••I i:i H �H ��S.E �g�V'i ·· · ·  Kc::; 784 gz.:�•¢8.i�MP.8• .. t-J . .s.2 .. E.. 55 sE 
·.·.�-
·-�-·-•.:. �.·-�-·-�·-�- ·.·. IJ.!lK.Jz1f;?GN .. . . t-J . . 4.3 .. E.. }4)( ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. ·.·. ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·_ ! ; ;; · . . . . .. ... • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 
TG · · · · · · · · ··· · · ·· ········ · · · · · · · · · ········· · · · ······· · · · · · · ···· ·· · · · · · · · · ··· · 
. .. . . . .. .. . . .. . .... .... . . .  !<:3 .. . 
TG .... · · · · · · ......... . . . .  N iH 66 se r"G 
... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .......... ... .. t-i .. 9.0 .. E. 44 NW 
·····
fG ···· · · · ··· · · · · 
!G. 
TG ·· ·············· ···· ·r·c; 
... . . ... . . . .. . . . . . . . ......... ··· · ······· • •• ••••••••• ••••• :r� 
TG 
· · · ··· · · · ·· · · · ·•··· . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ··· · · · · · · · · · · · ········ · · · •·· • =r� TG 
TG . . KC::. 1.!B!. • 9.Z.it�/.801. . . . N 37 E 43 SE 
I " . •  :5 .. 3.2 .. E. . . .  N.2�. 'N. �� :5':':1 ..... .. . .. ·· · ······ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. . . . . . . . ..... · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  . . .. . rc; ·· · 
. . . N..��.\'1. 40 NE i<c:1788 •s.8.�i\@i-iiG.N t-J 63 E. ss se .. 
. ······· . . . ........... ... .... .. .. . ... . ·· ·· rc; . 
··Kc:17a9
· 
AMPH/ SCHI . ... . t-JJ.3 .. E.. 58 SE 
· ···· · . . . . . ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·············· ···M:s·cH·· I @:�7.�� aZ1rEi sciii .. t-JJ3 .. E.. ii·s sE •• H ii.'Y fsN.( M:sct:i 
KC- 1791 t:;G.:�i\P. . . . . . . . .. 
t-J 
.. B.2 . . E.. 4 1 SE 
... .. . .... . . ........ . . . . ..... . . . . . . . . .  . . ........ . ... .... .... ... . . .  . . . . . . . . . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . .... ..... . . . . . . . . .. 
...... . . . . . . . .  r:J � -
206 
Foliation Lineation r HF�iCi ;;; ;� T:A�i�l S�rta�� . 
Station Lithology Strike Dip PlunQE Bearin PlungeBearin Strike Dip 
KC-H92 O.G . BGN 
i<c:i 793 PEGisct:i 
KC-1 794 
.. . .. 6G···· 
N 1 1  W 30 SE 
N 80 E ·4·3 ·5E· . 
N 82 E  ... G .SE . .  
· ·Kc�;·:;gs· .... . . . .  o.·e;·:·scH .. . . . . .  · ·N· ·s·a· ·E· ···s·5· ·sE· ·  .. i<¢-ij96 . H O G  . . . . .. . N 77E 47 SE 
KC-1797 MGIJ\/1���is¢H H.54 n 46 SE ··Kc:i·]ga· DRK-SCHI N 52 E 57 SE 
·i<c:i7ss· c; c;.· s/\ii N 71 E 51 sE 
Kc:iaoo o Ci  . . . . . N i6 E:  sa sf. . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
AMPH 
i<c:iao2 CiCiisct:ii 




.. . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 
BGNI G G  
GG/SCHI 
· · · · · · · · ···· · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · KC-1807 T.G.?? 
N 68 E  56 NW 
N 52 E .54.SE . 
N 32 E iii sf. 
i<c:iaaa· · ai :R;·c;:i:sc;N N 75 E 55 sE 
KC-1809 
.. .. . . . . BGN . . . N 60 E . .  29 SE 9 . . . . . N .67.E . .  . . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 
i<c:iaiii . BGN:MIG ••.• ••• N)4( 42 sf. � 
KC-181 i 
. . . . . . .  i .G·: · ·  N ?·t E · 61 NW ��:���� Tf�"" •······ � �H � ��t ••· · · · · · · · ·  
· 'Kc�1·a�;4 · · · · ·· · · · 
KC- 1 8 1 5  
i<c:i s1 6 
KC-1 8 1 7  
i<c:i ais 
PMA N 35 E 57 SE 
... AMPii
· · · · · · · ·  N 4 i E: · s4 sE: · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . 
MEsJ�fAriPH . . Z �i{ ;: ;� . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
sGNiT G . . . . . . . .  N 6ii E 40 sE: . 
i<c:i a1s ·· ·AMPHir c;: · · ·N ·5; i' so sE i<(iii2� )§iP�G N 42 E 'iii sE: 
KC-1 82 1 GG/ PEG N 50 E · · ·s····sE· "kC�1-822. · · · ·c�c;�·�·i�ed�·T:G N 52 E 51 SE 
�§:���� O%if��SPAP � �� � :� ;� . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i<c:ia2s s:c;c; ········ ·N ss ·E: 3 1 sE 
KC-1 826 
. . . T·.G.iGG . . . .. N ;·i··E · . . .  43 SE . . . 
· "Kc�1·a2i · · · · · · · · · · · ·sAP · · · · · · · ·  · ·N· ·a·s· ·E· 40 Nw 
Kc:ia28 T G (MAFIC) ... N 72 E: . 35 sE: . i<c:ia29 i' c; iscH,s'i) N 28 E 47 sf. 
KC-1830 · · · · ·a.G
·sct:ij? N 33 E 
.. .  6iJ sE · 
· ·Kc�;·s3"1. · · · · · · · · ···-r.·G·:-;; · · · N 10 w ·-:3g· s·w· · · ·  
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Plate 2. Geologic map and cross sections of the Kings Creek, 
North Carolina 7.5-minute quadrangle 
James L. Kalbas; December, 2002 
Tectonics and Structural Geology Research Group, 
University of Tennessee-Knoxville 
Western Inner Piedmont 
Alluvium- poorly sorted, unconsolidated sediments ranging from 
silt- to boulder-size. T hickness of deposits is typically from -1 -
3 m. 
Lenoir Quarry migmatite - dark gray to black, medium-grained, 
hornblende (33-99 %), quartz (0-27 %), plagioclase (< 1-27 %; 
An24-44). biotite.(0-12 %), epidote(< 1-7 %) gneiss. Also contains 
�ight to dark gray, medium- to coarse-grained, quartz (38-68 %), 
plagioclase (32-36 %; An24.34). biotite (12-14 %), microcline (< 10 
%), hornblende(< 5 %), myrmekite (2-3 %). and epidote (1-2 %). 
Typically migmatitic; contains 1-4 em quartz, feldspar layers and 
lenses. Contains numerous boudins of amphibolite, with minor 
quartz-feldspar layering, ranging in size from 10 em to > 1 m. 
Henderson Gneiss- light gray to medium gray, megacrystic, 
microcline-oligoclase-quartz-bibtite-muscovite augen gneiss. 
Augen are lenticular and �re. aligned wiih the foliation defined by 
a medium-grained matrix composed of feldspars, biotite, quartz, 
and epidote. 
Amphibolite- black, fine- to medium-grained, hornblende­
plagioclase (trace)-quartz (trace) gneiss. 
Granitoid gneiss- light gray (frequently stained to a light orange 
by. secondary oxidation), medium- to coarse-grained, poorly 
foliated to massive, quartz-feldspar, holo-leucocratic to 
leucocratic, granitic gneiss. 
White-mica schist- light brownish-white to reddish brown, 
coarse-grained quartz-muscovite-sillimanite schist. Migmatitic 
with local quartzofeldspathic leucosomes. 
lnequigranular biotite gneiss and schist- dark gray, fine- to 
medium-grained, inequigranular quartz (34-37 %), biotite {23-30 
%), plagioclase {13-24 %; An34.44), muscovite (8-15 %), 
sillimanite (trace-3%) schist and biotite gneiss. Porphyroclasts 
are dominantly composite and range in size from 0.1 10 1.0 em 
in diameter. Texturally similar to 'Hg." 
Eastern Inner Piedmont 
Alluvium· poorly sorted, unconsolidated sediments ranging from 
silt- to boulder-size. T hickness of deposits is typically from -1 -
3 m. 
Walker Top Granite- light gray to medium gray, megacrystic, 
plagioclase (18-39 %; An 37-40), quartz (29-30 %), microcline (16-
30 %), biotite (9-18 %). muscovite (trace-S %), garnet (0-1 %) 
gneiss. Microcline megacrysts are euhedral to subhedral and are 
aligned witt) the dominant foliation. Long axes range in size from 
-0.5 to 8.0 em and display carlesbad twinning. Matrix is medium­
to coarse-grained and contains feldspar, biotite, and quartz. 
Toluca granite- very light gray to white, medium- to coarse­
grained, weakly foliated to massive biotite-garnet-white mica, 
metagranitoid to granitic gneiss. Includes enclaves of migmatitic 
biotite gneiss/metagraywacke. 
Hibriten orthogneiss- dark blue- gray to black, medium to 
coarse-grained, megacrystic plagioclase (32-41 %; An33.38). 
quartz (2-29 %), biotite (0-27 %). muscovite (0-1 %) gneiss. 
Megacrysts are dominantly euhedral plagioclase, and range in . 
size from -0.25 to 1 .o em in diameter. Local amphibolite boudins. 
Sillimanite mica schist- brown to reddish brown to silvery blue­
gray, medium- to coarse-grained porphyroblastic biotite (27-49 
%), quartz (13-4;5 %), sillimanite (9-14 %), muscovite (3-12 %), 
plagioclase (0-7 %; An20), garnet (trace-7 %) schist. Migmatitic 
with local quartzofeldspathic layers and leucosomes. 
Metagraywacke- light to dark gray (weathering to a reddish­
brown), fine- to coarse-grained, porphyroblastic, quartz (37 -49 %), 
K-feldspar (2-32 %), biotite (13-18 %), plagioclase (13-28 %; An 
25.31), muscovite (trace-4 %), hornblende (0-2 %), epidote (0-1 %) 
gneiss. Insubordinate amounts of garnet, biotite schist occur 
locally. Lacks distinct compositional layering > 1-2 em. Migmatitic, 
with local quartzofeldspathic leocosomes. Contains interlayers 
and boudins of light gray to white, fine-grained calc-silicate. 
Biotite augen gneiss- light gray, fine- to medium-grained, 
megacrystic, K-feldspar-biotite-quartz-muscovite-garnet gneiss. 
Alkali feldspar megacrysts range in size from -0.2 - 0.75 em 
(long axes) and are aligned parallel to the dominant foliation. 
Fine- to medium-grained feldspar, biotite, and quartz constitute 
the matrix. 
Note: where percentages are not listed, minerals are listed in descending order of abundance. 
STRUCTURAL FEATURES AND SYMBOLS 
CONTACTS 
/ Lrthologic contact, dashed where approximately located, �---- solid where exact. · 
""" 
Thrust fault contact dashed where approximately located, 
solid where exact. Teeth on hanging wall. 
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splay off the PSSZ 
LINEAR STRUCTURES 
__.., Trend and plunge of mineral lineation 
.--J""""45 Trend and plunge of crenulation axis 
_,... 45 Trend and plunge of mesoscopic upright open antiform 
__.....,." Trend and plunge of mesoscopic upr1ght open synform 
-{1'45 Trend and plunge of mesoscopic overturned tight to isoclinal antiform 
c.-" -.• Trend and plunge of mesoscopic overturned tight to isoclinal synform 
F4 
(NOTE: Where structural symbols are combined, 




/45 f Strike and dip of foliation; inclined, vertical 
J., I Strike and dip of schistosity; inclined, vertical 
MAP SYMBOLS 
)/: Vulcan Materials Quarry 














Station locations in·the Kings Creek, North 
Carolina 7.5-minute quadrangle 
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